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Abstract
The purpose of this research is to critically assess how the future is conceived and
presented in a contemporary Japanese science museum, based on ethnography
conducted at the Miraikan National Institute of Emerging Science and Innovation in
Odaiba, Tokyo. As a museum of the future the devices that Miraikan houses are often
framed in terms of their potential uses. This means that the display strategies
employed depend on utilizing conceptions of the future. By critically engaging with
the visions of the future that are presented in the museum this research elucidates
some of these underlying influences traceable to social and environmental concerns,
and considers which among these are particular to the Japanese context, drawing on
participant observation with volunteers and staff as well as academic literature
concerning museum curatorship in Japan and elsewhere.
The primary concern of this resesarch is the shifting relationship between
technology and human labour, in which there is growing tendency to
anthropomorphize machines set against the increasing mechanization of human
behavior various contexts. This research seeks to demonstrate how the visions of the
future on display at Miraikan can be seen as attempts to replace missing kinship
relationships, or to reclaim ‘lost bodies’ in various ways. Current changes in Japanese
society are reflected in the nature of the machines being created and in the roles these
devices are designed to fill. The demand for cheap labour in a country with little
inward migration and a rapidly aging population leads to fantasies about how these
roles might be filled by further leaps in technology. Miraikan, as a forum for the
presentation of future technology, provides the opportunity to engage with these
kinship crises and is the ideal place to critically engage with these issues.
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1: Introduction
This thesis is about how the future is constructed at the Miraikan Museum of Science
and Innovation in Tokyo. The relationship between the exhibits and devices on
display and societal concerns will be considered alongside the role of staff, volunteers
and members of the public in determining how they are perceived. This research will
also draw on examples taken from academic literature including science and
technology studies, museum education, material culture and the anthropology of
Japan. Many of the devices on display at the museum are intended to compensate for
missing kinship relations by replacing them with some form of technological
substitute. It will be argued that the visions of the future at Miraikan can be seen as
attempts to reclaim these ‘lost bodies’ in various ways.
Miraikan name means ‘future museum,’ its full title is the Miraikan National
Museum of Emerging Science and Innovation. It was founded in 2001 by the
Japanese Science and Technology Agency and is led by former astronaut Dr Mamoru
Mohri. The museum occupies a vast 19,636 square meter site in Tokyo Academic
Park in Odaiba (See Fig.1.1). The purpose of the museum, as defined in its
promotional material, is ‘to provide a forum for all to ponder and discuss future roles
of science and technology.’ Its slogan is ‘understand science, understand the world’
(kagaku ga wakaru, sekai ga wakaru). Although in the museum’s English guide
material this is translated rather poetically as ‘open your eyes to science, see a whole
new world.’ Miraikan emphasizes the potential of new technology to address
challenges facing society through its various permanent and temporary interactive
exhibitions. There are also seminars and classes aimed at promoting public
engagement with science. Miraikan employs the use of volunteers to assist in its
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exhibition spaces as well as to support scientific demonstrations and events conducted
at the museum (See Fig.1.2).
The state-run Japan Science and Technology Agency (JST), which has the
remit of fostering technological innovation and promoting public understanding of
science, was the main source of funding in setting up Miraikan. The JST was also
responsible for initiating the ‘Core Research of Evolutional Science and Technology’
program, or CREST, which among other things provides financial support for
Japanese device art projects, some of which are on display at Miraikan (Schlachetzki
2012: 25). Miraikan also receives funding by charging visitor admission and through
corporate sponsorship. These ‘Official Partners’ provide financial and logistical
support, even taking an active role in the production of some of the exhibitions and
outreach activities at Miraikan. The sponsors include technology companies Asahi
Kasei and Ricoh Global, Yazaki automotive parts and Chugai Pharmaceutical.
Miraikan’s ‘Official Suppliers,’ which provide the contents of some of the exhibits,
include: Lego, Yamaha, Hitachi, Life Technologies and Okamura corporation.
Miraikan is situated on the manmade island of Odaiba, which with its own
monorail and huge futuristic buildings could be seen as a prime site for anime and
manga related tourism. Susan Napier describes the mis-en-scene of mecha the genre
of technology based anime ‘The futuristic settings of mecha, inevitably high-tech
and/or urban, with immense sky scrapers, laboratories, elevators, space stations, and
huge corporations permeated with robotic equipment, also evoke a hard edged
technological world’ (Napier 2005: 88). This passage could be a description of
Odaiba but for the space station. Odaiba also is the location of the Tokyo International
Exhibition Centre where among other things the International Anime Fair and cosplay
conventions are held. Lam provides a detailed account of the history of dojinshi
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(amateur manga) and its relationship to Tokyo’s biannual Comic Market (Komikku
Maaketto or Komike in Japanese) held at Tokyo Big Site (Lam 2010: 244). Sights of
interest for gaming and technology enthusiasts include the Panasonic Centre and the
Sega Joypolis, both a short walk from Miraikan. The significance of manga and anime
related tourism in Odaiba should not be understated, as manga accounts for
approximately 22% of Japan’s entire publishing output, and includes a vast range of
genres that goes well beyond the scope of niche subculture, including sci-fi, romance,
fantasy, horror, history, crime, and ‘mecha’ (giant robot) (Glaister 2010: 85).
Recently at the nearby shopping malls ‘Diver City’ Gundam Front Tokyo opened, a
themed experience complete with an eighteen-meter high statue of one of its most
famous robotic suits.
In order to facilitate research at Miraikan I applied to become a volunteer.
The criteria to be a volunteer at the museum is to speak Japanese, have a
demonstrable interest in science and be able to devote at least one day every two
weeks to working at the museum. Volunteers are easily to spot by their uniform,
which consists of bright orange vests. They mingle among the exhibits providing
information for visitors as and when they ask for it. Volunteers patrol the exhibition
space, interacting informally with the visitors and one another. Most have an interest
or background in science and volunteer as a social activity. A typical volunteer might
visit Miraikan once a week on a particular day, or every two weeks, or some other
similar pattern. Volunteers enjoy certain privileges at the museum and its associated
research facilities such as access to talks, workshops, and the museum itself without
charge. For example, on one occasion the volunteers were invited to view a new film
for the ‘Dome Theatre,’ the museum’s planetarium, before it was made public. The
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role of a volunteer is perhaps best considered as occupying a space between visitor
and staff member.

Becoming a Volunteer
At the start of this research I attended a mandatory volunteer training at Miraikan. A
large group of us, forty or more, were led to a seminar room where we were presented
with our volunteer IDs, lanyards bearing a card with our image, a data chip and four
digit volunteer number, which I will later learn we are given in order of membership.
I am number 2071, a few days later I met a senior volunteer whose number is a single
digit, he informed me that number 0001 had only recently retired. We are also given
information sheets describing volunteer duties and information on the content of
museum exhibitions. There are several presentations including one by the Volunteer
Coordinator, Tomoko Fukunaga, and one by a member of administrative staff
describing the institutional structure and history of Miraikan. We a shown a video
demonstrating the procedure for signing in at the beginning of a shift as a volunteer.
This involves touching the lanyard against a sensor which takes a register of which
volunteers are at the museum, leaving belongings in lockers, putting on an orange vest
and a badge to identify what section of the museum you work in - although the badges
were abandoned midway through the research period.
There is also a brief training session in polite behavior, including how to
gesture and bow correctly to visitors, as well as how to use some son keigo phrases, a
polite register of language used in commercial or institutional settings. Staff in all
manner of service roles will necessarily to be skilled at using keigo language in order
to show respect to customers. I was amused when the person who led the politeness
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training remarked that in England all people leave school with this level of etiquette
training whereas in Japan it takes a little extra practice. It occurred to me that many
paid jobs do not give this level of introductory training, as I repeatedly practiced
bowing. It is a comprehensive day of training that ends with an in depth tour of the
exhibition space where I will be working and some factsheets on the exhibits there.
On my first day as a volunteer at Miraikan, as I wait in the Volunteer Room
(See Fig. 1.3) for the morning meeting, exactly fifteen minutes before the day
officially begins, I notice to my right on the floor a little cardboard box. Inside is
‘Aibo,’ the robotic dog. It is sat on top of a pile of odds and ends and some bubble
wrap, a pitiful sight. Presumably it is broken, but its curious pose, like a dog in a deep
sleep holds my attention with much greater ease than would a broken laptop. I feel a
little sorry for it. Looking around the room, I can see that perhaps three-quarters of the
volunteer staff are elderly people. At orientation I had also noticed that by far the
majority of volunteers were older people. Most I had spoken to were now retired but
had previously worked in science/technology related employment and therefore had
an interest in the themes of the exhibits at Miraikan. The first person that I introduce
myself to today is typical in this regard. A little later, while talking to another
volunteer that also had a science background, who regrets that she has forgotten all of
her English, I begin to think of the irony that such a monument to the future, and
particularly to potential solutions to the problems of supporting aging population, is
largely being maintained by elderly volunteers, offering their labor for free. As I am
given an extensive tour, mainly to explain where all of the toilets are on each floor, I
internally debate whether the retirement age being increased might solve much of the
problems being discussed here on the third floor.
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Every morning there are meetings for the volunteers that take place in the
Volunteer Room exactly fifteen minutes before the museum opens. These are led by
the volunteer coordinator, a permanent member of staff that is responsible for all
volunteers, sometimes assisted by senior volunteers. By the time the meeting starts
volunteers are expected to have put their possessions away, signed in using their ID
cards and to have put on the uniform. The volunteer uniform consists of a bright
orange vest, badges that identify the wearer as belonging to a particular section of the
museum.
The volunteer coordinator is always on time and is very skilled at delivering
all of the day’s important information within five minutes. She stands in the area in
front of the doorway and sign in computer during the meeting, which creates an
embarrassing moment for latecomers as they must creep in behind her and apologize
in order to get past to sit down. The content of the meetings is usually a list of any
one-off events taking place that day, the size and expected times of any large tour
groups and any other logistical information. The third floor is where I would spend
most of my time researching over the following year (See Fig.1.4). The exhibits on
this floor are listed as follows:
Innovation and Future:
•

	
  

Robot World:
§

Humanoid Robot ASIMO

§

Therapeutic Robot “Paro”

§

Vehicle Robot “Hull” and “Halluc II”

§

High-Speed Catching Robot

§

How Robots Move

§

Let’s Ask a Robot Scientist!
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•

Mural of Human Technology

•

The Spring of Wishes/The River of Creativity

•

The Sea of Fertility

•

Lifestyle 2050

•

Send a Message to the Researchers.

Information Science and Technology for Society:
• A Hands-on model of the Internet
• Songs of Anagura: Missing Researchers and their Remaining Devices
• Living with Monmo
• Tearoom of Zero/One:
§

Robot Tiles

§

Mermaid in the Window

§

Saccade Display

§

Optical Camouflage

§

Book Marimba

§

Planet Series

§

Nicodama

Volunteers and staff usually take breaks for lunch between midday and two o’clock.
Staff are limited to one hour, but volunteers, as one colleague observed, ‘are
volunteers’ and are therefore free to take as long as they want, however most take
roughly one hour. On breaks staff are usually to be found in the Communication
Library, offices, cafe or the fast food restaurant that is attached to the museum.
Volunteers for the most part stay in the Volunteer Room during breaks, although
some also take refuge in the Science Library or venture outside the museum.
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Most people sit in groups eating packed lunches, some sit alone, some read,
some of the older volunteers sleep - there is one particularly comfortable seat in the
Communication Library that is notorious for being used for napping. A television in
the volunteer room plays dorama (daytime soap operas) and period dramas. The
Communication Library is a medium sized room with chairs, tables, and some stacks
of natural science journals. Although described as a library it functions mainly as a
meeting room and for staff lunch breaks. There are several vending machines and the
tables are mainly used for eating. Though listed among Miraikan’s public facilities, I
have never seen anyone who was not a member of staff or volunteer in this room.
This may be due to its prohibitive location as it is not visible from the any of the main
exhibition areas. It is on a corridor on the second floor accessible by stairs where
research rooms, offices and the volunteer room are located.
The youngest volunteer is a high school student that is hoping to go on to
study some form of advanced science, as yet undecided, at university. He stands out
as the vast majority of the volunteers are retired and the remaining are middle-aged
professionals who give up their spare time. There are audible gasps every time he
reveals his age. I assume that his reason for volunteering is so that he can add it to his
CV when applying for university. He seems not to enjoy volunteering much at all. On
his first day he confided in me that he was nervous, as he had never had a job before
or had to act in a service staff role anywhere. He finds it difficult not to get bored and
to be on his feet for hours on end. There are several staff and volunteers at the
museum with some English speaking ability but he is the first fluent English speaker
that I met there. He is a Korean national who was raised in Tokyo and attends an
international school. His near bilingual fluency has been useful to me several times
during my time here in clarifying linguistic uncertainties. He also gave me good
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advice on how to follow the rules of etiquette in formal settings, using honorific
language properly and polite gestures.
The building which houses Miraikan is designed in a broadly contemporary
international style. There is lots of glass, mirrors, artificial boundaries through which
an illusion of space is created. In the public areas of the museum there is often a view
of several floors at once, the entirely of that floors own exhibition space, or of offices
and lab space in the nonpublic areas of the museum that are visible through glass
walls. The cumulative effect of these architectural features is a sense of vast openness.
One is usually able to see and is visible to large numbers of others at a given moment.
This visibility can be oppressive for volunteers and staff, who occasionally desire
privacy.
When a member of the museum staff wishes a moment outside of their
colleagues or visitors collective gaze there are few options. However many, including
myself, are of the opinion that this is best achieved by a visit to the staff toilets. Not
only a room to defecate or clean oneself, but a place to sit down (valuable within
seven or eight hours spent mostly standing), to use the phone or to check your
appearance. When I raised this observation with one of the museum volunteers, he
laughed in recognition that many of the staff seem to visit the toilet frequently for
these reasons. However, even such a visit is not without risks, as to reach the staff
toilets, one must negotiate a gauntlet that runs past several glass offices, research
rooms, and the staff room where senior staff and volunteers who are not on the
museum floor lie in wait, in order to reach what is one of very few private spaces at
Miraikan.
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In the staff room there is a printout with several photos that show how to
identify different types of staff in the museum by their uniform. The first major
division is that between administrative and research staff, who have no uniform, and
those who work in the public areas of the museum. For the second group, the
complexity of the uniform seems to have an inverse relationship to the position of the
employee within the museum hierarchy. Science Communicators dress casually and
must only wear a white vest to identify themselves as staff. Volunteers have the same
vest, but in garish orange, making it considerably more conspicuous. The people who
work in a service capacity, usually women, on one of the reception desks or at the
entrance wear a purple vest and underneath it, an inferably Star Trek inspired grey
skinny jump suit. Male service and maintenance staff are fortunate in only having to
wear a blue jacket over casual clothes. The most elaborate uniform by far is the
private security, who must wear a brightly coloured blue and red police-style uniform
complete with flat hat and epaulettes.

Thesis Structure
In the interest of setting out the subject, method and scope of this research, there will
now follow a methodology and theoretical framework, a consideration of the research
context and a brief history of the Japanese science museum. The first analytical
chapter will describe and critically interpret the various visions of the future on
display at Miraikan. This will be achieved through the consideration of exhibits that
are set in the future and how they relate to wider social and political concerns. The
following chapter continues with this theme. However, in this case the vision of the
future under interpretation is markedly different in its ethos to those found elsewhere
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in the museum. It will be argued that the ‘Story of the End of the World’ exhibition in
its focus on absence, mortality and uncertainty constitutes an alternative approach to
the future.
Next, there will be a critical exploration of karakuri, mechanical devices that
involve an element of subtle trickery and how this effect is used to create the illusion
of life. In particular, demonstrations of the humanoid robot ASIMO will be used to
demonstrate how this concept applies to contemporary robotics as much as it does
mechanical automata of the Edo period to which the term karakuri usually refers.
Device art objects in the museum will also be considered to this end. After looking at
the role of human perception in bringing technology to life, the following chapter will
look at a contrary yet related process by which mechanical devices are demystified.
The ‘Hands-on Model of the Internet’ in creating a simple model with which visitors
can actively engage the abstract notion of the internet is made corporeal.
Following this, there will be an attempt to engage with the dual process by
which human behaviour is mechanized and mechanical objects are humanized.
Beginning with a consideration of the somewhat automated friendly behaviour of the
staff at the museum set against attempts to reproduce human friendliness in machines.
In the increasing absence of service staff in various situations (i.e. ATM machines
replacing interactions with bank staff), machines are increasingly called upon to
exhibit friendliness. In this chapter the work of roboticist Hirotaka Osawa, in
producing a device to anthropomorphize domestic appliances, will be considered.
Next, there will follow a critical assessment and comparison of the two robotic
companions that are exhibited at Miraikan. Aibo the robotic dog and Paro the robotic
seal were created with very different design objectives in mind and have had mixed
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fortunes in successfully eliciting human empathy. The reason for this, among other
questions, will be considered as the two are compared.
The final chapter will look at the notion of substitutability, the idea that
technology is often created to replicate or act in place of social relationships. The
wearable communication robot TEROOS created by Tadakazu Kashiwabara will act
as a key example in this analysis. Key to this argument will be the manner in which
social anxieties, particularly with regards to an aging population, potential labour
shortage and other issues of human absence influence the development of technology
in order to fill these roles. The conclusion will summarize the arguments in the
preceding chapters as well as highlighting several key themes throughout this work
including the inadequacy of any Japan-West dichotomy and the relationship between
attitudes to technology and post-industrial labour. The chapter will then argue that the
notion of ‘lost bodies’ is an effective metaphor to describe the manner in which social
anxieties lead to visions of the future in which the absence or loss of human
relationships are compensated for. Whether it be a robotic pet, a talking vacuum
cleaner or a surrogate with a shoulder mounted webcam, ultimately, it will be argued
these are attempts to reclaim lost bodies.
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Methodology
The fieldwork on which this research is based took place between July 2011 and June
2012 at the Miraikan National Institute of Emerging Science and Innovation. In order
to conduct effective participant observation I worked as a volunteer at the museum.
During the period in which this research was conducted there were approximately 47
Science Communicators being employed at Miraikan. Of which 26 were women and
21 were men. As Science Communicators are employed on fixed term contracts up to
a maximum of five years there was inevitably some staff turnover while the research
was being conducted.
The total number of volunteers at Miraikan during the period this research was
being conducted is somewhat more difficult to give an exact figure. In addition to
‘Staff Volunteers,’ defined as those attend the museum at least once a week there
were also ‘Regular Volunteers’ who have only to attend once a month and ‘Satellite
Volunteers,’ which is the title given to those who attend less often still. Therefore the
total number of registered volunteers dramatically exceeded the number who attended
Miraikan regularly. In practice, there were between 20-30 volunteers at Miraikan on
any given day, with slightly higher numbers at the weekend. The volunteers are split
between the two main exhibit spaces on the 3rd and 5th floors of the museum. During
my time on the fifth floor I would interact with 10-15 volunteers per shift.

The main sources of data on which this research drew were as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
	
  

Field notes
Informal interviews
Structured interviews (via email and in person)
Visitor comments
Photographs
Videos
Public textual materials
Internal textual materials (volunteer intranet, training manual etc)
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•
•
•

Academic literature
Statistical data
Online message boards and forums

The pimary aim of this research was to critically engage with the visions of the future
at Miraikan in order to elucidate their underlying influences and to consider which
among these are particular to the Japanese context. This research also critically
assesses the nature of the role played by museum educators and volunteers in exhibit
design and implementation. In order to fully utilize the study into sites of interaction
between the public and robotics research, additional methods were employed to
complement the use of ethnographic data. In addition to informal interviews and
participant observation, textual analysis of a range of sources were used.

The main research objectives can be summarized as follows:
1. To critically examine how the future is constructed in a Japanese science
museum.
2. To explore the manner in which the technological devices on display are
deployed to this effect.
3. To consider how the display strategies at the museum and the devices
themselves relate to broader societal concerns / and to consider which of these
are specific to the Japanese context.

Anthropological research into robotics to date has tended to disproportionally favor
the laboratory. This is understandable as the lab provides a static and easily
manageable field location, however it leaves an entirely different sphere to be
explored in looking at how these technologies are perceived and engaged with beyond
a controlled institutional setting. As Latour and Woolgar argued, laboratory
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environments are calibrated to produce knowledge, and therefore exclude many
external influences that might impinge on the scientist’s ability to do so (Latour &
Woolgar 1979: 110). While this research does not exclude the laboratory altogether, it
is most interested with public sites of interaction between the intended users and
developers of technologies means that it had to look beyond the confines of the
laboratory in order to be successful.
Commercial media will also be incorporated into the interpretative process,
as popular perceptions of novel technology are expressed in news coverage of A.I.
technology and comparisons made with science fiction. Textual analysis
representations of future technology played an important auxiliary role in the research
process. By considering quantitative data, qualitative data and media accounts, the
assessment of the devices and display strategies employed at Miraikan will take on an
interdisciplinary form. By taking a multitude of influences into account, the intention
was to carry out research that allowed for the various complementary aspects of
public ‘engagement’ with technology to be discussed. The direct observation of sites
of interaction between devices, displays, museum staff and volunteers and members
of the public will be supplemented by the review and analysis of the media reporting
and discussion of this technology.
Participant observation of the museum’s exhibition floors was supplemented
by the review and analysis of relevant academic literature and media reportage of the
devices. The number of those who come into direct contact with these devices is, for
the time being, vastly outnumbered by those who encounter them in TV and internet,
discussions, advertisements and science fiction. For the purposes of this research the
ethnographic research ‘field’ will include the media environment surrounding the
exhibits and devices on the third floor at Miraikan. This is not neglect traditional
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ethnographic research but rather not to overlook forms of data that are not
immediately perceivable, such as online material and media coverage. It would seem
short sighted to consider only the direct field of sensory perception when so much of
interaction between public and research interests, as in the case of the discussion of
emerging technology, is informed by mass media. It is this integration of immediate
and remotely immediate modes of perception that this research hopes to consider
simultaneously the physical as well as the discursive space surrounding the exhibits.
Edmund Carpenter, student of Marshall McCluhan and one of the first
anthropologists to study communication technology in depth, wrote extensively on the
potential of new media to impact anthropological research. He described how the
telephone and the radio as allowing for ‘pure spirit’ that can extend an environment
beyond its immediate physical surroundings. For example, Carpenter acknowledged
the importance of the introduction of radio during his fieldwork in New Guinea:
‘Separation of spirit from flesh, hitherto limited in New Guinea to dreammyth-ritual, now occurs daily, promoted by the government. … Elvis
Presley's voice & face are popular in many parts, but neither he nor any of
the other stars whose songs many of the young know by heart have ever set
foot on this island. They are truly stars: pure spirits whose very purity makes
them environmental & therefore immediately acceptable’ (Carpenter 1972:
165).
Carpenter’s example of Elvis in New Guinea effectively conveys how in even a
location where an object or individual is never physically present, communications
media facilitates a broadening of the informants’ field of perception. In a vast
communications media environment such as contemporary Japan it would seem
essential to acknowledge these spheres of influence beyond what can be immediately
witnessed.
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In order to assess popular media interpretations of science and technology,
and Miraikan itself, journalism both Japanese and foreign were also used. The work
of various scholars of Japanese art, design and technology, with Masahiro Mori and
Kisho Kurokawa provide instructive insights on the relationship between Japanese
and foreign influences. The published works of some of the researchers that acted as
informants during the research process was used to supplement interviews and
analysis of their projects. Tadakazu Kashiwabara and Osawa, Hirotaka among others
are both cited and interviewed in the course of the following discussions. Academic
literature on museums and public engagement, including but not limited to examples
from science museums in Japan and elsewhere, are used in relation to the direct
analyses of display strategies at Miraikan in order to provide wider context regarding
trends in contemporary science museums.
This research also provides the opportunity to problematize the notion of
Japan as a singular case in relation to immigration, society and industry. Japan has
been long given as a unique example of a developed country that has fostered
continuous economic growth while keeping extremely low levels of inward migration.
This thesis will critically examine the notion that industrial growth can occur despite a
decline in the working population as well examining the related notion that robots
might replace all manner of workers. It is important to assess whether technological
innovations could really compensate for an aging population and a declining
workforce.
The primary the limitation of this research was time. Having been granted a
Japanese working visa with a limit of one year and no option to extend the field
research was conducted within a twelve-month period. There is also a four-year limit
imposed by University College London between the date of commencement and the
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date of submission of the thesis. This ultimately served to limit the ‘writing-up’
period to a maximum of two years. With the exception of a small grant from the
Royal Anthropological Institute and publication and language tuition costs provided
by University College London this research was self-funded. For this reason part-time
work was undertaken at various stages while researching, creating additional pressure
on time and resources. As with all academic endeavors, this research might have
benefitted from some additional time and money.
One of the main practical issues was the ability to access a representative set
of informants, as staff, researchers and volunteers at the museum could be expected to
have a positive-bias towards science and technology. Anyone directly involved in the
operation of the museum would be expected to have a personal imperative to be
optimistic about their work and the exhibits and devices on display. There is
understandable cause for anxiety towards expressing any sentiment that could damage
the reputation of the museum. To this end the main ethical consideration was to
ensure the museum staff and volunteers were able to speak freely. The identities of
informants have been concealed except in cases where they have given explicit
consent to be named. The named informants were also given the opportunity to view
and discuss the use of their quotations before the thesis was submitted. This was in
order to instill confidence that their views would not be misrepresented. This was
particularly important in the cases where the discussion concerns the researcher’s own
device (e.g. TEROOS in Chapter 8). A further practical consideration was that the
field should be contained. The nature of institutional as opposed to site-specific
research means that it inevitably lacks the same level of continuity that prolonged
observation of a particular dwelling might provide, as is the case in traditional
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ethnography. The potential problem of containing the field was addressed by focusing
on the staff, visitors and objects that are situated on the third floor at Miraikan.

Research Context
In the interest of transparency, it is worth briefly describing my background and the
context in which this research was undertaken. I studied Social Anthropology at the
School of Oriental and African Studies in London. For my undergraduate dissertation
I completed a short period of ethnographic research at the ASIMO robot
demonstrations at the Edinburgh International Science Festival in 2009. The project
was well received and I was encouraged to consider postgraduate research on the
same topic. I had in mind the idea of viewing sites of interaction between advanced
technology and the public as I had found this to be the most interesting aspect of my
time at the ASIMO demos. I also noticed that social-scientific engagements with
technology, and robotics in particular, tended to focus on laboratory settings (e.g.
Latour, Rabinow). I was encouraged to focus on demonstrations as the best possible
opportunity to view emerging technology outside of the laboratory. My supervisor,
Victor Buchli, was influential in his resolve that the research would benefit from
being conducted in Japan. Finally, the decision to undertake research at Miraikan
came about serendipitously as I was searching for Japanese technology research
centers and stumbled across the museum and its volunteering program.
In terms of my personal background, I am white, male, in my 20s, British, a
native English speaker and an intermediate Japanese speaker. These qualities
undoubtedly will have influenced this research to some extent, though it is for the
reader to determine what effect these attributes may have had for good or ill.
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However, I would argue that far from being a disadvantage, my role as confused
foreigner was a vital component of the research process, as it made things that a
Japanese person might overlook or take for granted, what is sometimes referred to as
‘the cultural invisible’ much easier to perceive than if I had been born and raised in
Japan. Taking on the role of confused foreigner also made it easier to act as a student
and ask, staff, the other volunteers and robotics researchers questions that might
otherwise be considered stupid or impertinent.
In asking what motivated me to choose this topic in the first place, it is
difficult to say. The best I can do to account for it is to consider where I come from. I
was born and raised in Milton Keynes, which is one of the English ‘new towns’ that
were created in the mid-twentieth century to provide housing relief for London.
Designed from scratch in 1967 and with a population that has increased by
approximately 50,000 each decade since, the future has always been part of its visual
landscape. Novel planning decisions such as its Los Angeles inspired grid system and
a decree that ‘no building be taller than the tallest tree’ sit uneasily alongside neon
pyramids and concrete cows. I grew up watching strange buildings come and go and
open fields turn into neighborhoods at a rapid pace, a rate of development quite
atypical in the contemporary United Kingdom. I had always taken an interest in my
home town’s curious history, with its irreverence towards the past, alongside its
idiosyncrasies standing as testament to the optimism of era in which it was conceived.
The concept art that accompanies development proposals for Milton Keynes right up
to the present (at the time of writing Milton Keynes has been selected as the first
place in the UK to trial driverless buses) are prime examples of future-nostalgia, a
concept which will be discussed further in the following chapter.
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After completing this research I began to look at these old images of my hometown
with renewed interest, as the future of fifty years ago is not much different to the what
is imagined fifty years from now. It also made me think that perhaps my critical
interest in how visions of the future are socially constructed was inevitable.

Theoretical Framework
In considering the influence of socio-political discourse, media and science fiction,
both Japanese and transnational alongside the site-specific qualities of Miraikan, the
theoretical framework that has most influenced this research is Arjun Appadurai’s
notion of the social imaginary. In this view the rate of transnational flows of people,
goods and information (ethnoscapes, mediascapes etc) make it crucial to consider
specific sites of agency and global fields of influence in tandem. Appadurai articulates
the importance of considering disjuncture and difference in the global cultural
economy:
‘No longer mere fantasy (opium for the masses whose real work is
elsewhere), no longer simple escape (from a world defined principally by
more concrete purposes and structures), no longer elite pastime (thus not
relevant to the lives of ordinary people) and no longer mere contemplation
… the imagination has become an organised field of social practices, a form
of work (in the sense of both labor and culturally organised practice) and a
form of negotiation between sites of agency (individuals) and globally
defined fields of possibility… The imagination is now central to all forms of
agency, is itself a social fact, and is the key component of the new global
order’ (Appadurai 1996: 31).
Miraikan, as a site of domestic and international tourism, is subject to a range of flows
of people, goods and, crucially, information. It is therefore imperative that both sitespecific and somewhat more ephemeral local and transnational influences are taken
into account. In their introduction to Museum Frictions, a collection of analyses and
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accounts of contemporary museum and heritage practices, Kratz and Karp stress the
importance of considering influences that are not confined to individual nations:
‘Apart from identifying the varied and systematic connections and
disconnections that characterize contemporary subnational, international,
trans-national, and global structures and processes, one must also be alert to
more ephemeral, conjunctional, quirky, and contradictory aspects that arise
and shape them. These orientations in turn illuminate the ways that public
cultures are produced through museums, heritage resources and related
institutions of public culture and ongoing global transformations in
associated domains of knowledge and practice’ (Kratz & Karp 2006: 7).
The emphasis on the contradictory and ephemeral nature of these influences is
particularly relevant to contemporary science museums, which despite presenting
themselves as conveyers of universal scientific truths are nevertheless bound by both
global and culturally specific forms of knowledge. These various influences do not
have equal bearing on the exhibits and devices on display at Miraikan and it is also
important to consider that the differences between the rate at which different local and
transnational flows of goods, people and information are able to move from one place
to another. Appadurai describes this inconsistency in terms of disjuncture:
‘people, machinery, money, images and ideas now follow increasingly
nonisomorphic paths; of course, at all periods in human history, there have
been some disjunctures in the flows of these things, but the sheer speed, scale
and volume of each of these flows are now so great that the disjunctures have
becomes central to the politics of global culture’ (Appadurai 1996: 37).
In terms of the specific relevance of the notion of the social imaginary to Miraikan, as
a museum of the future by definition it can only present a socially constructed,
notional version of its subject matter. Put simply, it is impossible to present an
objective vision of the future as it does not exist. It is only possible to present
projections and these are inherently influenced by the social imaginary, which is
subject to a range of influences from Japanese government demographic projections
to American science fiction.
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The tension between the global and the culturally specific has become a
subject of particular interest for anthropologists of Japan over the past two decades, as
Japanese media has become an increasingly successful cultural export. For example,
Daliot-Bul and Goldstein-Gidoni write on the production and meaning of otherness in
the current era of rapid globalization. Building on Goldstein-Gidoni’s earlier research
on the production and consumption of Japanese culture abroad (Goldstein Gidoni
2005), they use the example of a community of Israeli fans of Japanese popular
culture to consider the effect of the tension between local and transnational cultural
processes, arguing that Israeli fans maintain and reproduce the image of ‘the Japanese
Other’ as a stylistic point of reference (Daliot-Bul & Goldstein-Gidoni 2010: 2). They
also discuss the importance of local ‘cultural brokers,’ individuals with a specialist
interest in some aspect of Japanese culture who travel to Japan and then return home
presenting themselves as experts. Daliot-Bul and Goldstein-Gidoni argue that the
current generation of cultural brokers are different: ‘unlike the first generation of
brokers, who were captivated by the traditional, exclusive Japanese arts and crafts, the
new generation of cultural brokers is fascinated by a contemporary Japanese popular
culture that relatively accessible cultural commodities as well as highly inclusive
cultural practices’ (Daliot-Bul & Goldstein-Gidoni 2010: 10). In this view, the
increasing accessibility of Japanese cultural products abroad has fundamentally
altered the role of cultural brokers, who can no longer take on the role of
intermediary. Rapid advances in communication technologies have also created a
generation of ‘neo-cosmopolitans’ who consume cultural products from around the
world and join transnational communities of fans without ever needing to travel
(Daliot-Bul & Goldstein-Gidoni 2010: 12). Specifically in relation to Miraikan it is
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worth considering how aspects of the social imaginary are subject to global
influences.
Acknowledging the pervasive influence of transnational flows, a legitimate
question in formulating the theoretical approach to this research might be “what does
it mean to be Japanese in the 21st century?” The first thing to acknowledge would be
that, paradoxically, transnational flows of various kinds have always been an essential
element in constructing a notion of national identity. Sushi and Ramen were both at
one point imported but that does not make them any less Japanese. It is the rate and
extent of transnational flows, which have altered the relationship between the local
and the global. The second thing that needs be acknowledged from the outset is that
Japanese culture, from the Edo period onwards, is often viewed in terms of its success
at adopting and improving on imported techniques and technology. This common
perception of Japan is well summarized by Appadurai: ‘The Japanese are notoriously
hospitable to ideas and are stereotyped as inclined to export (all) and import (some)
goods, but they are also notoriously closed to immigration’ (Appadurai 1996: 37).
The contrast between a perceived eagerness to adopt foreign ideas set against a hostile
attitude towards migrants is explored as part of the discussion of substitutability in
Chapter 8 of this thesis. Indeed, migrants are perhaps the most obvious way to replace
the ‘lost bodies’ in the labor force as the Japanese population ages and declines.
There is little cultural funding in Japan, particularly for ‘non-traditional’ or
contemporary art. However, device art objects, such as those displayed in the
Tearoom of Zero/One at Miraikan, have been successful at attracting both state and
corporate sponsorship. As Schlachetzki notes in their description of Miraikan:
‘device art has proven a niche attracting funding not only from art-related
sources, but also from technology agencies like JST…The device art section
at Miraikan can be seen as a showcase in interrelating creativity (or “art”)
and technology …
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Commercializable art shown at a science and technology museum
exemplifies one facet of the omnipresent role of technology in Japan…In
every contribution to the debate on Device Art the fusion of art and
technology is traced back to a “Japanese” tradition of incorporating
functionality (and proto-technology) in works of craft and art’ (Schlachetzki
2012: 74).
The technological aspect of device art arguably gives artworks a perceived scientific
merit, which justifies their funding from the state-sponsored JST. The claim that the
fusion of art, craft and technology is an essentially Japanese cultural trait will be
interrogated later in this thesis. Descriptions of device art as demonstrating Japanese
ingenuity at fusing traditional craft with advanced scientific techniques relates to one
of the most pervasive contemporary stereotypes of Japan: the ability to successfully
imitate and improve on ‘Western’ technology. Japanese anthropologist Masao
Yamaguchi describes this tendency:
‘The Japanese are often accused of aping Western technology, and
sometimes do not seem overly offended by that accusation. One of the
reasons for this may be that they think of imitation as following the tradition
of tsukuri. In the middle of the nineteenth century, the Japanese believe the
Western world to be something like a utopia presided over by gods. In the
spirit of mitate the Japanese decided to transplant the constituent elements of
the Western world into their own country. The force of tradition was largely
responsible for the success of the endeavor’ (Yamaguchi 1991: 65).
Though literally meaning to see (mi) and stand or arrange (tate) the concept is often
discussed in terms of imitation and is a popular explanation for the successful
adoption of imported technology in Japan from the Edo period right up to the present
(described in detail in Chapter 4). However, it is worth noting that for Yamaguchi
mitate means not simply imitation, but ‘the art of citation’ in Japanese culture.
Writing on the art of representation, Yamaguchi highlights the role of display in
everyday life, using the example of tokonoma in traditional Japanese homes in which
mitate or plays an important role (Yamaguchi 1991: 58). Yamaguchi emphasizes its
use as a display strategy in which an object acts as a visual referent for a concept or
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another object. The example is given of a pile of sand being used to represent a
mountain, and mountains in turn being associated with the interaction between the
world of humans and the world in which deities reside (Yamaguchi 1991: 58).
Therefore, a small mound of earth can be used to signify divinity.
Yamaguchi takes an equally nuanced view of the objects themselves (mono),
which should be seen as existing in a multitude of ways by virtue of their ability to
‘connect the visible elements that constitute the surroundings of an individual with the
invisible totality of the world’ (Yamaguchi 1991: 63). Yamaguchi’s observation that
objects, when placed on on display, act as visual referents for a range of ethereal
concepts is particularly relevant in the context of a museum. It also relates to the
earlier discussion of the social imaginary in that an exhibit is viewed in relation to a
range of local and transnational influences. This interpretation of mono is also useful
as it allows exhibits at the museum, many of which defy empirical classification, to be
viewed as conceptual referents. For example, the internet is the subject of one of the
museums permanent exhibits and represented in the form of a model. In this case the
model acts as a physical signifier for an intangible concept.
Advanced technological devices, such as those on display at Miraikan, often
evade simple classification. Instead they are perhaps best described as ‘quasi-objects,’
a term coined by Bruno Latour to describe phenomena that cannot be neatly
categorized in terms of the traditional subject-object distinction. Latour argued that
advances in science and technology have accelerated the production of such entities:
‘Modern knowledge and power are different not in that they would escape at
last the tyranny of the social, but in that they add many more hybrids in order
to recompose the social link and extend its scale. Not only the air pump but
also microbes, electricity, atoms, stars, second degree equations, automatons
and robots, mills and prisons, the unconscious and neurotransmitters. At each
turn in the spiral, a new translation of quasi-objects gives new impetus to the
redefinition of the social body, of subjects and objects alike’ (Latour 1993:
109).
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The notion that advanced technological devices expose the inadequacy of traditional
category distinctions along with the argument at the heart of Latour’s work, that
social and scientific forms of knowledge are inseparable, were important in shaping
the theoretical approach to this research. Untangling technocratic and social forms of
knowledge is one of the key challenges for anthropologists working in scientific
environments and institutional settings more broadly.
Writing on these issues, Annelise Riles uses her experience researching at
the Bank of Japan to argue that many critiques of technocracy ‘by focusing on the
content or categories of bureaucratic knowledge obscure the question of how
something comes to count as “knowledge” or as “not knowledge” in the first place’
(Riles 2004: 393). In other words, by accepting a conceptual or mechanical device as
it is presented the anthropologist is bound to critique technocratic knowledge on its
own terms, while leaving the more fundamental questions intact. Along similar lines,
Rabinow describes how there is often a dangerous separation between the political
aspects of science and technology and scientific knowledge itself, which is placed
beyond scrutiny:
‘Growing technical mastery and specialization in the natural sciences has
yielded both control and a progressive narrowing of meaning. In a strict
sense, there is no self-questioning within molecular biology. From time to
time there are debates about the ends to which results could be put, political
projects that might be dangerous or beneficial; there are occasional
discussions about the composition (gender/race/class) of the social body of
the scientists. But the normative parameters of the textual and nondiscursive
practices of sciences like molecular biology are not in question, however
fluid they may be in daily life’ (Rabinow 1997: 206).
Rabinow’s central observation that there is and effort to create an artificial distinction
between scientific and social forms of knowledge, which effectively places the former
beyond scrutiny. An awareness that all scientific objects and exhibits in a museum
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cannot be viewed in isolation, but are irretrievably entangled in the social imaginary,
acting as tangible referents for a multitude of ethereal influences.
Another aspect of theoretical approach which has informed this research is
the inadequacy of any simplistic them vs. us comparison between a notional ‘west’ of
Europe and the Anglophone nations and Japan. This research has strived to avoid
straying into what Ruth Benedict called the folklore about Japan, which says
‘whatever we do they do the opposite’ (Benedict 1946: 10). The false dichotomy
between East and West, although still pervasive, has been heavily criticized by
various anthropologists. Most famously by Said in ‘Orientalism,’ (1978) his critique
of depictions of the East in European and American art and literature. In We Have
Never Been Modern, Latour eloquently describes the futility of reducing critical
analysis to an essentializing theoretical framework in anthropological research:
‘Anthropology has been built on the basis of science, or on the basis of society, or on
the basis of language; it always alternated between universalism and cultural
relativism, and in the end it may have taught us as little about “Them” as about “Us”
(Latour 1993: 129). While acknowledging the danger of such generalizations, I would
not go as far in dismissing the achievements of earlier anthropologists.
In order to avoid the tendency to think in terms of us-them distinctions that
Latour describes, this research will strive to avoid framing arguments in terms of
Japan-‘west’ dichotomies. As Shimizu notes, the notional basis of what precisely
‘Japan’ refers to in the Japan-West dichotomy is fixed whereas ‘the substantial basis
of the “West” as it appears in the dichotomies of the West vs. Japan, the West vs. the
non-west and the like - is more dubious’ (Shimizu 2006: 21). The attempt to frame
observations in terms of a Japan-West dichotomy should be treated with suspicion as
it seeks to define one in terms of its opposite.
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In describing the Victoria and Albert museum’s ‘Visions of Japan’ exhibition,
mounted as part of the 1991 Japan Festival, Littlewood demonstrates the dominant
modes in which Japan is represented in Europe and North America:
‘Divided into three rooms –Cosmos, Chaos and Dreams - it took the visitor
first into Cosmos, a room devoted to a celebration of Japan’s spiritual
heritage, in particular to aspects of Buddhism and the tea ceremony. The
second room, Chaos, presented contemporary Tokyo as a huge machinedominated game palace; the third, Dreams, was a vision of a future world
shaped by information technology’ (Littlewood 1996: 34).
Much writing on Japan can be placed in one of these three rooms. The third room, the
idea of Japan as the future is the one, which provided the greatest challenge for this
research. In discussing how the future is represented in Japan through Miraikan
without conflating contemporary Japan with the future itself. Another key challenge
that Littlewood identifies is the tendency in ‘western’ writing on Japan to conflate
Japanese people with robots thereby dehumanizing them:
‘The past thirty years have swung the balance decisively in favour of the
robot: Japan is their natural home. It’s a doubtful accolade. Behind much of
the enthusiasm for Japan’s industrial achievements –her miraculous
deployment of machinery, her technological ingenuity, her clockwork
efficiency- lurks the half-spoken belief, anticipated by the Infantry Journal [a
guide for American soldiers in Japan following the Second World War], that
this is possible because the Japanese are a bit like machines themselves.
They don't just make robots, they live like robots’ (Littlewood 1996: 50).
While analogical comparisons between humans and technology can be highly
productive, it is extremely important to be wary of the dehumanizing potential of such
a claim if applied to any one group of people in isolation.
Anime and manga science fiction, which are considered in terms of their
influence on how exhibits at Miraikan are to be interpreted throughout this thesis,
provide an effective example of the redundency of any orientalist, or indeed counterorientalist figuration between Japan and other cultures. Newtiz writes on the surge in
popularity of Japanese anime in America that it marked a perceived reversal of the
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dominant trend of the Americanization of popular culture abroad. That is to say, it
was the first time since the Second World War that a Japanese cultural export was
making a significant impact in the American market. She goes on to note the irony
that these animated movies that are admired by many in America for their otherness
in fact owe many aspects of their style to the influence of American animation,
cartoons and science fiction in Japan in the nineteen-forties and fifties (Newtiz 1995:
10). As Mamatas records: ‘Japanese science fiction is just like western science fiction,
in that it is hard and soft, dark and whimsical, rigorous and fantastical. Indeed there
are few fans of Western SF as enthusiastic as Japanese SF writers’ (Mamatas 2012:
9).
Glaister identifies the most common misconception in how manga is often
viewed in the west, that it must contain one of the following components: ‘monsters,
vampires, giant robots; schoolgirl uniforms, underwear; martial arts, post-apocalypse
metropolis; ultra-violence, sex’ (Glaister 2010: 84). There is a perceived association
between anime and manga with sex and violence that I would argue is not the
inevitable result of the success of those trends within certain manga and anime but
rather the effect of an orientalist association between Japan and otherness, which
extends to the realm of desire. Jonathan Clements, in a speech given at the School of
Digital Media, Swansea Metropolitan University notes the perceived connection
between anime/manga and pornography in the United Kingdom:
‘I have been asked to talk about animated porn [raucous cheers]. It’s not my
favorite subject, you know. Whenever the TV people are doing their
Hundred Greatest Whatever, they always try and get various anime pundits
talking, and they always try and bring the conversation around to porn,
nudity, and erotica. Not because the Japanese are obsessed with it, but
because TV producers and journalists all seem to be. So despite the fact that I
would rather talk about Hayao Miyazaki, or science fiction, or romance, or
something, erotica is often the genre that comes up most’ (Clements 2009:
72).
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The association between Japanese anime/manga and pornography in English speaking
countries is evidence I would argue of an orientalist hangover whereby Japan is the
other and therefore both dangerous and desirable and the perceived antithesis of
‘Western’ culture. As Mamatas notes ‘Reading about Japan in the west is often like
looking at a funhouse mirror through a kaleidoscope’ (Mamatas 2012: 10).
Japanese culture is not the antithesis to non-Japanese culture and it is also not
the result of some hybridized mix between Asian and Western culture, which in itself
is patronizing in implying that the influence of outside nations somehow undermines
this particular nation’s autonomy. In other words the same social commentators that
describe the historical ‘westernization’ of Japan would not describe their home nation
as a hybrid mix of cultural influences from elsewhere because this network of
relationships is so pervasive as to render it absurd. In such terms English culture
would be called a ‘hybrid’ mix of Germanic, Celtic, French, American and Indian
influences. This is perhaps best exemplified by the discussion of karakuri ningyo in
this thesis. As they are objects that are culturally and historically Japanese yet
incorporate elements of imported techniques and technology. This is not to reduce the
role of Japanese artisans and engineers to simply being successful mimics of imported
ideas, another claim that often appears when the distinction is made between Japan
and a notional ‘West.’ Just as Karakuri ningyo are simultaneously the product of
Japanese and non-Japanese techniques and technology yet they remain completely
Japanese. The intention was to research the relationship between people and
technology as seen in Miraikan in 2011-12, rather than presenting any grand narrative
of what it is to be Japanese.
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Magic, Science and Religion
Anthropomorphic and subhuman entities, the category to which many of the objects
on display at Miraikan belong, have been a subject of interest for anthropologists
throughout the history of the discipline, often viewed in the context of magical,
spiritual or religious beliefs. In particular, the relationship between magic and
mimesis is important for an attempt to engage with the idea of the power that resides
in humanlike facsimiles such as androids and device art objects. One of the most
influential and often cited anthropology studies on magic is James George Frazer’s
The Golden Bough (1890). In which Frazer outlines his conception of ‘sympathetic
magic,’ a phrase which had been coined by Edward B Tylor in his Primitive Culture.
Frazer’s sympathetic magic contains two laws: The law of similarity and the law of
contagion. Imitative or ‘homeopathic’ magic works on the premise that similar things
produce similar outcomes. Frazer suggested that this kind of magic was based on a
fundamental misrecognition in its assumption that ‘things which resemble each other
are the same’ (Frazer 1922). To take one example, if the cock crows every time the
sun rises, then you can logically infer that if you make a cock crow then the sun might
rise. It could be argued that such assertions are not pseudoscientific but rather simply
scientific.
Malinowksi’s idea of magic is perhaps best understood as a refinement of
Frazer’s ‘sympathetic magic’ to suggest that this magic, while sharing similar
properties and aims to science, is not directly analogous to or derived from it
(Malinowski 1948: 4). The most important distinction for Malinowski was that:
‘While science is based on the conception of natural forces, magic springs from the
idea of a certain mystic impersonal power, which is believed in by most primitive
peoples’ (Malinowski 1948: 3). This mystic power is termed ‘mana’ from the
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Melanesian word, a supernatural force that facilitates magic. This unseen supernatural
force is the main point of departure when moving from a progressionist to a
functionalist notion of magic. The comparison between magic, religion and science
has frequently been invoked, as in Tylor, Frazer and Malinowski’s interpretations of
the concept. Stanley J Tambiah observed in ‘Form and Meaning of Magical Acts’ that
the general aim of magic is similar to that of applied science: ‘to control events, and
one of the means whereby it hopes to achieve this is using the links which it believes
may be formed between things and their similarities’ (Tambiah 1973: 207).
A critique of magic interpreted as pseudoscience put forward in Rosalie and
Murray Wax’s article on the notion of magic. The authors use a metaphor to describe
the flaws of universalist approaches to magic: ‘The cultural gulf between Isaac
Newton and the savage artisan cannot be bridged by declaring that they latter is aware
of the force of gravity’ (Wax 1963: 498). There is irony in the Wax’s choice of
Newton in this example, as the great physicist was known to have also believed in and
studied the occult with a similar rigour as he did physics, conducting experiments in
alchemy and astrology throughout his career. The distinction between magic and
science in how each is practiced and used on which Wax bases their critique is
difficult to maintain under any serious scrutiny. For example take medicine, in
‘Witchcraft, Oracles and Magic Among the Azande’ Evans-Pritchard observed that
some magical potions were in fact genuinely successful in producing the desired
outcomes (Evans-Pritchard 1976: 181). If magic is a pseudoscience than a magical
potion that can be demonstrated as working is arguably tangibly as well as notionally
indistinguishable from a medicine.
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The ‘spirit’ of an object is a recurring theme in explaining magical thinking
and animism as we have seen. The matter is further complicated once you consider
cases in which sprits can inhabit a person’s body at will, as in possession. Jim Wafer’s
ethnography on spirit possession in the Candomble community of Jaraci explores the
nature of these practices. In the discussion of child spirits (eres) there is a description
of meeting Joaozinho’s spirit, called ‘carnation.’ When possessed by a child spirit
Joaozinho behaves provocatively, as is often the case with eres (Wafer 1991: 132).
Wafer argues that child spirits are a way of releasing tension by allowing an
individual to indulge in destructive behaviour for a limited time without fear of
recriminations.
Wafer records that the provocative behaviour of possessed individuals is on
the whole tolerated and ignored. The idea of engaging in ritually destructive or
childlike behavior resonates with the idea of magic as providing a vehicle for
catharsis. Denis Vidal’s article on spirit possession compares human-robot interaction
with the ritual reaction between humans and divinities. Based on ethnographic
research in the Western Himalayas, Vidal argues that there are a whole range of subanthropomorphic entities (Vidal 2007: 925). The ‘lowering of cognitive faculties’ is a
recurring trend in possessed behavior and perhaps goes some distance in explaining
why certain spirits are seen as being child-like. I believe there is a similar disjointed
relationship between techniques that animate human likenesses like androids and
ritual or dramatic performances that require humans to behave in constricted and
mechanical ways.
In Mimesis and Alterity Michael Taussig sought to relate magic to the
concept of mimesis as any object which is an imitation, effigy or in some sense stands
in place for another is capable of drawing on the power and character of the original
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(Taussig 1993: xiii). He does however criticise Frazer’s distinction between imitation
and contagion-based types of magic, arguing instead that most magical rites involve
an element of both laws. As an example of this he refers to Frazer’s description of the
use of effigies in magical rituals and how these representations often used material
drawn from that which they were representing (real human hair on a doll etc) and
therefore entailed elements of contagion as well as mimicry. Taussig also gives the
example of a horses hoof print, which is both physically and symbolically connected
to the horse however it certainly does not directly resemble a horse itself (Taussig
1993: 56). Mimesis is a magical and transformative process. As with analogy, it
transposes and transforms the thing while maintaining an affinity between the copy
and the original. As with a child to their parent, a doll to its carpenter, or hoof prints
to a horse. In this view all reproductive technologies are mimetic, they are magical,
which holds particular significance for advanced technological devices.
The mimetic faculty is intimately tied to technologies as they facilitate
reproduction, and increasingly to discourse on automated reproduction. Marcel Mauss
also notes that magic tends to resemble technology as it is ‘essentially the art of doing
things’, he goes on to note: ‘magicians have always taken advantage of their
knowhow, their dexterity, their manual skill. Magic is the domain of pure production,
ex nihilo. With words and gestures it does what techniques achieve by labour’ (Mauss
1972: 141). The relationship between magic, science and religion continues to be
relevant to anthropological engagements with science and technology, and powerknowledge relationships more broadly. This relationship informed the theoretical
approach to this research and is perhaps most clearly demonstrated in the discussion
of Nicodama and ASIMO in Chapter Four.
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Ageing and Kinship
Attitudes towards the ageing population in Japan were one of the key themes that runs
throughout this research. Firstly, as many of the exhibits at Miraikan can be seen as
responses to the societal anxieties towards Japan’s rapidly ageing population.
Secondly, as the majority of the volunteers at Miraikan are retired. Aging has long
been a subject of anthropological and sociological engagement, as has the particular
qualities of aging and attitudes towards older people in Japan.
The historical importance of age in traditional Japanese society was
described by Edward Norbeck when he described the traditional practice of agegrading in his fieldwork conducted during the postwar era. Norbeck recorded that
even by then many of the traditional rituals associated with age-grading had eroded,
however there were still traces to be found in (then) contemporary Japanese society
(Norbeck 1953: 373). In an example taken from the village of Kunizaki, in Mie
Prefecture, the elderly made up two groups: the ‘group without work’ (yakunashi) and
finally the ‘great age’ (tairo) of 63, after which an elder was expected to take on
board extra religious duties. With life expectancy now into the 80’s and the highest
number of centenarians in the world, the significance of reaching ‘great age’ may well
have lost its significance. It is hard to speculate how much if any of these beliefs
endure to the present day although it is interesting to note that Kawano acknowledges
the similarity between contemporary pre-funerals and traditional ‘great age’
ceremonies.
Erika Kobayashi et al. used survey data and interviews to assess the levels of
disability among the elderly in Japan. They interviewed the group of participants
every three years in order to discern trends of increasing or decreasing disability. The
surveys mainly measured ADL (instrumental activities for daily living). These
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include: eating, shopping, traveling, toileting, light housework etc. As Kobayashi
explains the assessment method: ‘for each of these functions the respondent reported
the degree of difficulty in one of five classifications: not difficult at all, slightly
difficult, fairly difficult, extremely difficult, cannot do at all. We identified someone
as having a limitation if they fell into one of the last four categories’ (Kobayashi et al
2006: 43). It is important that they distinguish between ‘disability’ as the complete
inability to perform an activity without assistance and a ‘functional limitation’ being
an activity that is difficult but possible to perform independently. The study found
that between 1993-2002 there was an overall improvement, with annual declines in
disability and functional limitations ranging from 1.5% to 3.5% (Kobayashi et al
2006: 51). However a significant flaw must be noted in this study, in that it did not
include the institutionalized population in its survey data. Therefore it may well be
that there has been no improvement in the numbers of elderly disabled but instead
merely an increase in the numbers receiving care in hospices and other nursing
institutions.
In a similar comparative study of the wellbeing of the elderly between Japan
and the U.S.A, Christie Kiefer argued that in spite of traditions that would lend us to
expect that the Japanese treat their elderly better, there is little evidence to actually
make a claim that either Japan or the U.S.A are ahead of one another in terms of the
quality of life enjoyed by their elderly. This roughly supports the findings of
Kobayashi et al. She observes that the corporate emphasis in Confucianism, in
particular the insistence on obedience to one’s parents, doesn’t actually seem to be
borne out into actual decision making power or influence for non-active elderly
family members: ‘There is some indication that Japanese expectations of respect are
considerably higher and that they are therefore more often frustrated. Several older
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Japanese I have interviewed have proposed their own version of the golden age
theory, saying that they had to obey their parents and parents in law when young, but
that now they must obey their children and children in-law’ (Kiefer 1990: 190). The
expectation of respect is higher in Japan in Kiefer’s view but that does not translate
into a practical greater ability to assert influence. The claim of the elderly interviewed
for this study that their children are unruly but they were obedient in their own youth
is not specific to Japan and arguably not specific to the current generation of elderly
people.
Akiko Hashimoto’s The Gift of Generations is a comparative study of the
cultural value attributed to aging and the elderly in two aging populations: the U.S.A
and Japan. In this study, self-sufficiency is given as one of the perceived necessary
conditions for enjoyment of old age, however Hashimoto is keen to stress that selfsufficiency is as much about relationships as it is about the will of the individual
(Hashimoto 1996: 157). In other words self-sufficiency necessarily relies on intergenerational support. For example, the author at one point refers to Hiro Fukaya, a 68
year old informant that had ‘aged beyond her years’, living in a three generational
household. She describes her situation in terms of isolation:
“It’s all the affluence. You know, you can get things done yourself now
without getting help from the old. All families are smaller, see. In the old
days, in busy times, you wanted all the help you could get… I don’t go up
and down the stairs in this house. But really, the younger ones live upstairs,
you see… So, I don’t have any business going up there. I don’t go. I stay
here downstairs…they say it’s free and easy to live alone – you can call up a
friend whenever you want without worrying about the family. When did
these things change so much?” (Hashimoto 1996: 87).
The symbolic upstairs, downstairs divide shows how cohabitation may well increase
rather than ease intergenerational tension. However Fukaya’s lament that she is often
lonely, even living with her extended family yet simultaneously desiring the freedom
that living alone could bring shows the complexity of interpreting what degree of
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autonomy the elderly really want. It is difficult to assert where the elderly are better
off when it seems that there is always a balance between autonomy and
interdependence to be navigated. At any stage of life people usually want both.
Anthropologist Shinji Yamashita considers the impact the projected decline
in birth-rate and aging population will have on Japanese society. Focusing on the
notion that a significant increase in inward migration will be necessary in order to
support the “super-aged society” (chokorei shakai), with a quadrupling of the number
of foreign residents living in Japan -approximately 2.2million rising to 10million- by
the year 2050 (Yamashita 2010: 3). Lee’s fieldwork provides an example of how
embodied knowledge accrues over time and looks at the relationship between aging
and migration. In Dys-Appearing Tongues Lee uses Bourdieu’s notion of habitus, in
terms of models of behavior being ‘memorized’ in the body, to argue that first
generation resident Koreans in Japan use food to perform and maintain their national
identity. Korean identity unsurprisingly was said to have been maintained through the
consumption of Korean food, but in fact many of Lee’s informants could actually no
longer stomach certain Korean dishes due to their spiciness. Lee relates the gradual
physiological change in ability to taste and digest as people age to the changing
relationship Korean migrants have with their homeland, the longer they stay in Japan
(Lee 2000: 203). Experience can be recorded in the body, age is of course not just an
empirical measure of time but is a series of events that accumulate, inscribed in
physical the condition of the body itself. The functional abilities of a person’s body is
arguably more important that their actual age in so much as it defines the parameters
of their lived experience.
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Overall contemporary research on aging in Japan can broadly be described as
focusing on changing attitudes to the elderly in terms of their socio-economic status in
the post-industrialized context. A key theme to which this research can contribute is
the notion of diminishing autonomy. The elderly either through decreasing
physiological capabilities, financial resources or shifting intergenerational ties, often
are faced with a shrinking sphere of personal autonomy. A range of novel
technological devices are being promoted as having the potential to alleviate the strain
on the elderly as well as their familial and institutional care providers. This is one of
the visions of the future that the research at Miraikan set out to interrogate.

The Japanese Science Museum
In his Objects and Others, George W. Stocking observes: ‘Whatever the
contingencies of their specific histories, the three dimensional objects thrown in the
way of museum observers from the past are not placed there by historical accident.
Their placement in museums, their problematic character, and indeed their
“otherness,” are the outcome of large-scale historical processes’ (Stocking 1985: 4).
With this in mind, any ethnographic study of a museum must include an
acknowledgement of the particular history by which these institutions have come to
exist. In order to understand the position that Miraikan occupies as a contemporary
Japanese science museum, it is worth considering how museums have developed in
Japan since their inception, and in doing so to highlight some of the particularities of
the Japanese context. Writing on the museum and its relation to Japanese studies,
Masatoshi Konishi records that the term ‘museum’ (hakubutsukan) first came in to
common usage at the end of the Edo period.
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The notion of the museum in the western sense emerged at this time as a result of the
influence of Dutch traders (Konishi 1987: 97). However Konishi sees the origin of the
Japanese museum as tracing its roots back further to the treasure halls of Buddhist and
Shinto places of worship. Suzuki describes the Meiji era government policies that led
to the establishment of the first Western style museums in Japan in the late 19th
Century: ‘the early museums, following European models, were created for the
purposes of fostering national unity through educating the public about Japan's history
and the newly formed, modern nation-state’ (Suzuki 2007: 133). Under these terms
there was an expansion of the number of museums and many of the most famous
longstanding museums in Japan were founded: ‘Japanese official policy with regard
to museums was to collect and exhibit objects removed from people’s everyday life
with a view to educating and enlightening them. Museums were essentially intended
to stimulate people’s enjoyment of the unfamiliar and the excellent’ (Konishi 1987:
98). Museums were to enlighten people about great works of science and art so that
they might be inspired for the good of the nation. Interestingly Konishi describes the
attitude of many in Japan towards museums as ‘a sort of morgue’ (Konishi 1987: 97)
which relates to their heritage as treasure halls at worship sites as much as
contemporary role as sites where objects are laid to rest. The promise of immortality
is a common feature shared by museums, temples and mausoleums.
Field Museum curator Donald Collier and American Museum curator Harry
Tschopik Jr. describe how the concept of museum developed out of the cabinets of
curiosities, private collections of objects collected during the great period of
exploration in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries: ‘from the beginning the
museum assumed the character of a repository’ (Collier & Tschopik 2003: 23). In
Self-Portrait as a Museum Anne Higonnet observes that collection museums might be
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seen as attempts by their founder to achieve immortality. Just as Pharohs and
Emperors left great monuments to house their remains along with treasured
possessions, a collection museum promises immortality: ‘Named after a collector and
bound to that individual's personal taste through a choice among objects as well as
through the installation of those objects, collection museums intend to preserve an
identity’ (Higonnet 2007: 199). In Higonnet’s examples from various collection
museums there is a recurring discussion of immortality. Portraits and statues keep the
image of the collector present in the museum, some have rooms restored to look like
those of the collector’s home, some are housed in the collector’s former home, acting
as a sort of mausoleum where the collector is frozen in time. We can see museums as
attempts to create spaces that are outside of time. In treasure halls and history the
intention is to preserve objects for posterity, as a link to an imagined past, whereas at
science and technology museums the intention is to create a window to an imagined
future.
To view museums in Japan as descendants of religious treasure houses
relates to the broader history of museums as repositories of valuable objects.
Masatoshi Konishi describes the importance of artefacts as ‘the most direct and
concrete products of particular cultural traits’ and therefore essential to museums
(Konishi 1987: 96). Specific to the Japanese context then the earliest museums grew
out of temple treasure halls. This view is supported by Suzuki’s ethnography of
Horyuji's ‘Kudara Kannon.’ The author describes the Great Treasure Repository
museum at the Horyuji temple in Nara, Japan and its star attraction: the ‘Kudara
Kannon,’ which is a famous 7th Century Buddhist statue. It is one of the oldest extant
wooden statues in Japan, Suzuki considers the Kudara Kannon as both an aesthetic
object and a religious icon, examining the display strategies of the Horyuji treasure
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museum to argue that temple museums create an ambiguous and complex space that
is neither wholly secular or sacred (Suzuki 2007: 130). The blurring between the
Kudara Kannon’s position as an object of religious devotion and one of cultural
interest through its display in a temple treasure house is apparent in the architecture of
the museum:
‘the formal entry onto the museum grounds through the central red double-gated
doors is barred by wooden barricades. Visitors instead are marshalled through
the side doors. A direct encounter with Kudara Kannon is further discouraged
by more wooden barricades preventing visitors from traversing the lotus pond
courtyard. Rather than allow visitors to formally approach the deity with a
“devotional eye,” an obtrusive sign with an arrow points them toward the
entrance into the west gallery. There, visitors are greeted by a monstrous
automated door leading into the west gallery, which visually replicates the
display strategies of national museums. It is here that the icons’ displacement
from their original sacred contexts is highlighted, and a strong “museum effect”
is cultivated for the viewer: Statues of Bodhisattvas and Buddhas are enclosed
in glass vitrines under the glare of fluorescent lighting, some along the walls
and some freestanding. Furthermore, white labels are placed inside, identifying
each object’ (Suzuki 2007: 139).
This analysis of the display strategies is reminiscent of Faris’s assessment of the
ART/Artifact exhibition, in which cultural artifacts are re-contextualised as works of
art (Faris 1988). In this case an object of worship has been partially re-contextualised
as a cultural artifact, although the effect has only been partially achieved as the object
is still located in a close proximity to a temple and housed in a building that is
designed to replicate a temple or shrine although this effect is then intentionally
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undermined by directing visitors away from the central courtyard approach. The
cognitive dissonance Suzuki describes when pilgrims attempt to approach the Kannon
with a ‘devotional eye,’ which is undermined by its presentation in rather sterile
museum display. This example is useful as it highlights how despite common lineage
there are some essential differences between treasure halls at sites of worship and
museums. One is in the strategies for preservation of the objects at treasure halls,
where valuables are often hidden and worshipped from a distance. If a pilgrim wishes
to approach them there is usually some kind of contribution to the temple. Museums
are also dependent on revenue however the ‘pilgrim’ is being presented with an
opportunity for a direct interaction with the objects. The blend of these strategies
results in the ‘Bloomingdales’ experience that some of Suzuki’s informants found
jarring (Faris 1988: 776).
Another important difference in the preservation strategies that are deployed
in contemporary Japanese museums and their historical equivalents is to be found in
the buildings themselves. In Suzuki’s example, as in most contemporary museums,
objects of cultural significance are kept in air-conditioned cabinets in specially
designed rooms in order to delay their deterioration. The practice of shikinen sengu as
described by Alain Schnapp ‘consisted of raising and rebuilding in identical fashion
every twenty years [from the 7th century onwards] the grand Imperial sanctuary at Ise.
This ritual was designed to preserve the purity of the sanctuary across the centuries,
whist its appearance never aged. The original wooden architecture thus remained
immutable thanks to the archaic skill of the carpenters and joiners’ (Schnapp 1996:
79). In this example the Imperial sanctuary is preserved by being regularly destroyed
and rebuilt. As well as keeping the building materials fresh this method guarantees
that the skills of craftsmanship that went into creating the building survive through
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generations. It is a cyclical view of preservation in stark contrast to the mausoleum
techniques of many contemporary museums. However, although continually renewed,
there is a secondary temporal aspect of the shrine at Ise that is fixed and thereby
protected from contaminating outside influences: ‘Created at the dawn of historical
time in Japan to preserve the power and ethos of archaism when that world seemed
already slipping away, and having become stylized but virtually immobile ever since,
its inner and ritual life creates a time of almost stellar distance, which only
tangentially brushes the world outside its gates’ (Ellwood 1968: 182). The shrine is
frozen in time by its location, in a thick forest with restricted public access and behind
several fences. The interior shrine is viewed from outside of a high fence where only
the roofing can be seen. This physical separation from outside influences allows the
shrine to endure outside of the time and the contaminating gaze of post-industrial
Japan. The technique of preservation through repeated renewal, which predates the
earliest attempts to protect objects and buildings from physical deterioration calls to
mind the tea ceremony, which in a similar fashion was preserved through repetitive
teaching and performance.
In Kondo’s symbolic analysis of the traditional Japanese Zen Buddhist tea
ceremony, the most commonly performed midday rite (shogo chaji), the enduring
power and significance of the ceremony is explained as follows: ‘By its precise
orchestration of sequence and the interrelations among symbols in different sensory
modes, the tea ceremony articulates feeling and thought creating a distilled form of
experience set apart from the mundane world’ (Kondo 2005: 208). The separation
from the mundane, achieved through a precisely orchestrated sensorial experience
relates to the behavior of worshipers and religious practitioners at Buddhist and
Shinto shrines in its methods. This aspect of worship further contributes to the
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argument that temples are closely related to early museums in Japan. As museums
rely on producing a novel sensorial experience in order to foster inspiration, creating a
space to gain divine inspiration from the muses.
The Meiji era has been identified as the time when museums, understood as
public institutions in which objects of historical, scientific, artistic, or cultural interest
are stored and exhibited, were established in Japan. In Foxwell’s ‘Japan as Museum?’
the author argues that because the Meiji Restoration had brought social and political
changes largely modeled on Western institutions, they were valued in relation to
European models of progress. That is to say that the success of the reforms was
measured in relation to the ‘Western’ industrial powers that the Japanese leaders
sought to emulate. To this end there was an urgency to demonstrate Japan’s
advancement to these external powers, which leads Foxwell to argue that:
‘Japanese modernity took shape in relation to an outside audience that was envisioned
as being present to see and evaluate the Asian nation. In an age when the world’s fairs
and museums were central to how the world knew Japan, exhibiting and being seen
played a defining role in its modern development’ (Foxwell 2009: 39). There was also
a move towards the classification and preservation of objects and monuments of
cultural significance, leading to the first Western style museums. Through taking part
in international expositions and housing ‘authentic’ historical and cultural artifacts in
western style institutions, Japan was engaged in “self-museumification,” objectifying
notions of Japaneseness for foreign (as well as Japanese) audiences (Karatani 2001:
42). The development of museums under the Meiji reforms is therefore connected to
the growth in nationalist ideology, which is also a defining feature of the era.
Eisenstadt characterizes the era as essentially outward looking: ‘the leaders of the
[Meiji] Restoration, guided by the goal of ensuring for Japan an independent standing
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in the international arena, explored many new options. Indeed, the first two decades
after the Meiji Restoration were infused with a tendency to look outward, as
epitomized by the slogan bunmei kaika - “civilization and enlightenment” (Eisenstadt
1996: 25). There is some irony in the realization that the growth of Japanese national
consciousness was arguably dependent the external gaze of foreign nations the
government sought to emulate. To view Japan at this time as, itself, a kind of museum
encapsulates both the desire to compete with foreign colonial nations as well as the
underlying truth that there was an asymmetrical balance of power between Japan and
those external forces.
It is worth a brief note that just as Japan was subjected to a degree of
Orientalism in the presentation of its products at world’s fairs and international
expositions, Meiji era politicians soon saw the commercial and ideological value of
such events. The result was that Japan went on to host expositions in nations that it
occupied. Hong Kal describes how the politics of representation were utilized in
Japanese colonial expositions in Korea, such as the 1915 Exposition where ‘an
imagery of Korea as “old” and “stagnant” in contrast to the supposedly “new” and
“modern” Korea under Japanese rule’ was introduced (Kal 2005: 508). The politics of
representation are a key feature at international expositions, and by moving from a
participant to a host there was a move from representing Japan on a Europe
dominated world stage to representing subject populations on a Japanese one. The
reference to progress is significant as another defining characteristic of international
expositions is new technology. The future is a common theme and new machines are
demonstrated in order to assert national progress. In the context of an occupied Korea
this is set against a perceived static culture as a form of propaganda in praise of the
Japanese colonial power. This calls to mind Lowenthal’s observation that ‘the past is
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a foreign country.’ That is to say, the industrial revolution fundamentally changed
people’s conception of the past, to become a fantasy ‘other’ by which the present is
criticized or favorably compared, leading to his central thesis that the past is a
‘foreign’ country. He views traditionalist and reformist perspectives as two sides of a
coin, drawing on their respective notions of the past in order to comment on the
present state of things (Lowenthal 1985: 71). In this respect the past was utilized at
Japanese colonial expositions in much the same way as the future is by science fiction
writers, a utopia or dystopia against which social problems and solutions are
presented. We have seen how, in the Meiji era, the Japanese museum grew out of
attempts to emulate industrial powers and assert technological progress along with a
new kind of national consciousness. These museums and international expositions
became a forum to demonstrate progress, which leads us to the subsequent
development of science museums, or museums of the future, of which Miraikan is a
direct descendant. The relationship between the development of museums in the
nineteenth century and international expositions was not limited to Japan. For
example the Science Museum in London is located on Exhibition Road in South
Kensington, an elite district in West London. It surrounded by several other museums
(the Victoria and Albert, the Geological Museum and the Natural History Museum)
all of which owe their existence to the legacy and financial investment that followed
the Great Exhibition of 1851 (MacDonald 2002: 24). The Great Exhibition of the
Works of Industry of All Nations, to use its full title, was the template for similar
events around the world, and demonstrated that there was a keen audience for
demonstrations of industrial technology as well as arts and crafts from the world over.
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Science museums owe their existence to the European enlightenment, and
the move from treasure houses and assorted ‘cabinet des curiosities’ into institutions
that sought to create an ordered explanation of the world. As Alain Schnapp interprets
it, their aim was: ‘to concentrate the maximum number of objects, as diverse as
possible, into the minimum amount of space. The collection is a microcosm of the
world, interpreted as a macrocosm’ (Schnapp 1996: 167). In Krzysztof Pomian’s
discussion of early museums he discusses the utilization of the semiophore, best
understood as the object treated as a signifier. Pomian’s semiophore is an object that
when encountered calls up another realm: ‘The semiophore can invoke the invisible;
it is beyond time and space, a fragile link with a lost and poorly understood world’
(Schnapp 1996: 167). Pomian describes how a new distinct category of semiophores
emerged in the 17th century: scientific instruments. ‘These instruments, obviously
owed their existence towards a change in attitude towards the invisible, when man
attempted to move back its frontiers in nature, and in so doing developed a whole new
language to describe it’ (Pomian 1990: 37). The invocation of the abstract or invisible
is hugely important in a science museum, as exhibits tend to seek to demonstrate or
explain abstract principles. In other words, while historical artifacts are used in
museums to create a connection between the visitor and an abstract realm (the past),
in science museums the semaphore is deployed to evoke another abstract realm, that
of scientific principles. In the case of Miraikan, this can be extended further to argue
that it is ‘the future’ which is being conjured up by the museums display strategies.
Konishi records the impact of the Museum Act of 1951 as encouraging the
second significant leap in the number and variety of museums in Japan, including
those concerning science and industry. Modern science and technology museums
trace their origin to great 19th century exhibitions, intended to demonstrate industrial
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technology in action and explaining the principles on which such technology was
based. The president of the New York Museum of Science and Industry writing in
1936 outlines three main objectives towards which a science museum should operate.
Firstly, to demonstrate to the ‘non-scientific person’ the underlying science principles
on which an item of technology is based. Secondly, ‘to emphasize the fact that even
this latest embodiment is but a transitory stage in a continuously expanding evolution’
(Jewett 1936: 151). Thirdly, to show that all scientific endeavors share a common
nature, that is to say there is nothing essentially separating different scientific fields
and that progress in one leads to progress in another. It is striking that Jewett’s three
principles closely reflect the ethos of contemporary science and technology museums.
At Miraikan the exhibits are explicitly designed to be comprehendible to people with
little or no scientific background. As in most technology museums the emphasis is on
progress, how one observation leads to an invention, which then leads to others of
increasing sophistication. For example, there is a trail that leads the visitor from the
observation that laundry flutters in the heat when drying above a fireplace to the
invention of the hot air balloon. These trails along general themes that link different
concepts and inventions also satisfy the third principle.
Kathleen McLean, who worked on the renovation of the Exploratorium in
the 1990’s, interprets the philosophy of catering towards educational sightseeing and
free exploration as meaning that the Exploratorium should be viewed as public space.
However Mclean concedes that the museum in charging admission offers only its
outdoor areas as public space, in terms of access (Mclean 1999: 13). This highlights a
key difference between the American (and Japanese) conception of museums set
against those in Europe. In Europe a private museum that charged admission could
not describe itself as public in any sense due to the tradition of state funded free
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admission national museums. Of course the distinction is not absolute, for example
the Science Museum in London (whose exhibits are heavily inspired by the
Exploratorium), a long established public science museum introduced admission fees
in 1988, one of the first public museums in the United Kingdom to do so. This led to
outrage and debate among members of the staff as well as the public and the national
press, as part of what was dubbed a “cultural revolution” whereby managerial and
marketing strategies were transforming British museums (MacDonald 2002: 23). In
contrast to this, in Japan almost all museums, state run or otherwise, have always
charged admission, and sites of national importance demonstrate their role as a public
service through various discounts and free to visit days (national holidays etc).
Miraikan was founded ten years ago in this vein and most of its exhibits have
an interactive element. Eiju Matsumoto notes that over the past two decades the
Japanese government has built several new science and technology museums where
‘the emphasis has been on science education, in the manner of the Exploratorium in
San Francisco, and several have been quite successful in pursuing that goal’
(Matsumoto 1999: 102). Miraikan is the latest example of such a museum as is
evident in its ‘hands-on’ experimental philosophy. Matsumoto also notes that such
museums have been successful at attracting families and groups of children due to
their interactive nature (Matsumoto 1999: 104). Science museums have become one
of the major attractions for family group outings during leisure time in Japan, what is
sometimes referred to as kazoku sabisu (family service) parents spending time with
their children during the holidays (Marling 1992: 106). Fukutake Tadashi writing in
the 1970’s recorded the (then) contemporary growth in leisure time for Japanese
employees and resulting upsurge in leisure and entertainment facilities, with
sightseeing trips and destinations among those experiencing massive growth
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(Fukutake 1981: 106). The number of private museums, as popular sites of leisure,
increased significantly during the 1970’s and 80’s along with other tourist
destinations. The Japanese science museum has a complex lineage resulting in their
current form as site of interaction between the public and representations of science,
technology, progress and the future.
One noteworthy aspect of museums in Japan is their reliance on volunteers,
in line with successive government policies promoting volunteering activities as a
response to the rapidly aging population. Most historical and scientific museums
employ as many or more unpaid volunteers as they do regular staff. Volunteers
usually operate in a support capacity, assisting visitors. For example at the Edo Tokyo
Museum there are guides on the museum floor who offer information on the exhibits
or at Miraikan the volunteers act in a similar fashion, mingling with visitors and
explaining the exhibits. In Lynne Nakano’s ethnography of community volunteers
based on fieldwork conducted between 1993 and 1994 in Niiyama-cho, a residential
neighbourhood in Yokohama, Japan she describes how volunteering has emerged as a
popular leisure activity. The term volunteer (borantia) in Japanese is relatively new
and had gained recognition over the preceding two decades ‘from a word virtually
unknown twenty years ago, borantia has become a socially recognised identity and an
accepted part of national policy, popular consciousness and everyday vocabulary’
(Nakano 2000: 93). Volunteering in Japan also increased significantly following the
1995 Kobe earthquake and subsequent relief efforts. Nakano describes volunteering
as being fundamentally a life-strategy decision, which would certainly relate to many
of my informants explanations of their volunteer activities at Miraikan. Similarly,
Ueno noted in the nineteen-eighties that it had become increasingly common for
married women to have either a part time job or to take part in volunteering, rather
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than be ‘full time housewives’ (sengyo shufu), although for a woman of working age
this freedom to volunteer is predicated on the partner’s income being high enough to
support the entire family. Indeed Ueno believes that the most determinate factor in the
diversification of lifestyles among Japanese housewives is the income level of the
husband (Ueno 1987: S80). The gender divison within the museum’s paid staff
reflects the science industry as a whole, in which ‘women have been spoken of as an
untapped S&T [science and technology] workforce, but the reality is that they tend to
be exploited as part time and casual labour’ (Low et. al 1999: 145).
Many volunteers were retired and used the museum as a place to meet and
socialise or the younger volunteers usually described volunteering at the museum as
an internship, something which might be added to their CV. Nakano notes that (at the
time of writing) volunteering rates in Japan were highest among men in their sixties
and women in their thirties, coinciding with the respective ages where workforce
participation was lowest (Nakano 2000: 96). This is interesting as it also supports the
observation of the museum volunteers as mostly consisting of retired people. In terms
of the advantages of employing volunteers for the museum itself, there is the obvious
financial imperative but also a belief that visitors’ experiences are enhanced by the
informal social interactions and guidance that volunteers provide.
Much of the contemporary literature concerning museums is on the subject
of challenges posed by changes in visitor expectations as the result of advances in
technology and competing leisure facilities. As Richard Kurin observes: ‘while we
might usually think of museums as, first and foremost, places of display and learning,
they are also “attractions” and “venues” for generating income –charging admission
for touristic diversions, serving and selling food, offering “gifts” in its shops, and
even renting out halls for weddings and other social occasions’ (Kurin 2007: 60).
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Kurin draws on his experience working at the Smithsonian museums to argue that the
distinction between different kinds of museum and the different functions of a
museum are becoming increasingly hard to define. This blurring of the boundaries of
the genre means that institutions like the Smithsonian can be seen as ‘part
government, part museum, part academic organisation, part business’ (Kurin 2007:
60). These different functions can lead to competition within the museum as well as
with other institutions, which offer similar facilities. The reference to the necessity of
generating revenue through ‘touristic diversions’ is an often-repeated concern by
museum researchers and curators. Pomian identifies four main patterns in how
museums are formed: traditional, revolutionary, ‘evergetic’ and commercial (Pomian
1990: 266). He goes on to observe that most museums in practice will eventually
become either ‘evergetic’ (benefactor dependent) or commercial in their operation.
Writing on the impact of corporate culture at the Colonial Williamsburg
museum, Handler and Gable identify ‘narratives of progress’ being deployed, not only
by the museum educators who seek to debunk overly nostalgic interpretations of the
past but also in the internal narrative at the museum of continual improvement in
providing a better ‘product’ for visitors in the increasingly competitive tourist
marketplace (Handler & Gable 1997: 130). This is presented in contrast to an
opposing narrative of loss and nostalgia, both in terms of the more idyllic aspects of
life in colonial Virginia and the discontent with which many employees viewed the
changes to the management structure at the museum since the 1980s. Handler and
Gable also record that the terms visitor and customer were often used
interchangeably, with employees even being referred to as ‘internal customers’ in
human resources documents (Handler & Gable 1997: 142). This rhetoric is intended
to create a veneer of egalitarianism between the status of customers/visitors and
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employees as well as between different the kinds of staff at the museum. The
frustration experienced by staff at Colonial Williamsburg is somewhat emblematic of
the tensions that have grown within museum education since the nineteen-eighties.
Brian Moeran describes a Japanese rite of power, a groundbreaking
ceremony for backers of a new £4 million Japanese gallery at the British museum
with a Shinto ritual. In his conclusion he recognises what power is ultimately at play
in this ceremony:
‘the underlying reason for seven or eight dozen English people's participating
in a strange Shinto rite conducted in, of all places, Bloomsbury became clear.
This clapping of hands and waving of fronds, this throwing of confetti and
simulated gardening, these stages of silence broken by voiced commands and
the screeching of chairs as well-groomed men stood and sat –all were
performed for the single purpose of gaining money’ (Moeran 1989: 4).
The necessity for museums to sustain their income leading to various strategies to lure
financial backing or attract tourists and thereby generate revenue leads to a
comparison with the theme park, which consistently emerges in these discussions. Joy
Hendry describes the shift in museums: ‘from an emphasis on observation and
learning, to interaction, experience and entertainment, very often influenced by a need
to raise funds through entrance fees and the popularisation of formerly elite activities’
(Hendry 2000b: 216).
This view is reflected in Peter Gathercole’s writing on morale in museum
research, which argues that ‘if the first responsibility of museum workers is to care
for, enlarge, and enhance the significance of their collections, then research should be
seen as a prime activity towards the fulfillment of that responsibility’ (Gathercole
1982: 1). Terrell characterizes the increased influence of museum educators in
shaping museum output:
‘these new warriors in the battle for the public’s discretionary income are
declaring the era of the curator-driven exhibition is dead. From this day
forth, we will give our “museum visitors” what they want, when they want it,
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and how they want it. And because curators can't remember how little
museum visitors know -and so expect much more from visitors than they
reasonably should - from now on, museum educators are to be “the
choosers,” the lucky ones to decide what visitors may and may not see in
museums’ (Terrell 1991: 149).
This parody demonstrates the tension between the museum’s dual function as place of
academic endeavor for its own sake and its role as a visitor attraction. Joy Hendry’s
work on foreign country theme parks complicates the museum-theme park
comparison. Her ethnography considers Japanese theme parks (tema paku) that
represent foreign countries, arguing that their sophistication is such that they are more
closely related to museums and world fairs than theme parks in the English sense of
the term. These tourist attractions, sometimes referred to as ‘foreign villages’
(gaikoku mura), are a combination of hotels, museums and cultural displays and
activities in the form of European style villages. Hendry describes one of them,
‘British Hills,’ as follows:
‘Located atop a mountain (and thereby often in a suitably misty climate), this
is an impressive representation of British culture, accessed from a station less
than two hours by bullet train from Tokyo. Its visitors stay in buildings of
particular historical periods, where they may encounter real live Britons (or
sometimes Canadians or New Zealanders) playing the part of a butler, a
publican and a Mrs Beeton. There one may experience the atmosphere of a
London club, a public school and a country pub, but all this is purchased as
“education” rather than “leisure” (Hendry 2000b: 218).
She does go on to note, however, that most informants described their visits as leisure
activities rather than being kengaku (educational/field trip). In the gaikoku mura, to
confirm a fantasy vision of Europe, a kind of counter-orientalism is taking place
whereby foreign cultural products are appropriated and thereby Japanese superiority
is confirmed. Hendry describes their appeal as owing to a general fascination with the
unknown, whether it be foreign technology, art, or people, tracing its lineage to the
early international Exhibitions and World Fairs.
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Recognizing the value of novelty, curiosity, and indeed ‘the other’ more generally she
notes that ‘wherever there were displays of people, members of the public were
willing to “pay to come and stare” (Hendry 2000a: 215). In this respect, gaikoku mura
while employing different methods, as with science museums seek to make the
abstract corporeal. The fantasy other is presented in one and a fantasy future is
presented as the other. Joy Hendry describes the heritage phenomenon in Japanese
tourism as fantasy travel in time and space, either to the past or a foreign country or
both.
Roberta Bonetti in The Museum as an Inhabited Object, based on
ethnography argues the power of the museum in shaping the perception of objects on
display: ‘To say that an artifact in a museum plays a different role from the one it held
in the culture of production may appear to be stating the obvious and inevitable. Less
obvious, however, is to consider the museum itself as the context in which the
“exotic” artifact was produced or where it originated’ (Bonetti 2007: 169). Bonetti
sees objects as the product of a combination of the various physical and cultural
relations surrounding them. She argues that as museums divorce objects from their
social context these relations are eliminated, drastically altering how the object is
perceived, thereby producing the ‘artifact.’
Bonetti uses the example of fake African masks on display at the African
Museum in Verona to demonstrate the power of the museum in altering an object’s
perceived value. She responds to a collector’s criticism that a museum should not
display objects that are also easily seen outside of the museum: ‘Once the fake ancient
mask - that same mask that is being sold by a Senegalese on the street - is exhibited in
the museum, it is no longer the same object, contrary to what the art expert insists on
affirming.
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The center of attention becomes the discourse on the object, and that discourse cannot
be found for sale either in the African arts store or at the street vendor’ (Bonetti 2007:
170). The use of the ‘fake’ example is significant as authenticity is often a major
concern in museums.
As a Japanese science museum Miraikan is the product of a particular history
of demonstrations of technological and industrial advancement that grew out of the
Meiji Era (1868-1912) and the complexities of competing with as well as emulating
foreign powers. The move throughout the 20th century towards creating public
institutions where science is taught and promoted has led to the myriad of
complexities that influence exhibit design. In particular by creating Exploratoriumstyle interactive and engaging experiences and a forum for visitors to engage with ‘the
future’ Miraikan raises various questions that deserve critical analysis.
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Fig.1.2 The two permanent exhibition floors at Miraikan viewed from the far side of
the GEO-Cosmos.

Fig.1.3 The Volunteer Room.
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Fig.1.4 Visitor map of the third floor at Miraikan.

Fig.1.5 The Innovation and Future section of the third floor.
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2: Visions of the Future
All science and technology museums depend to some extent on constructing visions
of the future. Miraikan, as a museum of the future, seeks to present itself as a forum
for visitors to engage with the exhibits in these terms. The main aim of the museum
according to its own website is ‘to provide a forum for all to ponder and discuss
future roles of science and technology.’ The future is embedded into the design and
location of the museum in various ways. It was opened in 2001, following the
millennium and coinciding with the setting for various famous works of science
fiction. It is situated in Odaiba, an artificial island completed in the late 1990’s,
connected to the mainland via an electronic railway.
The museum’s building looms among empty space allocated for future
construction, partially completed office buildings, hotels and shopping malls. The
museum is vast in scale, with glass walls, a slanted ceiling and a globe representing
the Earth at one end. A British journalist, Charlie Brooker, describes the impact of the
museum’s style and location: ‘It's easy to find grand-scale geek spectacle in Tokyo:
just hop on the monorail to Odaiba, a man-made island in the middle of Tokyo bay.
There, nestled amongst a collection of Bizarro skyscrapers straight out of Starship
Troopers, is Miraikan, the National Museum of Emerging Science and Innovation.
Here you can watch celebrity robot ASIMO go through his paces, or simply gawp in
astonishment at the gigantic “geo-cosmos globe”: an LCD-clad model of the Earth
capable of depicting metrological data in real time. This is what Logan's Run
would've looked like if they'd had more money and time’ (Brooker 2012). Brooker
makes reference to popular science fiction in order to effectively describe the
museum. The greeters at the entrance to the museum wear grey, skinny seemingly
Star Trek-inspired jumpsuits.
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By the time a visitor sets foot in the museum the future is already established
as the mis-en-scene. Samuel Collins when writing on anthropological engagements
with the future describes the production of the new as being of crucial importance in
the presentation of science and technology ‘Much of the marketing strategy for
Advanced Information Technologies (AIT) hinges on them being perceived by
consumers as already in the future’ (Collins 2008: 25). It is worth examining some
examples of visions of the future that are presented at the museum in order to trace
the underlying social concerns on which these utopias are based. If a utopia is, as
Herbert Marcuse called it ‘the determinate sociohistorical negation of what exists,’
then the future utopias on show at Miraikan can be undestood in contrast to the social
context in which they have been produced (Marcuse 1970: 69).

Life in 2050
On the third floor, where I spent most of my time conducting participant observation
as a volunteer, there is a exhibit titled ‘Lifestyle 2050,’ which consists of a scale
model of an imaginary future city, Itookashi, which includes a magnetic levitating
railway. The model is surrounded by several interactive screens that invite visitors to
‘become a citizen’ of this future city by inputting some personal details: ‘Through
built-in cameras in the model city, the citizens will tell you how 35 cutting-edge
technologies, such as the Plant Factory and the Superconducting Cable, benefit their
lifestyles.’ There is also a ticketing system for entering the exhibit which often causes
confusion for visitors who do not understand the purpose of the tickets, which is
essentially to give the visitor a unique code through which they can return to view
their profile they created for the fictional city via the internet. I have to admit that on
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being asked the purpose of the tickets and how to use them both myself and several of
the other volunteers and even staff members were unable to answer until a senior
volunteer explained this. The interactive terminals present heavily stylized cartoonish
images of the year 2050, resembling The Jetsons cartoon in their imagery (See
Fig.2.1). For example, in the year 2050 people will apparently travel in multi-colored
egg-shaped helicopters that suspiciously resemble the iconic 1960s’ chairs of the
same shape. It should be apparent by now that the ‘Lifestyle 2050’ exhibit is not a
serious attempt at sooth-saying but instead is a playful depiction of a blissful utopia
based on current social concerns. Energy, transport and climate needs are fulfilled in
this city and the residents are happy flying around in their eggs. The model
incorporates lots of green and open space and looks significantly less crowded and
congested than Tokyo, as you would expect in an ideal city.
The choice of 2050 as the setting for this city year is interesting. The
arbitrary significance of this year is that it is roughly half a century away. It is a year
that a Japanese person under 40 should expect to live to see.1 With this in mind it is
surprising to me that the Lifestyle 2050 exhibit is so fantastical. It is a utopian vision
of a beautiful efficient city, complete with smiling cartoon citizens. A cynical analysis
might highlight that there is little educational substance to this exhibit. However it is
clearly intended to be viewed as a what-if fantasy and is popular with visitors, many
seek it out for the model magnetic railways. Perhaps the only truly controversial
element of the exhibit is the choice of the year 2050 for its setting. It is quite a bold
move to create such a fantasy and to put it within reach.

1

Japan, a country, which has long been celebrated for the longevity of its population, continues to rank
first in the world with a current life expectancy of 84 (based on United Nations statistics, 2014).
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A short distance from Lifestyle 2050, there were daily demonstrations of
superconductivity by one of the Science Communicators (SC). This normally lasted
for fifteen minutes in a designated lab-demo area of the museum floor. On one
occasion it lasted a while longer as the SC took the time to answer audience questions
and generally takes a leisurely attitude to the demonstration. He is relaxed and very
skilled at engaging in conversation with strangers, particularly children. He also
speaks good English and is the only SC that I often speak English with. For this
demonstration he has donned goggles and a labcoat, I doubt they are necessary but
they do add an air of authenticity to the performance, adding to the effect of creating a
laboratory set around the demonstration table. He is also wearing a radio mic and
there is a screen behind him for audience members that are not close enough to see
the demonstration table itself. After the demonstration is finished, he spots me and we
chat for a while. He muses that this kind of volunteer work must be a good way to
look at human-technology relations first hand. He asks me if there are similar
volunteers in British science museums, I answer that there is volunteering but not on
the same scale as at Miraikan. He laments that when staying in America he found
museum staff lacking and moreover that the public in general were less interested in
science and technology than they are in Japan. I respond conservatively that perhaps
that is true but it is impossible to know for sure. I have worked with him before on the
Hands-on Model of the Internet demonstration, where I was impressed with his skill
at keeping a crowd of young children interested in the exhibit.
The superconductivity demonstration includes a section in which the Science
Communicator places a small pellet onto a metal track, which is a magnet cooled with
liquid nitrogen, causing the pellet to levitate. The pellet is then sent along the track,
still levitating, with the magnetic field stopping it from falling off the track, even at
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speed. The same effect is put to use in the model maglev train that is part of the
Lifestyle 2050 exhibit. This takes on greater significance when you consider the
planned Chuo Shinkansen, the controversial Central Japan Railway Company (JR
Tokai) project to create Japan’s first maglev rail line. A quick browse through
Lifestyle 2050’s list of contributors reveals the Central Japan Railway Company and
the Railway Technical Research Institute among its sponsors. Permission to begin
construction on the Chuo line was granted by the Japanese government within weeks
of the Lifestyle 2050 exhibition opening in 2011 and began in 2013, with a projected
completion date of 2045 (JR Tokai 2012). The controversy stems from the fact that
although the project was not promoted as being publicly funded the spiraling
estimated construction costs -¥9trillion up from ¥5.43trillion- many commentators
argue will inevitably lead to the shortfall being met by government intervention
(Brasor 2014). Therefore we can see that the pellet being sent along a magnetic track
by the Science Communicator not only serves to demonstrate the principle on which
maglev trains work, but has been encouraged, even funded, by groups with a
commercial interest in promoting the use of this technology.
The year 2050 recurs many times throughout the museum in order to
represent a notional future. A chalkboard invites visitors to suggest what they think
Christmas gifts will be in the year 2050. The question on the board changes daily but
often includes this year. Before starting in the field I was already familiar with this
date as it often appears in articles that project future demographic shifts in Japan.
Japanese health ministry estimates put 2050 as the year by which the proportion of the
population over 65 will reach 40% (Japan Times 2007). It is currently around 20%.
Japan’s impressive life expectancy coupled with a low birth rate has led to an ageing
population that is increasingly a cause for concern. Fears that the working population
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might soon no longer have the resources to support the elderly either financially or
simply in support labor (nursing etc) can be seen in new government policies, such as
the ‘Long Term Nursing Insurance’ (kaigo hoken) that asks individuals to contribute
towards the care assistance they may depend on in later life. These fears are put into
context when you consider that the population of Japan is expected to shrink by
40million by 2055, from its current level 127.8million to 89.93million. There is an
increasing sense of urgency towards ‘dealing with’ the aging population. One could
even infer that the demographic shifts in Japan might be leading to an increasingly
negative view of longevity itself. Aging populations can potentially create not only
personal problems as family resources are stressed, but they also might pose
‘problems of scale’ in recent and future demographic shifts. In the sociological
argument put forward by Philip Kreager in the article ‘Where are the Children?’ he
records that globally demographic shifts towards the end of the 20th century have led
to a change in the perceived balance of generations, which is largely viewed
negatively: ‘a growing number of elderly dependents per person of working age. A
mixture of benefits and disadvantages may be envisaged to flow from these changes,
but the balance of opinion has tended to be negative or at least to emphasize
potentially worrying disadvantages occurring both to older and younger age groups’
(Kreager 2004: 2).
This increasing anxiety about providing for the elderly is evident in the
Satsuki Kawano’s ethnographic analysis of pre-funerals in contemporary Japan, in
which the significance of the new ritual is explored (Kawano 2004: 158). Kawano
argues that pre-funerals are a way of managing the increasingly negative view of old
age by an elderly person conducting their own funeral and thereby alleviating the
stress on their kin in having to plan a funeral. In a related practice, throughout Japan
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there are Buddhist temples known as pokkuri-dera at which people may pray for a
sudden death. A survey found that over ninety percent of visitors to these temples
stated that they do so out of a desire to avoid becoming bedridden and thereby a
burden to others (Wöss 1993: 195). Researching in Jonai, a town in an agricultural
area in northern Japan, Traphagen quotes a woman in her late sixties discussing her
fears for the future: “The concern I have [as I grow older] is that I do not want to
become a burden to my children (meiwaku kaketakunai). I would rather die before
that. The best way to die is to die suddenly (pokkuri)” (Traphagan 1998: 337).
Traphagen found that in order to resist being categorized as elderly and thereby
dependant on younger generations for support, older people would delay retirement
and joining the old person’s community group as doing so is seen as a marker of
having entered a stage of life associated with increasing dependence upon others as
well as to ‘resist being defined as people who need protection from those younger
than themselves’ (Traphagan 1998: 347).
The intergenerational tensions that are being played out in the preceeding
examples bring to mind Yoshihiro Tatsumi’s Abandon the Old in Tokyo, a 1970
manga which explores this theme. The title story is about young man who shares a
small apartment with his elderly, severely disabled mother. He longs for freedom, and
is increasingly under pressure to move in with his fiancée, who has never visited his
apartment and does not know about his mother. Eventually after being torn between
the obligation to look after his mother and the obligation to provide a new home for
his fiancée, he takes a pay advance in order to buy another apartment for his mother
which he can ill afford. His mother laments that she won’t be able to survive without
care, being unable to walk, but nevertheless he abandons her there in order to achieve
independence. However, his fiancée immediately starts making similar demands as
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were made by his mother. Finally broken, the story ends with the protagonist
wondering Tokyo’s streets carrying his deceased mother on his back, an apparent
reference to the practice of ubasute (abandoning an old women) in Japanese folklore,
wherein an elderly relative is carried by their children to a remote place and left to
die. Tatsumi draws on and then distorts this archetypical image of the elderly being
sacrificed for the sake of the young in order to criticize the impact of modernization
on Japanese family life.
The various representations of how these issues might be addressed in 2050
at the museum are on the whole positive, and can be viewed as a response to the
anxiety towards these perceived oncoming demographic crises. In Lifestyle 2050 the
balance between the generations, contrary to much of the media discourse in Japan, is
presented as being harmonious. It makes sense that advances in technology are looked
to as a potential social savior for the country. For example, the government led
initiative Innovation 25 announced in 2007 was Prime Minister Abe’s plan for a
remaking Japanese society by the year 2025 based around the increasing integration
of domestic androids. It sets out a blueprint for accommodating the rapidly aging
population through technological innovation such as household robots. As the
anthropologist writing on this proposal, Jennifer Robertson, put it: ‘Innovation 25
emphasizes the central role that household robots will play in stabilizing core
institutions, like the family’ (Robertson 2007: 370). In my own research into
demonstrations of the Honda ASIMO robot, the actions the android would frequently
perform (carrying a tray of drinks up and down stairs, fetching following voice
commands etc) which all seemed rather tame and domestic for a technology demo,
suddenly take on much greater significance once you consider that its designers
explicitly refer to home care as one it’s most likely future uses. This raises a whole set
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of practical and ethical considerations that are only beginning to be explored. For
example, Robertson challenges the vision set out in Innovation 25 by arguing that
rather than representing progress, new robot technologies are being deployed to
reinforce ‘traditional values,’ in particular the notion of the patriarchal family. She is
legitimately suspicious of much of the rhetoric used to describe the ideal futuristic
home set out in Innovation 25. One particular incident that caused outrage (although
no change in policy or personnel) was the Japanese Health, Labor and Welfare
minister declaring ‘onna ga umu kikai’ (women are birthing machines). Pehaps this is
appropriate as there are certain political arguments in Japan that suggest ‘the
combination of high technology and the family tradition is the basis of the [Japanese]
society’s stability and prosperity’ (Ueno 1987: S82).
Robertson’s analysis does exclude one crucial element of the vision of the
future family set out in Innovation 25, which is that although the actions being
performed by the android are suspiciously close to that of the traditional housewife,
the mother of the family is depicted as going out to work as does the father leaving
the menial duties to the android. While there is some gender stereotyping clearly
influencing the vision of the ideal family, surely on a more fundamental level the
vision of husband and wife as working team with the menial duties passed on to a
third party, all be it a highly feminized one, does represent a departure from the
traditional Japanese patriarchal family. One interesting observation of Robertson's,
which resonates with the outrage inducing statement of the minister on women as
reproductive machines, is the increasing employment of technological language to
describe social concerns: ‘the declining birthrate and the rapidly aging population are
not really being seriously addressed by the state as political, social, economic, or
historical problems –or a combination thereof- but as biotechnological problems
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requiring biotechnological solutions’ (Robertson 2007: 372). If the ageing population
is to be viewed simply as a biotechnological problem it follows that Miraikan would
seek to present a vision of the future that approaches social concerns in this manner,
by focusing on fanciful technological innovations rather than more fundamental
societal change, as can be seen in the Lifestyle 2050 exhibit.

Songs of Anagura
The ‘Songs of Anagura’ (anagura no uta) exhibit is often noticed for its ambitious
design and production. It is intended to demonstrate technologies that collect and
collate personal information from a variety of perspectives. There are video terminals
where researchers describe their devices under development as well as their potential
future applications and the positive and negative aspects of these. The exhibition
space is presented as ‘Anagura,’ a fictional future society in which such technology
has been implemented and perfected. In Anagura the walls and all of the surfaces are
painted white, onto which psychedelic images of silhouettes dancing on multicolored
backdrops are projected. There are speakers built into the walls, styled as golden
gramophone parts out of which loud music is projected (See Fig.2.2). Anagura’s song,
after which the exhibit is named, is an electronic piece of music with a euphoric dance
chord progression accompanied by vocoded (digitally pitch-altered) female singing.
The voice represents the future computer that holds all people’s personal information
and the lyrics are a celebration of its joy in doing so: ‘Let’s gather everyone’s
information and dance!’ (minna no jouhou atsumete odorou!). When entering the
exhibit a visitor is assigned a cartoon blob avatar, projected onto the floor beneath
them, which then follows them around the space.
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It serves no purpose other than entertainment and what the blobs represent is open to
interpretation. The overall effect of this scene is somewhere between a 1960s sci-fi
spaceship and a 1990s night-club. Anagura’s spectacular production design succeeds
in drawing visitors however many leave without the faintest idea of its underlying
subject. The English translation of Anagura’s backstory is as follows:
The game was forcibly terminated.
It wasn’t the same as usual.
Huge boxes suddenly shook.
Cell phones went dead.
The internet couldn’t be used either.
IC cards malfunctioned, daily life came to a standstill.
It wasn’t easy to understand, like some kind of catastrophic disaster movie.
It was an evolution over time (Kazutoshi 2011).
Anagura is rather cryptically described as a place where research was conducted on
spatial information science. It was ‘a research laboratory for sharing people’s
information and turning the connections into a powerful force for humankind.’ In the
year 2011 in Anagura researchers discovered five important technologies and built
five experimental devices. One thousand years later the devices are all that survive of
the human race. The rather complicated premise of Anagura that took some careful
reading of the accompanying textual and online materials to fully decipher, makes it
no wonder that many visitors did not really understand the point of it. However, the
post-apocalyptic scenario outlined in the story of Anagura resonates with the
seriousness with which many of my informants considered communication
technology to have to their everyday lives. For example, in a conversation about
things you couldn't go one day without (ichinichi ni nakute ha naranai mono) either
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mobile phones or the internet were the most common answers. The presentation of the
devices in Anagura, despite its gloomy back-story, is both utopian and euphoric. The
devices have survived to form a benevolent entity that offers to turn the visitor into a
song. The setting, music and disturbing lack of critical engagement with the potential
dangers of a system that has unrestricted access to various kinds of personal
information create instead a joyous vision of the future that made me quite uneasy.
The award winning design and staging of the exhibit is impressive, but it is at its core
a vehicle for displaying five information technologies. There are terminals in the
exhibit where researchers explain their devices with the common theme of
information science. There is a brief note at one of the terminals that in order to
protect the security of individuals data must be collected in such a manner that it
could not be put to ill use, and there is also the option of whether or not the visitor
wants their data given, responses to surveys in the exhibit etc to be saved or deleted,
also whether or not they would like their name to be sung by Anagura. But I cannot
help feeling that this is a rather cursory reference to what is arguably one of the key
issues regarding these kinds of systems. This particular vision of the future is
extremely successful at attracting visitors, there is usually a queue at the entrance, but
judged in terms of its ability to explain or assess the potential increased role of
information science in the future it fails in so much as many visitors leave without
much idea what the lights and music is all about.
‘Living with Monmo’ was a temporary exhibition that ran for six months
from June 2011 at the Laboratory for New Media at Miraikan. It was made up of
several displays of technology that could be used in the domestic sphere in the near
future. This included cooking and table setting robots, remote controls built into a
coffee table, a smart fan, an entertainment unit built into a microwave and a system
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for automating various household appliances (See Fig.2.3). These different devices
taken from the Japan Science and Technology Agency’s Igarashi Design Interface
Project are unified under the living with monmo theme. According to the curators,
these monmo should be thought of as ‘imaginary creatures, like the dwarves of the
Grimm’s Fairy Tales, that assist us in our daily lives.’ They are there to represent the
intelligent systems that might one day benevolently assist people in the home
environment. The role of monmo is purely an emblematic one, their presence in the
exhibit consists of images on the posters and other promotional material and soft toys
that have been left among the displays. They are cute cartoonish characters, multicoloured balls with eyes that bear a striking resemblance to characters in the wellknown Studio Ghibli films. It speaks of the omnipresent nature of cute cartoon
characters on promotional material in Tokyo that I only began to pay attention to the
monmo after several visitors asked me to explain their relevance to the technology on
show. The best answer I could come up with is that they represent the unseen forces
that technology gives to a domestic environment. They are perhaps magical helpers,
who cook, clean and tidy the house, much like the animated creatures in a Disney
film. Monmo is an expression of how the designers would like these devices to been
seen, helpful and benevolent. It is, of course, an idealized vision of the future that will
likely seem absurd in retrospect.
At one point during my time at Miraikan, one night after the centre was
closed to the public we (volunteers and staff) were ushered into the planetarium to
preview a film, which would soon be regularly shown in the dome theatre titled
‘Encounter with Earth’ (See Fig.2.4). It is part anime sci-fi cartoon, part planetarium
style sweeping visuals of the Earth and space. The loose narrative is that of an alien
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encounter, a robotic camera deployed to survey the planet (Earth). The film is
described in the museum guide materials as follows:
‘A family animation program featuring our relationship with life and our
planet. Strange things start to happen around our main character Naoko, as
aliens come to Earth in pursuit of the Z-atom created in outer space. Naoko is
shown some peculiar images a number of times, and she begins to realize the
intrinsic link between her and other living beings. Through immersive dome
imagery and music, “Encounter with Earth” offers the experience of looking
at ourselves and our planet from a different perspective.’
Tomoko Otake summarizes the plot of the thirty-minute film: ‘The story features a
young girl named Naoko, modeled on real-life female astronaut Naoko Yamazaki.
Strange things start to happen to her as aliens come to Earth to investigate the “Zatom,” which was created in outer space. As the aliens' surveillance camera gets
broken and leaks images of the mysterious Z-atom traveling throughout the biosphere,
Naoko begins to realize the link between her and other living beings. It’s toward the
end of the program that viewers learn that the Z-atom is in fact the carbon atom’
(Otake 2011b). The carbon cycle, a series of processes that carbon atoms go through
when being recycled as they rotate throughout the biosphere and all living organisms,
is thereby explained for the audience. It is also intended to help to viewer to better
understand the importance of climate change.
The film serves as a good example of how truly blurred the line between
science ‘engagement,’ exhibits designed to be inspiring and total fantasy really is. It is
compelling and effective in delivering a sense of awe and wonder at the Earth. It also
continues with one of the overarching themes of Miraikan, to look at the Earth from
space. The museum’s director is former astronaut Dr Mamoru Mohri, its emblem is a
sphere that could either be interpreted as a globe or an atom, and its most well known
architectural feature is the giant LCD model of the Earth, the GEO-Cosmos. This can
be viewed from ground level as well as on both exhibition floors.
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From the exhibition floors this model of the Earth can be viewed as if from
outer space, but also as if it were a scientific object, one which can be viewed in all its
glorious detail as the real-time images and data on the model suggest. Through the
emphasis on space travel, the visitors are invited to look at the world from an outside
perspective down to the items in the gift shop, which include models and images of
spacecraft and the Earth from space. In the film, as on the exhibition floors, the Earth
is objectified and presented through the gaze of an astronaut, or alien in the case of
the film. The museum has thereby been shaped by an approach to the Earth as viewed
from space. The theme of space travel latently influences various aspects of the
museum’s presentation, again impacting on the shape of the building. As well as the
GEO-cosmos the, the planetarium/theatre is spherical, there is an external sphere on
visible on the outside of the building and there are spheres of negative space within
the building. For example, the gift shop is in an open area on the ground floor
however the shelving frames it into a circle that is visible from the escalator above.
The tendency to view the Earth in this manner was undoubtedly influenced
by the advent of space travel. In an article discussing preparations for a Space Art
project to be performed at the International Space Station, Osaka describes various
proposals. While preparing the project the author interviewed several Japanese
astronauts to ask what they would like to see in an art project in space, eventually
deciding on some form of gravity-free sculpture. The response of astronaut Takao Doi
was particularly relevant to the ethos underlying many of the exhibits at Miraikan: “I
felt nothing strange when I was in outer space. It seemed as if space had been waiting
for our arrival. We ought to go out toward the universe that spreads before our eyes.
Without viewing the Earth from the outside, one would not have a desire to make
discoveries, to progress or to find new morals” (Osaka 2004: 274).
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The Earth as viewed from space as a metaphor for enlightenment through scientific
progress can be seen in Encounter with Earth. The Earth viewed from space, as made
possible by space travel, is the source of much science fiction, and the film utilizes the
conventions of science fiction to create an anime cartoon that is easily recognizable
and understood by the audience. The alien space travelers studying our planet create a
simple plot device through which the carbon cycle can be described. As with Songs of
Anagura and Lifestyle 2050 recognizable science fiction tropes are used to make the
educational content more entertaining.

Robotic Operating System Project Tour
I was given the opportunity to attend a Robotic Operating System Project Tour that
took place in one of the research areas at Miraikan usually inaccessible to the public.
To begin with I was seated in a classroom in which there were about twenty people
being spoken to by one of the volunteers. The audience mainly consists of parents
with children, and I am the only foreigner as well as the only person over 15 and
under 40, excluding the two volunteers. Forms signed, guest ‘passports’ on, lanyards
placed around our necks and the tour gets under way. The group is led upstairs, past
security and some fairly anonymous looking offices, although a stack of metal boxes
marked “Asimo” does excite one of the parents. We are taken into a laboratory and
performance room which it turns out is the one and only stop on the tour. The room is
a large office space where the centre has been cleared with a circle of twenty or so
chairs around it. It seems authentic in that there are formulae scribbled on a white
board, and one end of the room has desks cluttered with various computer
components. It seems this room is, at least occasionally, genuinely used as a
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laboratory but today it is solely for a performance. There are three scientists, two at
computer terminals, most likely research students and another, a little older,
welcoming the tour party in. There is a humanoid robot standing in the corner which
looks novel, to the extent that it might even be described as vintage, as well as a
cardboard cut out of another more recent android, a metallic soldier with an aesthetic
seemingly heavily influenced by the Gundam anime series. I will later learn that the
robot being depicted is Kawada Industries’ HRP-3P developed in partnership with the
National Institute of Advanced Science and Technology (AIST), which has a presence
at Miraikan as well as at various other locations throughout the country.
Unfortunately both the robot and the cardboard cutout have been left out of the way
for good reason and soon any hope of getting to meet a friendly cartoon robot today
has dissipated. To the right of the demonstration area is a wall of about twelve
television monitors silently playing images of past demonstrations, some involving
the vintage-looking robot. Some of the other tour participants also notice this, and it
seems to distract their attention away from the devices on show today.
The science communicator gives a presentation, beginning with an
explanation of robotic vision. He is keen to stress that while looking may be easy for
people it is actually a complicated process to mimic using computers. Mechanical
terms are used analogically to explain how our eyes and other sensory organs work. I
am particularly struck by the use of the term kokoro, literally ‘heart’ though often as
in English used to describe a person’s feelings being applied to explain the
importance of the machine’s internal hardware. As he describes this internal
computer, he uses another circuit board as a prop. Other visual aids include a large
box covered in wrapping paper and a beach ball. A child is volunteered to move
objects in front of the set of electronic binoculars on a tripod. As he does so a
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projection on a screen behind the computer shows both footage of the actual objects
and a graphic representation of how the computer is ‘watching’ them. Next, is a more
impressive machine that uses a large number of very sensitive microphones to
navigate. To describe its appearance in simple terms, it resembles a PC hard-drive on
a box with a motor and shopping trolley wheels. On top is a circuit board with lots of
small microphones. In a slightly surreal demonstration two children are asked to read
a passage simultaneously while loud classical music is played almost drowning them
out. A graphic display of the stereo field being projected behind the device
demonstrates that the position of each of the children relative to the machine has been
pinpointed. Next we are invited to sit while the machine is shown to drive around,
navigating past the box, a beach ball and a volunteer using its sonar abilities. At the
end of the half-hour presentation there is space for questions, and an awkward silence
ensues when no-one offers any. One of the other volunteers saves the day by asking a
typical ‘Where do you see the future of…’ type question, before asking if any of the
children want to grow up to be robotics researchers. One child has their arm forced in
the air by their mother, much to the group’s amusement.

Make Your Wish Come True
In the third floor exhibit area there is a large chalkboard onto which visitors can write
and draw as they please, the ‘make your wish come true’ (anata no onegai o katachi
ni shite miyou) chalkboard. There is a set of magnets that are labeled with images and
descriptions of different kinds of technology. The idea being that the visitor can use
these to make a diagram of how the device they are imagining might be given shape.
Each day there is a question left on the chalkboard by a Science Communicator,
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“What would you like to have for Christmas in 2050?” There is a screen with a video
and printed instructions, which demonstrate how to use the chalkboard. The magnets
are often neglected. People usually just write the name of what they would like “time
machine” etc. Quite often people write things that are more personal wishes ‘long
life,’ and very young children usually just doodle. My favorite message left by a
young child was ‘I’m going to play now, see ya!’ (asobi ni ikuyo, matane!). The text
accompanying the chalkboard is titled ‘The Sea of Fertility,’ the English translation is
as follows:
“At the mouth of the river of imagination lies the sea of fertility, full up of the
wisdom of human beings since the dawn of time. At the end of their long
journey, the technology and knowledge wrought by creativity, pour silently
into the sea of fertility to feed the formation of a new society. Creativity that
pours into that sea transforms back into imagination much like snow or rain,
scatters over the lands and becomes a river so does creativity at last become
once more the new wishes different people, spilling forth again from the
springhead. Who we are alive must now determine how to use the wisdom and
technology stored in the sea of fertility. We must decide what sort of future
society we will build. It’s time for you too to plunge into the great deep full of
this human wisdom and exercise your creativity to help build the future.”
The visitor uses of the chalkboard are certainly creative. The following is a sample of
some of the things written on the chalkboard during my time at Miraikan:
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I want an anywhere door!

•

I want to stop time.

•

A Time Machine.

•

I want to fly in the sky.
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•

Anywhere cook.

•

An anywhere door so that I can sleep up until the moment that I get to
work.

•

I’m tired.

•

I want to transform.

•

I want to be a Ghostbuster.

•

I want to eat ramen.

•

A machine that makes delicious food immediately.

•

Electric Car.

•

A person to love.

There is a variety and imagination to how visitors made use of this blank canvas. It is
worth noting that the frequent references to ‘anywhere’ doors or other ‘anywhere’
machines are references to Doraemon, the immensely popular manga and anime
series. Frederick L. Schodt describes the success of the franchise in Japan:
‘By 1985 fifty-five million copies of the story had been sold in paperback
form; the series had been animated for television and theatre. Doraemon
dolls and toys were everywhere. In a country where space is at a premium
and where animals have traditionally been few and far between, Doraemon
symbolised a popular fantasy among Japanese young children –the little
robot as pet’ (Schodt 1990: 80).
The doko demo doa (anywhere door) is the name of the teleportation device that
Doraemon uses. There are other variations on the theme of teleportation and flying
that are not necessarily inspired by the manga, however the uses of the ‘anywhere
door’ phrasing is doubtless taken from Doraemon. Sometimes the robotic cat itself is
listed as the preferred future technology and younger visitors sometimes simply draw
him (See Fig.2.5). There are also references to his pocket from which any desirable
item can be drawn. This pocket has become sometimes used in journalism to describe
a fantastical and improbable solution to a given problem Doraemon is the most
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frequently mentioned cartoon character at the museum although Mickey Mouse,
Rilakkuma, Astro Boy and Gundam characters have all made appearances in visitor
comments and drawings. Occhi describes the ubiquity of the appearance of cartoon
characters as brand logos and mascots in the lives of Japanese children:
‘As Japanese children are socialized into this entertaining aesthetic, many
find that shifting loyalties from Anpanman to Pokemon (pocket monsters) is
easy. Innumerable characters surround the child as they grow up, often as
small stuffed toy mascots that dangle from a schoolbag or a cell phone as an
omamori. Advertisers employ famous kyara as corporate representatives or
invent their own. Grown ups continue to surround themselves with decorated
kyara guzzu (character goods) ranging from office and kitchen supplies to
postage stamps, as well as the stuffed toy replicas’ (Occhi 2012: 119).
Michael Webb describes the importance of technology in children’s cartoons in
Japan: ‘In Japan, children watch television cartoons with robot heroes and villains.
Their robot toys are a remarkable blend of childhood fantasy and sophisticated
engineering’ (Webb 1983: 17). This indicates the extent to which popular science
fiction and fantasy are shaping the way the future is conceived and articulated. Indeed
when I interviewed Hirotaka Osawa, a senior research associate in robotics at the
Anzai-Imai Laboratory at Keio University, he cited Doraemon as a possible early
career influence:
Shea: ‘Roboticists often use examples from famous sci-fi to explain their
work to the public. Do you have a favourite science fiction film/book? And
do you think it may have influenced your work?’
Osawa: ‘Many Sci-Fi works definitely influenced my study because I like
sci-fi novels, films, and comics, from old to recent ones. It is difficult for me
to select which one have huge role for my study. Also, I believe that comics
are also important pieces to embody my work. Their contributions are from
ideas to visions. “Doraemon” was a bible in my childhood (Doraemon is
nursing robot for a nerdy boy, sent by his descendant). This is the mixture of
packed child dreams and crazy imaginations. It was my life’s archetype.’
Osawa then went on to list several other Japanese and American science fiction and
anime titles that also may have influenced him, ranging from Asimov stories to
Disney cartoons.
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Science fiction not only influences how exhibits are designed to be futuristic
but also how they are perceived and interpreted. Through the notice boards where
visitors can leave comments and describe their wishes for the future there is frequent
references to popular science fiction, particularly anime. Doraemon is the most
frequently mentioned anime character at the museum although Gundam characters
also often make appearances in visitor comments and drawings on the chalkboard. On
one occasion I notice a detailed skillful drawing of a robotic head. One of the Science
Communicators pointed it out to me, laughing and then taking a photo on his phone I
recognize it as, RX-78, a character from the immensely popular Gundam (gundamu
shirizu) anime series. The plot of Gundam revolves around battles between various
giant remote controlled robotic mobile suits. It has run for over thirty years and has
spawned a multimedia franchise that includes manga, novels, video games, toys and
films. The series can be seen as the latest in a long running theme of robot battles in
anime, other notable examples being Neon Genesis Evangelion and perhaps the best
known outside of Japan, Transformers. There is also a recently erected eighteen metre
high statue of RX-78, the most famous mecha suit, outside of a shopping complex ten
minutes walk from Miraikan, making the Odaiba skyline even more futuristic and
surreal.
This statue bears a striking resemblance to HRP Pomfret, an android created
by AIST, which is commemorated on a plaque on the third floor at Miraikan (See
Fig.2.6). I learn that this statue had been used previously as part of the Odaiba
Gundam Project, an attraction where visitors could explore its disassembled parts
before it was put together. The success of the statue in attracting visitors when it was
temporarily displayed led to the decision to establish it permanently from summer
2012. This was followed by a Gundam store and entertainment facility Gundam Front
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Tokyo. The statue lights up and it moves and makes sounds as a three times daily
performance. It is significant that visitors draw characters from Gundam as it
demonstrates that anime fans are drawn to view devices at Miraikan in these terms.
A vivid example of how mecha may influence the development of
technology can be seen in ‘kuratas,’ a robotic suit created by Kogoro Kurata who is a
Japanese designer and artist. The robot is controlled from the inside and can drive at
6.2mph, it weighs 4 tonnes. Although still at the prototype stage orders are already
being taken at 110million yen. Rather alarmingly although not designed for military
use it can be fitted with sophisticated fake weapons. For instance, a BB-machine gun
with automatic lock on targets and visual controls, including ‘Smile Shot’ whereby
the system automatically shoots when the pilot smiles. According to Kurata, the
original inspiration for the suit came from wanting to bring to life the robots in films,
anime and toys of his childhood:
‘The robots we saw in our generation were always big, always had people
riding them. So I don't think those have much meaning in the real world. But
it was really my dream to ride in one of those giant robots and I think it's a
kind of Japanese culture. I kept thinking that it’s something that the Japanese
had to do …by my building this, I hope that it will be a trailblazer for people
who can do more than myself to make different things. They might be able to
create a society that uses robots in a way I can’t even imagine. I expect more
from the implications of building it than from the creation itself’ (Kurata
2012).
One of its programmers Wataru Yoshizaki expressed his desire for this kind of robot
over a more conventional mode of transport: ‘If indeed giant robots and cars are being
sold at the same price then I would, of course, choose the giant robot. At this point
however, with the current price, buying a Kuratas is still too much for me.’ Kurata
responds to the perception that his robotic suit owes a lot to Gundam: ‘Kuratas is
more like AT [Armored Trooper] Votoms rather than MS [Mobile Suit] Gundam. The
point is that AT Votoms doesn’t need any specially trained pilot, MS Gundam need
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though. Anyone can ride. Anyone who bought Kuratas can ride on. It’s more like
vehicles. First, I just want to ride. After that, I want to enjoy survival games or handto-hand combat for example’ (Kurata 2012). The prospect of a large robotic suit
might seem quite threatening, but viewed in the context of mecha it is a source of
excitement rather than fear. Napier would explain this difference in attitude as
Gundam and its mecha off shoots the protagonists tend to be on humans in robotic
amour rather than cyborgs or androids whereas in Hollywood science fiction the
emphasis is usually on the dehumanizing potential of such technology (Napier 2005:
87). In other words a robotic suit in an anime is not necessarily threatening in the way
that robots can be in other forms of science fiction. The emphasis is on the personal
story of the person in the robotic suit, perhaps better viewed as pilots than bionic
people.
Science fiction influences not only how visitors engage with the technology
on display Miraikan but also may be shaping the direction of the technology itself.
From the Gundam inspired Kuratas and HRP Pomfret to the visitors’ chalk drawings
of anime characters and their wishes for the future with frequent references to the
same. The relationship between science fiction and the present is often explored, with
the understanding that visions of the future often reflect the socio-political concerns
of the time in which they are produced. However relatively underexplored is the
extent to which science fiction may actually shape not only how we perceive the
future but how it might play a role in determining what future actually follows.
Collins writing on anthropological engagement with the future described his
experience with the Solar System Simulation (Sol-Sys) project.
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In this project students were asked to design future extra-planetary colonizations and
then act them out in an online RPG (role-playing game). The results were
disappointing:
‘Having students formulate “plausible futures” for the simulation is not
exactly a mind-expanding experience. Student futures invariably involve a
succession of world wars, ecological disasters, SF-inflected inventions; in
short, the dreck of decades of Hollywood science fiction. More than simply
recycling shop-worn themes, however, these images actively reinscribe the
present into the future’ (Collins 2008: 89).
The experience of students hypothesizing on the course of the future based largely on
Hollywood science fiction tropes considered alongside the recurring
acknowledgement of roboticists of similar media influences mean that it is not far
fetched to suggest that not only are sci-fi enthusiasts drawn to visit Miraikan to view
technology such as that seen in popular science fiction. The parallels between the
appearance of certain robots and the fictional robots that provided their inspiration is
there for all to see.
The relevance of popular anime in interpreting the particularities of Japanese
visions of the future should not be underestimated. Gilson in his history of Japanese
‘robophilia’ describes Gundams influence on Japanese popular culture as equivalent
to that of Star Wars in America, with Bandai, the toy company that owns the master
license having made enough money to purchase Nippon Sunrise (the animation studio
that produces Gundam) outright (Gilson 1998: 369). He associates the success of
Gundam with a broader positive attitude to robots that is routed in the post-war social
contex: ‘The roots of this robophilia are part of a larger philosophy in regards to
technology that developed along with post-war Japan to make it the power it is today.
In World War Two, Japan experienced first hand the devastating power of modern
technology in the form of the atomic bomb. In post-war Japan, technology would
become Japan’s savior.’ (Gilson 1998: 367). The use of the example of the atomic
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bomb is interesting as it is arguably the best for countering the argument of a Japanese
unique enthusiasm for technology. There are various well-known examples in
Japanese science fiction anime and manga of future technology releasing an
uncontrollable destructive force, Akira being the most famous example, which is
essentially a parable about the dangers of nuclear weaponry. This counters the over
simplistic notion of Japanese culture as being unrelentingly positive about technology
that is often put forward.
Discussions of science fiction in Japan as well as anime often began in the
post-war period however its lineage extends back much further. Dunn in his history of
‘traditional’ life in Japan, describes how popular literature in the Tokugawa period
focused on the supernatural in a way that is comparable to modern science fiction:
‘Many sorts of fiction came out of the publishing houses. Books were virtually all
printed from woodblocks, and most had illustrations. The simplest were mere picture
books, whose contents filled the same needs as today’s comics. There were
superheroes, warriors of more than human capability, and in the same area as science
fiction there were ghosts and malevolent foxes and badgers changing into human
form’ (Dunn 1969: 154). There is a danger of overstating the extent to which science
fiction anime has shaped attitudes to technology and the future. For example Gilson
rather dubiously argues that evidence of the tech-friendliness of Japanese culture can
be seen in the anthropomorphic quality of the branding of consumer electronics, i.e.
‘Game Boy’ and ‘Discman’ (Gilson 1998: 369). The exaggeration of Japanese love of
robotics by outside commentators is suspicious as it relates to the analogy of Japanese
people and Asian people more generally as being somehow analogous to robots
themselves. Toshiya Ueno critically analyzes the role of Japanimation films to argue
that there is evidence of a techno-orientalist bias in how Japan is represented,
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lamenting that anime is used by foreign commentators to present Japan as the future
and further to present Japanese people as a mechanized ‘other’:
‘To affirm the culture and the industry of the modern world is to summon the
“automated other” by introducing the rhythm of technology and machine of
each age into ordinary life. As far as workers, women, and the ethnic other
experience a radical change in work conditions because of high technology,
the image of the automated doll is imposed on them. This image also is
imposed on the nation-people who overadapt to the mutation of
technological conditions. Needless to say the Japanese is being seen as the
“automated other”. Japanimation, which organizes the image of
automatization and animation (giving it a life form), constructs and presents
a “Japan” as an “automaton culture” and as the “Japanoid” in “Postmodern
Times” (Ueno 2006).
He goes on to argue that ‘the west’ is seduced and attracted by the model on the one
hand, while on the other hand the model of Japan is looked down upon rather than
envied. Techno-orientalism is defined as the process by which Japan is the object of
transference of the envy and contempt from other cultures and nations. Ueno
complicates matters further by stating that this illusion of Japan as the future has now
been adopted and used in Japan due to its beneficial connotations, advancement,
industrial success and soforth. Ueno’s critique relates to orientalist figurations of
‘asians’ as robots, which has a history that goes back much further than the Sino and
Japan phobias of recent decades, as demonstrated in Huang’s ‘Premodern Orientalist
Science Fictions’ where the author quotes Senator John Miller, in an 1881
Congressional debate about the future of the Chinese in America as he made the case
against further immigration, describing them as “machine-like… of obtuse nerve, but
little affected by the heat or cold, wiry, sinewy, with muscles of iron; they are
automatic engines of flesh and blood; they are patient, stolid, unemotional…” (Huang
2008: 23). Huang refers to the role of science fiction in these conceptions. Describing
how American science fiction has been engaged in its own discourse about the roles
Asia and Asians will play in Western conceptions of the future through such
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‘orientalist figurations’ (Huang 2008: 24). It is clearly worth noting then that science
fiction may be a mirror of social anxieties however it is certainly a distorted one, and
should not be put forward as the magic key to unlock some essential characteristic of
Japanese people. Science fiction representations of society tend to be complex and
open to various manipulations as seen in some techno-orientalist visions of Japan.
While the discussion of these famous anime may seem somewhat of a
digression, they offer visions of the future that have shaped how the public view the
potential of technology. Bonasso and Dean note their frustration that audiences at
robotics conventions have been conditioned by science fiction to expect too much
from roboticists: ‘Having been brought up on Star Wars and reinforced with images
of Commander Data on Star Trek, the press found it difficult to comprehend just how
hard the problems were. The potential for embarrassment was always waiting right
around the corner’ (Bonasso & Dean 1997: 21). Examples taken from manga and
anime in particular have also clearly influenced how foreign commentators interpret
the particularities of the Japanese context. While I think many of these commentators
overstate the case with regards to Japanese enthusiasm for technology (key examples
from the museum and anime serve to demonstrate otherwise) undoubtedly there are
aspects of the visions of the future that are distinctly Japanese.

Tomorrowland
On an extremely cold February evening I reluctantly agreed to accompany a friend to
Disneyland. I have not visited the Disneyland in Anaheim when I was a young child.
Nevertheless I was stuck with a feeling of déjà vu about the attractions and their
geographical layout at the park. I later discovered that this is unsurprising as Tokyo
Disneyland was intended as a ‘carbon copy’ of the original down to very minor
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details (Marling 1992: 105). In terms of the demography of the visitors, I was
surprised not to see any other foreigners during the entire visit. More surprising still
was the average age of visitors, which seems to have crept upwards. Teenagers and
young adults easily outnumber families and children. The gender division is also quite
noticeable, weighed heavily towards groups of high school/college age female
visitors. It is possible that the timing of our visit also influenced this, as it was already
late afternoon when we arrived. I was left with plenty of time to ponder all of this as
the queue for ‘Space Mountain’ lasts over an hour. The space travel themed roller
coaster is the centerpiece of ‘Tomorrowland’ one of the five different areas in
Disneyland. It is essentially a rollercoaster in a planetarium. The general theme of
Tomorrowland is the future as styled in American 1960’s science fiction. The
attractions and food and merchandise vendors are housed in retro-futuristic buildings,
complete with aliens and a rocket launch pad in shades of neon blue and turquoise. As
a copy of the original Disneyland in Anaheim, Tomorrowland is a faithful attempt to
recreate the original that had been build in the park’s heyday of the nineteen fifties
and sixties although by the time of Tokyo Disney’s construction this vision of the
future was already a historical artifact in its own right.
Steiner records the irony that Frontierland, the section of the park styled as
the old west, stood the test of time better than Tomorrowland.2 On this reversal of
fate, he writes: ‘Predictably enough, Tomorrowland proved difficult to sustain. Not
only do images of the future age at a terrifying pace, but people have become
increasingly skeptical of the urban future and wary of space age wonders. In an ironic
flip-flop, Tomorrowland, with its naive emblems of progress and cheesy remnant of
more hopeful times, has become a locus of nostalgia and a monument to the past.
2

At Disneyland, Frontierland and Tomorrowland are situated in the west and east corners of the park
respectively in order to symbolically represent the past and the future.	
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Asking themselves “wasn’t the future wonderful?” (Steiner 1998: 15), for Americans,
Frontierland with its rose tinted vision of the old west has taken over from
Tomorrowland as the desired vision of the future. Steiner goes on to quote Michael
Eisener, then CEO of the Walt Disney Company, describing his vision of a ‘Montana
future’: “What can you tell people about the future when Montana is the future? Put a
PC in the log cabin. Montana, Wyoming - they're the places that represent a
wonderful vision of tomorrow. You could put the sign ‘Tomorrowland’ in front of
‘Frontierland’,” Disney's heir concluded, “And people would be happy” (Steiner
1998: 15).
Other attractions at Tomorrowland in Tokyo Disney include a laser shooting
game based around the Buzz Lightyear character from the Toy Story franchise called
‘Astro Blasters’ and ‘Captain EO,’ which is perhaps the most interesting of all.
Captain EO is a short science fiction music video made in the 1980’s using what was
then cutting edge (now discarded) 3D filming technology. It stars Michael Jackson
and was directed by Francis Ford Coppola and George Lucas. The protagonist
performs on a hostile planet, singing and dancing, literally moon-walking his enemies
into submission. The movie was extremely expensive to make and successful for a
short time until it became laughably dated, Jackson’s star having fallen to the point
that the movie was discontinued in the mid 1990’s. The film was revived and
reinstated at Disneyland in 2010 following the singer’s death, enough time having
passed to render the film with all its flaws charming in its 1980’s retro-aesthetic
value. It was a savvy commercial decision to revive it as a tribute, in order to
capitalize on the wave of nostalgia for the singer’s career. It also stands as a tribute to
a decade which most of the young adults I have seen will remember, with ill fitting
over sized 3D glasses and hideous pink linear text graphics and all.
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This attraction more than any other reinforces the irony of Tomorrowland as the area
within the theme park that is most heavily-laden with nostalgia. Michael Sorkin
describes his interpretation of Disneyland of the simulation that is preferable to
reality:
‘Getting there, then, is not half the fun: it's all the fun. At Disneyland one is
constantly poised in a condition of becoming, always someplace that is
“like” someplace else. The simulation’s referent is ever elsewhere; the
“authenticity” of the substitution always depends on the knowledge, however
faded, of some absent genuine. Disneyland is in perpetual shadow, propelling
its visitors to an unvisitable past or future, or to some (inconvenient)
geography. The whole system is validated, though, by the fact that one has
literally traveled, that one has, after all, chosen to go to Disneyland in lieu of
any of the actual geographies represented. One has gone nowhere in spite of
the equivalent ease of going somewhere. One has preferred the simulation to
the reality. For millions of visitors, Disneyland is just like the world, only
better’ (Sorkin 1992: 8).
It goes without saying that Disneyland offers a fantasy vision of the future, although it
is striking the number of similarities with how it is presented at Miraikan. Space
travel is a dominant theme, there is a film theatre, sci-fi inspired mi-en-scene and
various layers of nostalgia. Tomorrowland is a vision of the future from the
perspective of 1960’s America, having been mainly constructed as an exact copy of
the original during a time of economic growth and confidence. In Japan, it also
unwittingly represents a zenith in the leisure and tourism industry in Japan which
boomed before collapsing in the 1990’s (many smaller theme parks would go out of
business during this period). As Marling puts it: ‘The Tokyo park is, in fact, the
U.S.A in miniature, minus the arrogance and economic woes – a dream America of
the good old days, when missiles stood guard over a happy, peaceable, prosperous
land that must have looked a lot like Tokyo Disneyland’ (Marling 1992: 106).
An abandoned theme park is the setting for the 2001 anime movie ‘Spirited
Away,’ one of the highest grossing films of all time in Japan, in which by being
magically transported to a magical bathhouse of the gods, the old Japan of myth and
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legend is rediscovered. This film has been interpreted as being a reaction to
globalization, internationalization and to the threat these have posed Japan. As Napier
describes it: ‘Spirited Away’s narrative trajectory revolves around the tension
between Japanese cultural identity and otherness and at least implicitly calls into
question the viability of “Japaneseness” in a changing world’ (Napier 2006: 288). In
other words the setting in an abandoned theme park can be seen as implicit criticism
of the processes by which global capitalism, with perhaps no better signifier than
Disney, as a threat to Japanese society. Tomorrowland, and theme parks in general
provide an interesting lense through which fantasy versions of the future (and the
past) can be seen.
H. G. Wells is quoted as saying “the creation of utopias - and their
exhaustive criticism- is the proper and distinctive method of sociology” (Collins
2008: 205). In this spirit I believe that a critical analysis of the various utopic and
dystopic visions of the future that are brought together at Miraikan is one way to
productively engage with attitudes to technology and the future. Hendry records that
there has always been a general fascination with the unknown, the other, foreign
technology and art as seen in international expositions and world’s fairs: ‘The value
of novelty, curiosity, and indeed “the other” is recognized by those who have specific
aims, whether they be commercial, philanthropic or political’ (Hendry 2000a: 215). I
would go further to argue that the future is another context by which people come into
contact with the other, alternatives to the present are imagined in relation to the
present, and therefore provide a valuable tool to see how both institutions and the
public wish to present the future, and by extension the present.
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We have seen how the future is presented in a generally positive light in
most of the exhibits at Miraikan. Lifestyle 2050 and Songs of Anagura both serve to
exemplify the future as a utopia to be achieved through technological advancement.
However, there is also a common characteristic in these exhibits, in their negation of
the current socio-political reality. In both there is an attempt to compensate for the
loss of certain social relationships. In the future city set out in Lifestyle 2050 there is a
notable lack of any service, menial or industrial workers. The assumption is that
automation will ultimately replace the blue-collar workforce. This view resonates
with the overall future-nostalgia of the exhibit, which brings to mind the optimistic
predictions of the mid 20th century.
In the plot of the ‘Songs of Anagura’ exhibit the human population no
longer exists, however, this absence is compensated for by the technological devices,
which survive giving hope for the future. ‘Let’s gather all the information and dance!’
as the automated voice of Anagura puts it. The visions of the future presented at
Miraikan depend not only on negation but absence, lack or loss. Whether
compensating for human labour, kinship relations or even the very absence of people
themselves. These examples demonstrate an optimistic approach to potential loss of
elements of the social body. However there is one exhibit at the museum that takes an
alternative approach to the future, in a necessarily ambiguous if not pessimistic light,
‘The Story of the End of the World,’ which we will now consider.
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Fig.2.1 ‘Lifestyle 2050’ exhibition artwork.

Fig.2.2 The Songs of Anagura exhibition space.
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Fig.2.3 A robotic cooking demonstration with monmo character toys.

Fig.2.4 Poster for the ‘Encounter with Earth’ (chikyu wo mitsumete) film in the dome
theatre.
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Fig.2.5 A child’s drawing of Doraemon on the ‘give your wishes shape’ (onegai wo
katachi ni shite miyou) chalkboard.

Fig.2.6 The image of HRP Pomfret alongside the statue of RX-78 in Odaiba.
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3: The Story of the End of the World
The following discussion is a critical assessment of the ‘End of the World: 73
Questions We Must Answer’ temporary exhibition at Miraikan. It will be argued that
the Tohoku earthquake and tsunami of March 11th 2011 created the necessity for a
means of collective catharsis regarding various threats posed by the future. The
resulting exhibition differs significantly in content, presentation and meaning to the
more conventional visions of the future presented elsewhere in the museum. The
earthquake on March 11th 2011 literally shook Miraikan to its foundations. Large
sections of the interior ceiling in its six-story atrium collapsed but fortunately no-one
was hurt. The museum was closed for three months and a modest display by the main
staircase explains how the plaster-board ceiling has been replaced by a glass fiber
textile which is more durable but also importantly much more lightweight, so it would
cause less damage were it to collapse again (Otake 2011a).
There is a permanent exhibit that graphically illustrates small earthquakes
occurring in real time on a map of Japan, which shows the country to be constantly
gently vibrating. This exhibit has taken on new significance in light of the most recent
earthquake. One of the volunteers uses the Tohoku earthquake as a point of
comparison to explain how small and relatively insignificant these more frequent
seismic events are. The GEO-cosmos, a giant LCD globe that displays various kinds
of geographic information, has a temporary demonstration that mapped the impact of
the Tohoku earthquake on a global scale. Visitors watch a representation of the
minutes following the earthquake as the tsunami wave travels across a vast area even
making a slight impact on the west coast of the United States.
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In various ways the museum at Miraikan had to respond to the events of
March 2011, even during the museums closure its website was used to answer FAQs
regarding the threat of aftershocks or nuclear radiation. The most direct response to
the catastrophe is to be found in the Story of the End of the World (seikai no owari no
monogatari) temporary exhibition. It will be argued that this exhibition is best seen as
a means of achieving catharsis regarding the Tohoku earthquake and the potential for
similar such disasters in the future. As such, its tone and content are significantly
different to the visions of the future presented elsewhere in the museum, which could
broadly be characterized as techno-utopian. The following discussion will consider
the exhibition content along with visitor and staff responses to argue that it constitutes
an alternative reckoning with the future.

An Alternative Approach to the Future
The Story of the End of the World: 73 Questions We Must Answer was a temporary
exhibition, opened to coincide with the first anniversary of the Tohoku earthquake
and tsunami. In essence, it is an exploration of mortality through various existential
questions: ‘What do you want to do during the time left to you?’ ‘What are there in
systems of life that continue forever?’ etc. These questions are posted throughout the
exhibition space, designed to be interactive, with pens, paper any magnets by which
visitors can answer. Some of the questions are accompanied by a notice board or
some other means of response whereby the visitor can post their answer. Others take
the form of a survey, where the visitor can use a magnet to mark their answer i.e:
‘Which is a bigger fear for you; acts by humans or acts by nature?’ underneath the
question is two columns ‘acts by humans’ and ‘acts by nature’ by placing a yellow
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magnet under one of the columns the visitor can register their vote (acts by humans
were more frightening by a ratio of 3:1). These interactive systems for measuring the
visitors’ opinions seem to be inspired by similar chalkboard and post it note based
forums for visitor comments in the permanent exhibitions. The walls of hand written
post it notes create powerful visual representation of visitor’s attitudes and opinions.
The purpose of the exhibition is described by the museum as follows:
‘Everything comes to an end. Human lives, nature, civilization -even our
universe. In spite of this, our busy schedules have left us little room for
contemplation of “endings.” The disastrous Great East Japan Earthquake of
March 11, 2011, reminded us that even the most peaceful, tranquil days may
be brought to an end. We have come to the realization that our lives,
bolstered by science and technology, are frail and fleeting. In light of the
immediacy of such “endings,” let us consider what we should cherish in our
lives and how we should live side-by-side with science and technology. It is
important for everyone to have their own answers. This exhibition, held a
year after the disastrous earthquake, attempts to present visitors with the
opportunity to approach these questions head-on. Once you enter the
exhibition, you are greeted by a variety of questions informed by a wide
spectrum of thought. Guided by scientific topics that act as helpful hints,
visitors will engage in dialogue with themselves, discuss the questions with
friends and family, peek at each other's answers, and work their way through
all seventy-three questions. After all the questions have been answered, it
should become readily apparent what is important to you. Out of this
knowledge of “endings,” we will find the hope to keep on living’ (Miraikan
2012a).
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It is an ambitious undertaking to attempt to design an exhibition whereby visitors can
come to terms with their own mortality. As the introduction to the exhibition indicates
this subject was inspired, if not only made possible, only by the disaster and its impact
on the staff at the museum. In terms of content, the exhibition is unusual as the
seventy-three questions themselves are the main substance of the visitor experience.
As a science and technology museum, most exhibits at Miraikan involve some kind of
novel technological object with which the visitor interacts, a robot, a model, switches
and buttons. But in the ‘Story of the End of the World’ most of the content is textual.
The visitor makes their way through a maze of existential questions. As the printed
guide material phrases it: ‘Once you step into the exhibition, questions appear one
after another. As if wandering through a forest, carefully peruse the exhibition,
searching for the answers within.’ The questions are written on pyramid shaped
boards that are lit with spotlights, the exhibition space is low lit and unadorned giving
an overall impression similar to a contemporary art gallery (See Fig.3.1). It is a
contemplative space. The key visuals were designed by Takashi Taima, a well known
illustrator, who created his own vision of the end of the world, a series of stylish,
vibrant and nostalgic images that covered the walls at the entrance to the exhibition
space, as well as the web and print material that accompanied the exhibition.
There are post-it notes for writing responses to the questions, sometimes
accompanied by magnets or balls for registering a vote. So there is an interactive
component, albeit a decidedly low-tech one. In fairness, the exhibition did have an
accompanying website where visitors could also post their responses and a computer
terminal midway through the exhibit cheerfully offers to calculate the visitor’s
remaining lifespan based on age, lifestyle etc (See Fig.3.3). To produce a dialogue
between the visitors and the existential questions is the main purpose of the
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exhibition. The promise of discovering hope and knowledge of what is important
through a struggle with these questions makes the exhibition akin to an ethical, even
religious, process of achieving catharsis.
One of the first questions that a visitor encounters is ‘What is your biggest
anxiety?’ with space below for visitors to put post it notes with their replies. It
provokes an impressive variety of responses. I notice that someone has written
‘gohan’ (rice) and another has drawn the character for death (shi) and incorporated a
picture of a dead body into its top radical (See Fig.3.2). Along with some other
memorable responses ‘being alone,’ ‘tomorrow’s life,’ ‘if the next day doesn't
come,’‘being separated from family,’ ‘getting sick,’ ‘if my rabbit gets sick,’ ‘hitmen,’
‘no money’. There is some educational content that mainly takes the form of statistics.
There is a model that graphically represents likely causes of death by region of the
world. There is a display discussing suicide where countries in the world are ranked
by their suicide rate. Contrary to popular belief Japan does not top this list although
according to their source data it is the second highest in Asia after South Korea. There
is a similar set of rankings by country for life expectancy, displayed in the form of a
line graph. Here Japan is top, ‘nihon wa sugoi…’ (Japan is amazing…) a visitor to the
left of me remarks, before asking why it is that life expectancy for women is
uniformly higher than men, as we both examine the graph.
This comparative approach is interesting as one way of interpreting various
kinds of threat is to rationalize the relative likelihood of their occurrence. A Japanese
person might be relieved to see that life expectancy is so high but alarmed that the
threat of natural disasters is much worse than most other countries. It goes without
saying that mortality is a consistent theme among most of the data and questions that
form the exhibition. Mortality poses a particular problem for a museum that promotes
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emerging science and technology, as it is not a disease to be cured or a social problem
to be resolved. It cannot be fixed, and presumably never will be, which makes it
somewhat of an anomaly in a science museum that seeks to set out how technology
has and will continue to find all manner of solutions. Mortality cannot be defeated,
only confronted and accepted. The March 11th 2011 earthquake forced the museum to
respond to this inevitability in the only way it can, through rationalization in order to
achieve catharsis.
As we have seen, the visitor responses were a rich source of data to highlight
common themes surrounding individuals’ anxieties for the future. The post-it notes
bearing concise responses to the exhibitions questions could be at times both
humorous and moving. Are there things that have disappeared due to technological
advancement? Responses included ‘waste,’ ‘guts,’ ‘waiting time,’ ‘considerateness,’
‘the self’. What do you want to do during the time left to you? Responses included
‘sleep,’ ‘smile/laugh,’ ‘it depends how long is left,’ ‘spend time with mum,’ ‘spend
time with the people that are important,’ ‘to live normally’. While compared to the
utopian visions prevalent in many representations of the future at the museum, that
seek to pose solutions to current problems or anxieties, the Story of the End of the
World is quite unusual in that it offers no solutions. Rather, it is a forum for exploring
inescapable horrors of the future: aging, death, natural disasters etc and in so doing
allows the visitor to achieve some catharsis. Significantly, Angelus Novus appears
among the artworks placed in the exhibition. Angelus Novus is a 1920 painting by the
Swiss-German expressionist painter Paul Klee. The work is best known for how it is
interpreted in Walter Benjamin’s Theses on the Philosophy of History (1940).
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Benjamin describes the painting as follows:
‘A Klee painting named Angelus Novus shows an angel looking as though
he is about to move away from something he is fixedly contemplating. His
eyes are staring, his mouth is open, his wings are spread. This is how one
pictures the angel of history. His face is turned toward the past. Where we
perceive a chain of events, he sees one single catastrophe which keeps piling
wreckage upon wreckage and hurls it in front of his feet. The angel would
like to stay, awaken the dead, and make whole what has been smashed. But a
storm is blowing from Paradise; it has got caught in his wings with such
violence that the angel can no longer close them. The storm irresistibly
propels him into the future to which his back is turned, while the pile of
debris before him grows skyward. This storm is what we call progress’
(Benjamin 1969: 249).
The inclusion of this image among the small number of artworks displayed in the
exhibition is undoubtedly due to its fame in illustrating Benjamin’s view of history as
a continuously unfolding series of catastrophes. It calls to mind Alan Bennett’s
equally pessimistic, though rather more succinct, definition of history as ‘one fucking
thing after another’ (Bennett 2006). To say that the Story of the End of the World
exhibition is influenced by the current social context in Japan would be an
understatement. It is a direct response to devastating events in the recent past,
retrospectively orientated and presenting a somewhat fatalist vision of the future. Like
Benjamin’s angel of history, facing the wreckage of the past as we are propelled ever
forwards.
The Story of the End of the World is broadly divided into four main sections:
Unanticipated Endings, My End, the End of Culture and the End of the Story. By
presenting various potential ‘endings’ the exhibition runs contrary to the ethos
underlying most of the museum’s exhibits of the potential of the future to see
continued improvements in science and technology as well as human civilization as a
whole. There is a timeline in the End of Culture section that charts various now
extinct civilizations, the Roman Empire etc. The impending threat of climate change
is considered along with the potential for society as it exists now to endure.
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Interestingly, one question, which relates to the earlier question of things ‘lost’ due to
advances in technology is ‘Can we return to the lifestyle of fifty years ago?’ This
question is an inversion of a question found repeatedly throughout the rest of the
museum, that is ‘What will society look like fifty years in the future?’ These
questions serve as effective examples of what is sometimes termed ‘future nostalgia’
(Rosenberg & Harding 2005).
As discussed in the previous chapter, a key consideration in how the future is
approached is how to provide for the elderly. Returning to Kawano’s work on
prefunerals where it is argued that pre-funerals are a way of managing the
increasingly negative view of old age by an elderly person conducting their own
funeral and thereby alleviating the stress on their kin in having to plan a funeral. Prefunerals (seizenso) emerged as a phenomenon in the early 1990’s and have been
steadily growing in popularity ever since. Kawano outlines some of the common
features of pre-funerals: ‘First, the central actor says “goodbye” and “thank you” to
those present. Second, the pre-funeral is often performed for a person as a culturally
marked age for celebration: these are 70, 77, 80, 88, and 90. Third, the event typically
includes speeches socializing, music and singing, but no religious authority’ (Kawano
2004: 158). Kawano also notes that the ‘deceased’ often performs karaoke and the
general tone is far less somber than a conventional standardized funeral (jimuteki).
Kawano argues that pre-funerals are a way of managing the increasingly negative
view of old age by an elderly person conducting their own funeral and thereby
alleviating the stress on their kin in having to plan a funeral. As funerals are often
very expensive as there is an imperative to display the status of the deceased. Another
aspect of seizenso is that they are a means by which an individual can assert their own
power and agency in later life, by celebrating their life on their own terms. As the
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author puts it: ‘By designing, conducting, and consuming their own pre-funerals,
older persons playfully construct an age specific ideal of independence against a
treasured, mainstream value of mutual dependence’ (Kawano 2004: 155). A tailormade, self-planned funeral is clearly going to be individualist in some respects.
However I would argue that these pre-funerals are still as much about mutual
dependence as they are individual expression. As Kawano herself records, they are
largely a vehicle for the deceased and mourners to express gratitude to one another,
and in that respect they involve a greater degree of interaction between individual and
family group than a normal funeral, where one of the parties will remain silent.
One of Kawano’s informants, a 69 year old widow in Tokyo, explains the
attraction of pre-funerals: “My grandchild said its strange to have a funeral for a
living person. I said I’d like to see and thank people to whom I am indebted while I
am still healthy” (Kawano 2004: 160). There is also an inferable role of atheist beliefs
in motivating the desire for a pre-funeral. As Kawano notes that there are similarities
between contemporary pre-funerals and much older traditional milestone ceremonies.
However, interestingly the main difference between the two is the lack of a religious
presence in the former. There are usually Buddhist and/or Shinto rites performed at a
funeral but rarely at a pre-funeral. Overall, Kawano seems to adopt an ambiguous
position as to whether seizenso are a positive phenomenon or not. At the very least the
author seems uneasy with the outcome, as demonstrated in the summary: ‘Selectively
combining practices linked to life and death, joy and sorrow and celebration and
mourning, the pre-funeral produces ambiguity and uneasiness’ (Kawano 2004: 160).
Pre-funerals, whether one agrees with the underlying rationale or not, certainly
demonstrate a changing view of old age and the role of the elderly in Japan. They are
a means for dealing with death and asserting control over an aspect of death that is
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usually necessarily beyond the deceased ability to influence. This example provides
interesting counterpoint to Miraikan as another example of how society seeks to
understand and come to terms with the inevitability of death.
Advances in technology are looked to as a potential social savior for the
country. As exemplified in the government led initiative Innovation 25 that was
discussed in the previous chapter. Which sets out a blueprint for accommodating the
rapidly aging population through technological innovation such as household robots.
This overwhelmingly optimistic ethos of technology as savior which is exemplified in
the references to the year 2050 at Miraikan and its resonances with targets and
projections for demographic shifts over the next fifty years is a world away from the
‘Story of the End of the World’ which approaches the same impeding challenges with
a sober questioning of whether even the lifestyle of the immediate past can endure.
This a huge shift of emphasis in the approach to the future reflects the sense of
uncertainty following the March 11th earthquake and leads the visitor ask if we might
return fifty years into the past, or at least sustain current living standards rather than
consider what a marvelous place the future might turn out to be.
Although contrary in their approaches, both the optimistic visions of the
future set out in Lifestyle 2050 and the End of the World’s existentialist musings
similarly depend on projecting present social anxieties into the future. Predictions
about the future will inevitably seek to ‘actively reinscribe the present into the future’
(Collins 2008: 89). And while the Story of the End of the World starkly presents
Japanese life expectancy as a graph whereas elsewhere in the museum the challenges
of an aging population are presented through the emancipatory potential of assistive
technologies the root concern is the same. Arguably the Tohoku earthquake has
altered attitudes towards the perceived future challenges rather than changing the
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challenges themselves. Where the question of earthquakes might have been
approaches as how we might one day be able to accurately predict them the End of
the World reframes this problem as what are the odds of my dying in an earthquake
compared to other things, can they ever be predicted. It is about finding catharsis by
rationalizing uncertain and uncontrollable things. Some of the Science
Communicators, permanent staff at the museum wore cone shaped hats, each with a
question from the Story of the End of the World exhibition in order to promote it.
This was a strange choice as the questions were often serious, morbid or difficult to
answer leading to a bemused reaction from many visitors. The appearance of a
friendly person wearing a hat that says ‘What do you fear most?’ or some other
profound personal question is a little unnerving. There was a subtle humour with
which many of the staff approached the ever-present danger of earthquakes. The day
after a series of small earthquakes the meeting began by detailing the procedures for
evacuation in the event of a serious one. This included the generous suggestion that
anyone who doesn’t want to help evacuate visitors in the event of an earthquake
should remove their uniform before fleeing. This instruction is met with laughter and
is typical of the dry humor with which many people I have met approach constant
threat of earthquakes. Having arrived in Japan three months after the March 11th,
2011 Tohoku Earthquake and Tsunami, I would learn that the large number of small
earthquakes that occurred throughout the year were aftershocks caused by this event.3
Over the course of this research I only met one member of staff who was openly upset
about the constant threat of earthquakes, visibly frightened the morning after a small
earthquake as she told me that she ‘can’t handle them.’

3

The Japan Meteorological Agency estimates that there have been over one thousand aftershocks
caused by the 2011 Tohoku Earthquake.	
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Science Fiction Dystopias
The exhibitions’ combination of soul-searching and projections into the future based
on current social concerns relates to science fiction as a popular medium for
discussing these issues. Discussions of science fiction in Japan as well as anime often
began in the post-war period however its lineage extends back much further. Dunn in
his history of ‘traditional’ life in Japan, describes how popular literature in the
Tokugawa period focused on the supernatural in a way that is comparable to modern
science fiction (Dunn 1969: 154).
Ghost in a Shell is a huge Japanese manga franchise that includes graphic
novels, films and TV shows based around the exploits of the cyborg Motoko Major
Kusanagi, who is a member of a counter-terrorist organization Public Security Section
9. The series is set in a dystopian near future Tokyo where technology is ever-present
to the extent that most people have an e-brain - an internalized link from an
individual’s thoughts to others via a vast network - analogous to the internet: ‘In a
future time when most human thought has been accelerated by artificial intelligence
and external memory can be shared on a universal matrix, Batou, an agent of the elite
Section 9 Security Force and a being so artificially modified as to be essentially
cyborg, is assigned, along with his mostly human partner, Togusa, to investigate a
series of gruesome murders.’ Section 9 specializes in fighting technology-related
crimes, often involving the hacking of e-brains. Ghost in a Shell: Innocence tracks
Togusa and Batou of Public Security Section 9 as they investigate a cyborg
corporation called Locus Solus after its gynoids have killed several people. The
gynoids possessed a ‘ghost’ that was created by using a remote individual to control
the android, achieved by kidnapping young girls.
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Whatever else it is, Ghost in a Shell is certainly not an example of
‘robophillia’ or a positive outlook on the potential of future technology. In Susan J.
Napier’s writing on Japanese anime, this difference in attitude is explained: ‘unlike
films like Blade Runner and Robocop, which offer a path back to the private self.
Ghost in a Shell turns in a different direction to offer a path out of the self. While the
American films seem to privilege a kind of individual humanism as a last resort
against the encroaching forces of technology and capitalism, Ghost simply repudiates
the constraints of the contemporary industrialized world to suggest that a union of
technology and the spirit can ultimately succeed’ (Napier 2005: 115). Jonathan
Clement cites a discussion with Mamoru Oshii, the director of Ghost in a Shell:
Innocence as being about people reclaiming ‘lost bodies’ due to the increasing
ubiquitous nature of technology. It is also interesting to note that Oshii describes
Ridley Scott’s Blade Runner as a key influence, further disrupting any neat distinction
between Japanese and ‘western’ science fiction (Clements 2009: 33). The theme of
lost bodies in Ghost in a Shell, and more broadly alienation through technological
advancement is reflected in several of the questions the Story of the End of the World
addresses. Calling to mind, in particular, the response to ‘are there things that have
been lost due to technology?’ ‘the self.’ Existentialist crises are the mainstay of much
contemporary science fiction anime .The ‘Story of the End of the World’ exhibit can
be seen as at least partially influenced by a broad move towards more critical soul
searching in science fiction.
All of the exhibits at Miraikan are maintained by the combined efforts of
professional staff (Science Communicators) and volunteers, who tend to be people
that have retired. It is interesting then to consider that many of the themes being
played out in the Story of the End of the World are directly relevant to the volunteers:
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mortality, future uncertainty, changes in society due to technology and their potential
benefits along with what is lost. There is of course irony that exhibits detailing the
crisis of supporting an aging population in the future are largely maintained by retired
volunteers. Lucian Boia writes in their cultural history of aging that since the modern
period a kind of ‘secularized religion’ has emerged whereby mortality is transcended
not through religious salvation but through notions of collective progress and
nationhood. The logic underlying this shift is characterized as follows: ‘Each of us is
mortal, but humanity will live on. The only way to give meaning to our lives is to
devote ourselves to some grand collective project’ (Boia 2004: 7). Boia outlines the
three common strategies that have been employed for dealing with death: the
religious, the ‘secularized religious’ and the pursuit of longevity. Progress perhaps as
the main secular religion that has emerged demands a belief in inevitable gradual
improvement. In the context of a science museum, this is usually expressed as the
continued potential for a better standard of living in the future provided by
technology. The End of the World exhibit is significant because it goes against this
dominant trope instead to question the uncertainty of life in the future, natural
disasters, the limit of human potential to solve life and death questions. It is for this
reason that the Story of the End of the World presents an alternative approach to the
future.
A member of staff once lost patience with me for accidentally referring to the
exhibition as ‘the end of life’ rather than ‘the end of the world.’ However, this slip of
the tongue led me to consider the fact that my mistaken title would have been quite
appropriate. In the exhibition there are few, if any, scenarios presented where our
planet or all life on Earth would be destroyed. Instead we are met with statistics on
national suicide rates and the life span of various mammals, along with different
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forums for visitors to express their individual anxieties about their own future and
mortality. It is really an exhibition about coming to terms with death and loss rather
than imagining of the destruction of Earth, although nuclear war and environmental
issues, that could potentially cause an apocalypse, are pointed out among visitors’
concerns. What singles out ‘The Story of the End of the World’ among Miraikan
exhibits that present visions of the future in which missing workers and kin are
replaced is that here the loss is never compensated. This loss is felt even in the
structure of the exhibition space, which consists mainly of boards, post it notes and
other means by which the visitor makes their presence felt. But there is no central
object of curiosity or technological sophistication to gaze at. It could be argued that
absence is at the very heart of this exhibit. In response to the Tohoku earthquake there
is no room for unbridled optimism. Instead the museum breaks with convention to
present an immediate vision of the future which is uncertain and in which lost social
relations are not easily replaced. Rather than being faced with a technological utopia
or even a Hollywood scenario of the destruction of the planet Earth, instead, the
visitor is confronted with the uncertainty of the future and the inevitability of their
own eventual end of life.
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Fig.3.1 Inside ‘The Story of the End of the World’ (sekai no owari no monogatari)
exhibition space.

	
 
Fig.3.2 The character for death drawn with a dead body on a post it note on a board in
response to the question ‘What is the thing you are most worried about in life?’
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Fig.3.3 A screen capture of the web page where visitor responses to ‘The Story of the
End of the World’ can be read.
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4: Karakuri
The science fiction author Arthur C. Clarke famously observed that any sufficiently
advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic (Clarke 1973: 36). The feeling
of awe and wonder that can be instilled by an unfathomable device is an important
factor in understanding how advanced technology is presented and viewed in a
science museum. Devices capable of producing this feeling are perhaps best described
in terms of karakuri. The Japanese term karakuri can mean either ‘mechanism,’ or
‘trick’ and has been used since the late Edo period to describe a category of objects
with some form of concealed mechanism. I would like to argue that such subtle
trickery is an effective way of interpreting the display strategies of novel technology
at the museum, as it encompasses the sense of awe instilled by such devices. It also
highlights the fact that often in technology demonstrations a kind of prestige is
performed whereby the capabilities of the devices are exaggerated by the willful
concealment of their underlying mechanisms. Taking karakuri as the central point of
analysis, the display strategies deployed at Miraikan will be assessed in order to
understand how a sense of awe is created. This chapter aims to consider the role of
karakuri or subtle trickery, referring to devices that evoke a sense of awe and
wonderment through concealing their inner workings. The Tearoom of Zero/One and
ASIMO demonstrations at the public museum at Miraikan are critically assessed in
terms of their utilization of this quality.
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The Tearoom of Zero/One
There is a section of the Information Science and Technology for Society area at
Miraikan devoted to Device Art, interactive art pieces and experiments that are
created using novel technological (sometimes robotic) devices. I will later learn that
the term ‘device art’ originates in Japan, having been coined by media art curator
Machiko Kusahara. The device art pieces at Miraikan are housed in an enclosed,
darkened space, flanked by a metal grate coloured brown presumably to give a
wooden effect, inspired by traditional Japanese tearoom interiors. This section is
called The Tearoom of Zero/One (See Fig.4.1). Within this dimly lit area is a structure
of wooden bars that represent false walls dividing the various exhibits. There are
robotic stepping-stones, which were out of service for the duration of my time at
Miraikan, the ‘saccade display,’ which consists of tubes of lights that use a stroke
effect so that when the viewer moves their eyes the optical illusion of a complete
image appears in front of them. There is also a traditional tea urn that has been given
robotic eyes that blink occasionally (Nicodama) in order to anthropomorphize it as
well as the optical camouflage display and the ‘mermaid in the mirror’ illusion.
The contrast of an enclosed dimly lit space against the rest of the museum
visitor areas, which are bright and vast, does create a change in atmosphere, visitors
usually become quieter. This area is so well secluded in fact that sometimes it is
missed by museum visitors altogether. It is not unusual to find this room empty. The
designers of the different objects are described in text portfolios that are available
alongside the exhibits, detailing their work as ‘artistic researchers.’ Most of them are
scientists/engineers that decided branch out into creative endeavors.
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The choice of a tearoom for the staging of device art exhibits is significant.
Tea ceremonies were established as an important part of Japanese culture, particularly
for Samurai, from the 15th century onwards. While they may be quite alien to the
everyday experience of most Japanese people, tearooms (chashitsu) have endured as
an emblematic of Japanese national tradition, or ‘cultural makeup’ (Freeman 2007:
16). The photographer Michael Freeman, who documented various examples of
contemporary architecture and interior design that plays on the traditional Japanese
tearoom, describes the tearoom as somewhat unusual in traditional Japanese
architecture as it is a non-functional or ‘non-utilitarian’ space. That is to say it has a
single purpose, to entertain guests, and is therefore often empty, rarely used. However
this both physical and conceptual emptiness, one of the main Zen qualities of the teaceremony room, gives it ‘elements of a blank space, a canvas for experiment’
(Freeman 2007: 16).
One of the contemporary tea ceremony rooms featured in Freeman’s
photography is renowned architect Kisho Kurokawa’s tea garden, which is located on
the 11th floor of an apartment building in Akasaka, Tokyo. The garden was intended
in Kurokawa’s terms to “recreate a symbol that represents a formative, crucial, and
yet forgotten model of Japanese aesthetics” (Quoted in Freeman 2007: 155). To see
the unadorned darkened space as a canvas for experiment, which also holds strong
connotations of traditional Japanese design aesthetics may well explain the choice of
the tearoom as the setting for device art at Miraikan. The device art tearoom also has a
secondary significance in its association with the public sphere. One aspect of
Japanese device art is that is often emphasized is that it is intended to be experienced
outside of the gallery, in public spaces, in order to enrich the aesthetic qualities of
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everyday experiences. To this end, the tearoom setting for the device art exhibits is
explained in the museum’s printed guide material as follows:
‘Device art is the presentation of technology as art in a visible form, a new art
form that originated in Japan. The expressive contents of these works are the
devices themselves, which are capable of mutual interaction with people.
Device art evolved from a background of manufacturing traditions and a
Japanese aesthetic. In traditional Japanese culture there are crafts in which art
and technology meld in an indistinct combination, and it is possible to view
Device Art as a new art form for the digital age. Unlike western art, which is
generally viewed in galleries and museums, in Japan artworks have been
something to be enjoyed as a part of everyday life. A typical example of this is
a tea ceremony room which abounds with works of art – tea utensils, flower
vases, etc. In order to express the vision of enjoying Device Art in familiar,
everyday surroundings, in which crafts would likely be found, a display room
resembling a tea ceremony room has been created. The Device art has been
integrated into structural elements of a tea ceremony room such as the
tokonoma alcove and roji garden, enabling one to image the connection with
everyday living spaces’ (Miraikan 2012b).
This summary is keen to assert that there is something essentially Japanese about
device art, in particular through its relationship to craft traditions, the aesthetic
attention to detail in everyday objects. The tearoom setting is apparently chosen to
highlight this relationship with the mundane. However, it seems almost redundant to
point out that a traditional team room styled enclosure in a science museum filled
with miraculous devices is anything but familiar and everyday to visitors to the
museum. In other words, few will have been in traditional tearooms that include
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optical camouflage or the illusion of a mermaid that appears in a mirror. It is precisely
the novelty and strangeness of the devices that render them device art as opposed to
crafts. The curators of the Left to My Own Devices device art exhibition at the
Edinburgh Art Festival August-September 2011 described device art as follows: “The
key here is that technology should not be feared. These works may have
entertainment value, but they can still be read positively with the same value systems
applied to traditional Western art practice. In Japan these boundaries between forms
of practice and appreciation do not exist, it’s a superflat world. This allows an artist’s
concept to be directly part of everyday lives, with the device not separate from the
experience” (Quoted in New Media Scotland 2011). This interpretation of
‘superflatness’ the aesthetic concept created by artist Takashi Murakami depends on
the notion that device art similarly blurs distinctions between fine and commercial art.
Murakami is famous for embracing and incorporating manga and anime (apparently
lower art forms) and comparing them to Ukiyo-e. It is worth briefly noting the irony
as Ukiyo-e in its heyday was popular, mass produced, and considered a low form of
art, only to become revered in later years. Art historian Michael Darling hails its
contemporary significance as a movement ‘in spite of its almost self-deprecating
etymology, “superflat” is far from un-nuanced of superficial and has cracked open the
discourse about contemporary Japanese culture and society’ (Darling 2001: 77).
Device art can be seen as part of a wider discourse that seeks to problematise the
relationship between traditional and contemporary arts and crafts in Japan.
In the ‘Tearoom of Zero/One’ there is a device art installation titled
‘Nicodama’ by Ryota Kuwakubo. Nicodama is the name of the robotic eyes that when
lined up, start fluttering their eyelids and blinking. When attached to daily items they
look as though they have acquired facial expressions. In this case a tea urn is
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transformed into a cute statue figure (See Fig.4.2). Not particularly sophisticated
compared to some of the other devices on display but nevertheless simply through
occasionally blinking and the creation of a general impression of a face, the urn
becomes imbued with a personality. It is a playful contrast of traditional and
contemporary Japanese design aesthetics, set significantly in a darkened ‘tearoom’
enclosure within the exhibition space. Nicodama invites us to consider how easily a
household item can be imbued with personality. It is transformed from object to living
object through the simple addition of two blinking lights. It speaks of the countless
kawaii smiling faced objects in Japanese homeware stores as much as it does of the
emerging technologies that make the eye movements possible. It looks friendly, with
the bodily proportions of a miniature snowman, quietly blinking in the darkened
room.
The choice of a tea urn is significant in various ways. It is of course related
to the general theme of the exhibition space as a tearoom. By attaching the mechanic
‘eyes’ to a traditional styled and old-looking tea urn there is an implied marriage
between traditional craft and contemporary technology, which is a frequently invoked
aesthetic language in Japanese device art. In the context of the tearoom it can be
understood in terms of ‘mitate,’ a kind of substitution whereby objects are used in a
manner other than that for which they were intended. Freeman gives the example of a
weathered old water gourd being used as a flower vase (Freeman 2007: 14). Kusahara
describes the nature of mitate as follows: ‘the tradition of using metaphors,
associations and double meanings in a playful manner often works together with
playfulness. Mitate means seeing beyond actuality. It plays a magic [trick] to turn an
ordinary or even trivial object into something extraordinary and unexpected’
(Kusahara 2012: 3). Nicodama represents a similar transformation of purpose from
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practical to aesthetic. Finally, the choice to anthropomorphize a tea-serving device is
interesting as it relates to karakuri ningyō, which were used to the same end and are
widely considered the ancestors to robots in Japan.

Karakuri Ningyō
The choice of a tearoom for the setting for the device art pieces as well as the use of
Nicodama to create an anthropomorphized tea urn play on combining what may be
considered a traditional setting with what might be considered somewhat incongruous
contemporary technological devices. However, the marriage between traditional craft
aesthetics and novel technology has a long tradition in Japan. Indeed, karakuri ningyō,
often described as the ancestor to robots in Japan were designed to perform duties in
theatres, religious festivals and even tea ceremonies. Many are now preserved in art
museums and the sight of some of these aged dolls can be quite unsettling (See
Fig.4.3). Karakuri ningyō was the name given to mechanical automata used primarily
for entertainment in Edo period Japan (17th-19th Century). Kirsty Boyle translates
karakuri as referring to any mechanical device that is intended ‘to tease, trick or take
a person by surprise’ (Boyle 2008). The term is not reserved exclusively for automata
or technological devices more broadly and can be used to refer to any craft that entails
a mechanism intended to evoke mystery or surprise. There are karakuri tansu,
furniture that incorporates hidden mechanisms - for example a cupboard that contains
a hidden drawer. In Japanese the word ningyō is formed of two characters, nin 人 and
gyo 形, meaning person and shape respectively. Therefore the term can be thought of
as meaning a trick person, doll or puppet. The ambiguity of the term is useful as it
encompasses all manner of human facsimile.
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There are three kinds of these automata: butai karakuri which are used in theatrical
performances, zashiki karakuri which are used as home amusements such as in a tea
ceremony and dashi karakuri for use in religious festivals (Boyle 2008).4
In Andrew Markus’ descriptive history of ‘misemono’ sideshows in Edo
Japan he places karakuri ningyō techniques as owing a great deal to the dolls, statues
and wax figures that featured in earlier sideshow exhibits. Markus draws attention to
an alternative way of referring to them, iki-ningyō ‘living dolls’ (Markus 1985: 521).
These karakuri ningyō or iki-ningyō were successful at drawing crowds for misemono
shows, Markus describes some examples of 19th century karakuri ningyō based
displays which show their variety: ‘in 1813, an old woman made dolls dance and play
instruments “without any human agency” by connecting their mechanisms to a water
wheel in Asakusa. A figure of the laughing Buddha Hotei, exhibited in 1822, would
rouse himself from slumber when called, take up his fan, dance and laugh’ (Markus
1985: 521). Later in the same article he describes an automated spectacle designed by
Matsumoto Kisaburo in 1856: ‘articulated heroes from shui hu chuan, scenes from the
kabuki favourites chushin-gura and kagumiyama fursato no nishikire, as well as
legendary figures like the cannibal hag of Hitosuya and the hermit of Kume. Figures
illustrative of “the inner secrets of a brothel” rounded out the exhibit, which
numbered in total sixty-two automata’ (Markus 1985: 522). From this list we can see
that figures from myth and legend were often used to model karakuri ningyō displays.
There is also something mythical in the way in which these automata are described.
Markus was working mainly from accounts of exhibits that did not survive therefore it
is impossible to know how impressive the living dolls actually were. To try and
imagine these figures now I must base my impression on Markus’ description, itself
4

A detailed description of the different kinds of karakuri ningyō can be found at karakuri.info, written
by Kirsty Boyle who is one of the leading authorites on the karakuri tradition.
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based on first hand accounts by members of the public that would have had little or no
knowledge on how the ningyō were made or operated. This perception of the second
and third order amplifies the sense of awe and wonderment at these creations. These
automata could also be objects of desire as in the ‘inner secrets of a brothel’ exhibit.
Karakuri ningyō were often set alongside peep shows, another common spectacle in
misemono exhibits. Both were facilitated by advances in technology, photography
allowed for peep shows that no longer required an immediate human presence and
karakuri ningyō allowed to exhibitors to create sexual scenes without the need of
human actors.
One of the main uses of karakuri ningyō was as part of religious
performances and ceremonies. Mami Tajima conducted ethnographic fieldwork on
ceremonial floats with karakuri ningyō in the Tokai region around Nagoya. This
focused on the Fukurokuju float at the Wakamiya shrine, first constructed in 1676.
Tajima is keen to stress that karakuri ningyō derive from a much older puppetry
tradition, as recorded in that they are sometimes referred to as shikake ningyō
‘puppets with a device’ or kikai ningyō ‘puppets with mechanical works’ (Tajima
1983: 181). Viewing karakuri ningyō as puppets increases the importance of the role
of the puppeteer, designer or support staff that look after the devices. Tajima asserts
that ‘these puppets have no life of their own. They need the concentrated efforts of
human beings in order to come to life’ (Tajima 1983: 189). Automata of all kinds are
designed and maintained by humans, therefore arguably are never truly independent.
In this sense we could view karakuri ningyō as puppets where the puppeteer has so
effectively disguised their presence as to convince the audience that they are no
longer present and that the puppet has a life of its own.
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Christopher Bolton writes on the performative aspects in the portrayal of the
mechanical body in anime as compared with its earlier incarnation in Japanese puppet
theatre. In doing so he uses the example of religious festival floats to highlight the
often-blurred distinction between karakuri ningyo and traditional Japanese puppetry:
‘The dolls’ operators can make them perform elaborate tricks and acrobatics,
but unlike the Bunraku puppets, the operation is accomplished at a distance,
with a series of levers and pulleys that make it seem as if the puppet is acting
alone. Sometimes a large artificial flywheel is even present to heighten the
illusion of automation. Because the manipulation is disguised or concealed,
the sense of performance is suppressed, compared with the puppet theatre and
its visible operators’ (Bolton 2002: 766).
Unlike in Bunraku theatre where the puppeteers are in plain sight, in this instance the
audience is left to wonder to what extent the ningyo are able to move of their own
accord. Perhaps karakuri ningyō are simply puppets with longer strings. Maybe the
same is true for androids, and humans. Tajima seems to have affection for the
surviving but dwindling karakuri ningyō tradition.5 It is noted that in the present day:
‘Their beauty and enchantment and the strangeness of their movements attracts adults
as well as children’ (Tajima 1983: 192). The word ‘enchantment’ which Tajima uses
to describe their aesthetic quality frequently appears in descriptions of human
automata. It seems that there is a sense of awe that can be created by technology
where the mechanisms are hidden.
Throughout the history of mechanical curiosities and automata which
predates the development of karakuri ningyō in Japan, the aesthetic properties of
machinery when being demonstrated for entertainment was important, as was the
scientific element as automata could be used to demonstrate skill in creating a
complex mechanical design. Screech argues that although the study of Dutch

5

There is now only one living karakuri ningyō master that is a direct descendant of one of the Edo
masters. The surviving ceremonial floats that used to be looked after by various residential
communities now must employ a group of specialists to operate the floats each year.	
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language and culture (rangaku) during the Edo period was only relevant to a tiny
minority of scholars, there was widespread contact with Dutch imported goods
including the clockwork mechanisms on which karakuri were based. The semitechnical devices employed in misemono are given as an example of this: ‘Divorced
from practical ends, the new equipment meshed with the Edo system of delight at
strange workings, and they often became objects of display, functioning in splendid
isolation as misemono. Out of kiki [strange devices] came automata, and out of them
came a definite sense of a new role for the hidden and the inner working part’
(Screech 2002: 61). There are many surviving examples of eighteenth century
scientific treatise that justify examples of automata in terms of the ingenuity of their
design. For example, take the following introduction to an article which describes a
particular automaton in painstaking detail: ‘a wooden statue copied from the Marble
Faun of Coyfevaux, that plays on the German-flute; on which it performs twelve
different tunes with an exactness which has deserved the admiration of the public, and
of which great part of the Academy has been witness, they have judged this machine
to be extremely ingenious’ (Vaucanson 1742: 20). It is a succinct explanation of the
purpose of European Enlightenment era mechanical automata, to impress the
scientific community and to amuse the public. In this respect one might ask to what
extenet contemporary android design has really moved away from this tradition.
At this point I want to note a distinction that is often made between karakuri
ningyō and European Enlightenment automata, namely that the former was intended
towards art and amusement and the latter towards demonstrating mechanical
principles. I believe this distinction, which has endured to the present day, has hardly
any justifiable basis. There was certainly a motive in producing karakuri ningyō, to
demonstrate mastery of precision engineering. As Tajima records ‘It is said that the
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watchmaker Takeda Omi made mechanical puppets after getting the idea from
watching children playing in the sand. The clever and ingenious manner he used
incorporates elements belonging to watchmaking, such as cogwheels and springs, and
earned him much acclaim. The mechanical puppets thus represented the highest level
of precision machine techniques of their time’ (Tajima 1983: 202). Similarly the
claim that the production of human automata in Enlightenment Europe was entirely
motivated by scientific zeal fails to hold water when you consider the various
examples of automata that served little practical purpose, such as the flute playing
faun.
There is an implied uniqueness of the Japanese approach to technology
inherent in the conception of device art and indeed devices such as the karakuri
ningyō that literally embody its underlying thesis. This is interesting as karakuri
devices in their inception depending on foreign, particularly Dutch, imported
technology. To exemplify this commonly held notion, consider Kisho Kurokawa, the
highly influential architect, philosopher and futurist and his argument that technology
and humanity have traditionally been conceived of in opposition to one another in ‘the
west’ but not Japan. He uses karakuri ningyō as demonstrating the way in which
technology in Japan is made attractive in contrast to a more functional style preferred
in the west. To justify this Kurokawa describes how the tea-carrying doll (chahakobi
ningyō) performs:
‘When the host, seated opposite his guest, places a cup of tea in the doll’s
hands, it carries the cup of tea to the guest. The guest takes the cup from the
doll and it stops. After drinking the tea, the guest sets the cup back in the
dolls hands. It turns around and returns to the host with the empty cup. The
mechanism of the tea-carrying doll consists of a spring made from baleen
and a complicated system of interlocking gears. And the doll is modelled in
the form of an adorable child rather than in the machine like form of a
western robot. In the Edo period, the technology that was incorporated into a
device was not displayed on its exterior but incorporated invisibly in the
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interior, giving people a sense of wonder and mystery’ (Kurokawa 2001:
308).
Kurokawa goes on to argue that the influence of karakuri ningyō can be seen in
contemporary Japanese robotics set against the western equivalent. Firstly it is worth
noting that karakuri ningyō themselves were the result of a synthesis between
imported ‘western’ technology and Japanese traditional craftsmanship. So from the
outset these automata were the result of appropriation of European technology rather
than something that emerged in opposition to it. The significance of the hidden
mechanisms I would argue is overstated, as there are also many examples of
European automata where the mechanisms were also hidden. In a similar vein, Mori
Masahiro, the influential roboticist in his The Buddha in the Robot, in which he
argues that robots have the potential for attaining buddhahood, makes the comparison
between British and Japanese tea pots:
‘The small teapot we use in Japan for everyday tea (as opposed to ceremonial
tea and British-style tea) is interesting in that its handle projects at a right
angle to the spout. When a person dressed in a kimono and kneeling on tatami
pours tea, large movements of the body are out of place. If it were necessary,
for example, for the pourer of the tea to raise his (or more likely, her) elbow,
the kimono sleeve would move away from the body, and the unsightly
opening under the armpit would be visible. With the traditional teapot, the tea
can be poured with a mere twist of the wrist’ (Mori 1981: 102).
This is set in contrast to the handles on larger ‘western-style’ teapots that are less
graceful to use but more practical in that the pourer can serve tea to their guests
without leaving their chair. Although Mori does not assert that the Japanese teapot is
any lesser or greater than the British equivalent, nevertheless he does make the
comparison on the basis of aesthetics set against pragmatism. There is a false
diachotomy between the exquisiteness of Japanese craft and the functionally superior,
yet aesthetically inferior, European equivalent that echoes the orientalist and counterorientalist musings of academics since the late nineteenth century. Mori’s work
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highlights another often-repeated claim in terms of the uniqueness of the Japanese
approach to technology, that people are more accepting of it. Specifically in relation
to robots and other anthropomorphic entities as with the Nicodama or the karakuri
ningyō, there is a perceived willingness to ascribe human qualities to them, such as
attaining buddhahood. Buddhism and Shintoism are arguably the main justification
for this belief. As New York Times correspondent Henry Scott Stokes put it “the
Japanese have a love affair with robots… a unique, intensely personal reaction, with
roots in Buddhist values” (Webb 1983: 17).
A reference to ‘Buddhist values’ is a common method for explaining
particularities concerning Japanese attitudes to technology. As Frederick Schodt
describes this argument: ‘Even if Buddhism and Shinto contain nothing that
intrinsically promotes robots, the argument goes, they contain nothing to hinder them,
whereas Christianity does. Since Japan is dominated by the former, it must have less
resistance to robots’ (Schodt 1990: 199). He goes on to record the speculation that the
advent of humanoid robots might be met more positively in Japan than in ‘the West’:
‘Christianity after all does assert the superiority of man of the rest of the natural
world’ (Schodt 1990: 200). Robertson highlights the significance of her observation
that in Japan robots are usually referred to using imasu form of the verb to exist,
which is reserved for living creatures (as opposed to arimasu, which refers to
inanimate objects). She goes on to argue that the use of the imasu form may in turn be
connected to the influence of Shinto beliefs: ‘[Shinto] holds that vital energies,
deities, forces or entities or essences called kami are present in both organic and
inorganic matter and in naturally occurring and manufactured entities alike’
(Robertson 2014: 576). The reference to the imasu/arimasu distinction as evidence for
robots being viewed as human, or even as living, I would argue, is quite misleading as
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the imasu form is also used to refer to various animated non-human entities. For
instance, animals and ghosts are both referred to using imasu and neither of these are
at all likely to be mistaken for human. The reference to kami in Shinto beliefs is more
compelling but also misleading as it conflates the potential for an object to have a
spiritual essence with the potential for the same object to be viewed as being alive.
But the fact that all manner of non-living and inorganic or inanimate objects can be
said to possess kami, if anything demonstrates that a robot being said to have kami is
far from evidence of the robot being viewed as human, sentient or even living.
A counter argument to the notion that people are more receptive to robots in
Japan than elsewhere is the number of science fiction manga and anime storylines
which take place in apocalyptic scenarios involving robotics. Nakamura records how
since the early twentieth century ‘the mechanical uncanny’ has been a recurring
theme in discussions of humanoid robots in Japanese science fiction (Nakamura 2007:
6). Many popular works of Japanese science fiction demonstrate some form of
annihilation anxiety, as much as in the foreign equivalent. Along similar lines Webb
explains the Japanese attitude to robots as owing to a longer history of
anthropomorphizing tools: ‘The Japanese have always had an emotional attachment to
tools, which they regard almost as friends. For years they decorated tools in the New
Year, a practice now extended to robots. They even ascribe feelings to them’ (Webb
1983: 17). He goes on to describe witnessing a Shinto priest conducting a purification
ceremony to mark a new robot being set in motion at a small factory. Much of the
argument for the binary contrast between Japanese and ‘Western’ approaches to
technology is dubious at best. However it is widely believed and forms part of the
underlying ethos explaining device art at Miraikan and therefore is worthy of cautious
consideration in its relation to karakuri at the museum.
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Although the discussion of perceived Japanese particularities with regards to
beliefs about technology may seem somewhat of a digression from karakuri or
devices intended to trick as found in the tearoom of one. The ability to ascribe human
qualities to non-human entities and whether there is any particular Japanese
propensity for this trait is important as karakuri or similar devices are often used to
justify this claim. Yoshida cites the tradition of doll-making as an example of the
importance of mimicry in Japanese culture, whereby human characteristics are
projected onto inanimate facsimiles (Yoshida 1987: 72).

ASIMO
The Japanese propensity to ascribe human qualities to non-human entities is important
as karakuri or similar devices are often used to justify this claim. In order to view this
technological trickery in action, it is worthwhile to consider a contemporary example
in depth. As karakuri ningyō are related to contemporary Japanese humanoid robots
in that they are human likenesses animated by hidden mechanisms, we will consider
an example from the other end of the historical spectrum.
Alongside the robot demonstration area there is a permanent wall display
titled ‘Humanoid Robot Timeline’ which charts the development of mobile robots and
artificial intelligence from the mid-twentieth century to the present. The timeline ends
in the year 2000 with ASIMO. This may be because the museum first opened in 2001
with ASIMO as one of its star attractions. The android certainly has a claim to being
the most advanced currently in existence in terms of replicating human movement.
There have subsequently been some twenty-first century additions placed in a ring
around the end point of the timeline. There is a parallel timeline to show the relative
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advancement in computers over the same period to provide some context for the
viewer. There are references to some thinking machines such as Deep Blue, the
famous chess-playing computer. However the emphasis is on mobility. There is a
series of rudimentary walking robots that gradually improve over three decades, the P
Series, created by Honda, which would eventually take on human shape and develop
to become ASIMO. The timeline with its implied linear progression towards
improvement could be criticized on the basis of its privileging robots that mimic
human movement rather than other criteria. Broadly speaking the timeline exists as a
celebration of the rapidly increasing performance of technology since the Second
World War, which in Japan in particular is a considerable success story. Between
demonstrations ASIMO is housed in a glass viewing case immediately to the right of
the timeline. There is also a television screen with footage of various early walking
robots on a continuous loop, whether intentionally or not, it is quite comic to see a
medley of walking robots falling over and moving in bizarre ways. This underlines
the rapid improvement that eventually led to the development of ASIMO.
ASIMO is one of the most popular visitor attractions at Miraikan. The result
of 20 years of research, the name is an acronym for Advanced Step in Innovative
Mobility. Standing at just over 4 feet tall, ASIMO can run at 6km/h, recognize
objects, faces and sounds and can perform tasks based on predetermined commands.
Crucially, in relation to the theme of anthropomorphism, ASIMO assumes the
appearance of a person in a space suit. While ASIMO’s basic appearance is human,
there are distinguishing features that complicate this impression. For example, the
developers avoided the use of prosthetic skin, which would have made the android
more directly recognizable as human. Also while its cameras are positioned like eyes,
ASIMO does not have the facility to use facial expressions. ASIMO is sometimes
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described as the world’s most advanced android however this depends heavily on
what criteria is considered more or less advanced. It is certainly the most successful
attempt at mimicking human walking by a machine as yet, ASIMO is able to navigate
up and down staircases and run in a convincing way. While I was conducting
ethnography at the museum I witnessed and assisted countless public demonstrations
of ASIMO. They take place at the museum twice daily (See Fig.4.4).
These demonstrations are primarily for entertainment for a non-expert
audience, and include a brief description of ASIMO’s capabilities, a short video of
some other robots, a demonstration of kicking a football and dancing. The
demonstrations are led by two SC’s (Science Communicators). One warms up the
crowd and another leads the demonstration itself. They are professional museum
educators and are assisted in crowd management by volunteers as well as by the
technical staff behind the scenes. The general demeanor of the SCs is necessarily
somewhere between a children’s presenter and an expert tour guide. My early
impression of these demonstrations was that they are quite demanding on the two
members of the staff that perform them. The warm up section is a performance where
he/she must speak continuously to a restless audience for sometimes as long as twenty
minutes before ASIMO takes to the stage. The time is passed by question and answer
with audience members, usually directed at young children sat near the front of the
performance area. Who’s seen ASIMO before? Who likes robots? What would you
like a robot to do? Maintaining this level of enthusiasm and trying to build up
anticipation before the demonstration itself, which is only about ten minutes. It is also
a demanding task as they must try and give some explanation of ASIMO’s features
and how they work without losing the sense of fun. Often a significant section of the
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audience does not speak Japanese and very young children grow restless at this aspect
of the demonstrations.
As I watch ASIMO take to the stage I cannot help but think of the
demonstration in terms of performance. It is scripted and designed in order to
entertain. It should be noted that the performance is successful as entertainment. The
performance area rings with claps and laughter. The crowd, particularly the younger
members, while having a genuine interest in the technology that created ASIMO are
largely present to be amused. Many of ASIMO’s tasks seem geared towards
entertainment rather than functionality. Dancing, playing football, bowing, there is
little doubt that ASIMO is here to entertain. In this respect ASIMO encapsulates the
notion of automata in its early use in literature, often describing mechanical
amusements (Bruce 1919: 30). At one point in the demonstration the SC
instructs/asks/pretends to ask ASIMO to get ready to do some exercise. The android
leans to the left, then the right, shaking each leg as though stretching. This elicits a
ripple of laughter from the audience. When running, the little spaceman skips forward
as if it were stepping on hot coals. This action has been vividly described by audience
members as either reminiscent of someone sneaking or suffering from a bathroom
emergency, which comes to mind again as I review footage of the event later.
Once the action is completed, ASIMO pauses in anticipation of applause,
which is received. ASIMO brings its hands together in slow motion mimicking the
audience’s applause, which turns to cheers. The demonstration continues on to show
how ASIMO can avoid moving objects and re-plan his walking route accordingly. But
I am left slightly unsettled by what appears to be the routine of amusement. Is
ASIMO just a fancy doll? If so is it best categorized as an object or machine?
Certainly the output in producing joy makes the audience seem like a group of
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children at a puppet show. Perhaps it is only because I have spent considerable time
watching the ‘behind the scenes’ work that I am less enthused than the audience
members. I know that there is a black curtain behind which is a switchboard from
which ASIMO receives his primary commands.
This led me to consider the extent to which these demonstrations are
‘staged.’ There are several technical staff behind the scenes who effectively remote
control ASIMO, although to the audience ASIMO is presented as being sentient and
responding to the SC. There are sensors in the ground in the performance area that are
uncovered and recovered before and after each demonstration. These act as markers
and are essential in allowing ASIMO to navigate the stage properly. However, again
the audience is not aware of this, and certain aspects of the demonstration, in
particular one where an audience member is brought on stage and ASIMO kicks a
football to them, is less impressive once you consider that the audience member is
told to stand (unwittingly) on one of these markers. To some extent we can see the
demonstrations of ASIMO at Miraikan as a kind of technological prestige. The
audience’s lack of knowledge as to the conditions making ASIMO’s performance
possible are utilized in order to evoke a sense of wonder in the audience. In this
respect ASIMO’s lineage to Edo period mechanical dolls is closer than it would first
seem. Technology becomes magic through the artful concealment of its
innerworkings. Where the karakuri objects conceal their mechanical capabilities,
ASIMO’s mechanical nature is displayed. It is in fact the android’s reliance on
additional support behind the scenes, and showmanship even, on the part of the
Science Communicator that his technological capabilities are exaggerated. This calls
to mind Kathleen Richardson’s observation that robotics researchers at MIT would
sometimes themselves act out demonstrations in their robot’s place when it failed to
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perform the task being demonstrated (Richardson 2010: 78). It is important to note
that the intended argument here is not that ASIMO demonstrations are exploiting the
audience’s ignorance. I would contend that many in the audience are aware that they
are being presented an exaggerated performance of ASIMO’s capabilities. Rather, the
demonstrations depend on a suspension of disbelief whereby the audience accepts the
android as it is presented. The analogy of a prestige is relevant, as it effectively
describes relationship between the SC, the audience and the android if the android is
considered to be the magic trick. The audience is willfully deceived for their own
amusement and it is through this process that the relationship between ASIMO and
the karakuri ningyō or the trick dolls of old can be seen.
Shuichi Nishio, a roboticist at the Ishiguro laboratory at the Advanced
Telecommunications Research Institute (ATR) in Osaka, when discussing Geminoid
the remote controlled robotic doppelganger, told me that in spite of its many
limitations people often believe that the robot is autonomous. Geminoid is a remotely
controlled android with a convincing human appearance but without artificial
intelligence of any kind:
Shea: Do you think it would ever be possible to achieve a feeling of sonzai
kan in an autonomous android? Or might it be essentially bound to the
knowledge that there is a human participant in control of the android?
Nishio: Our ultimate goal is to find out what are the essentials for the
individual presence and to implement it in robots. Even with the current
androids, most people who are not familiar with our system tend to believe
that the robot is autonomous.
It is interesting that even in this case what is essentially a robotic mannequin, given
the right circumstances can effectively convey the illusion of being alive. This sense
of human presence is referred to as sonzai kan and evoking this feeling is one of the
long term objectives of the Geminoid research.
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An element of showmanship is perhaps necessary for all kinds of robotics
demonstrations, even those directed at experts. Pete Bonasso and Thomas Dean wrote
in their retrospective of the previous five years AAAI Robot Competitions at the
Thirteenth National Conference on Artificial Intelligence (AAAI 96’) that
entertainment is essential in robotics demonstrations:
‘The attendees expect to be educated about the state of the art; they expect to
see significant contributions to science and engineering; and they expect to be
entertained, although they might not admit to this. Competitors soon learned
that an element of showmanship is important. The conference attendees
constitute a sophisticated and critical audience. They want to know what’s
going on “under the hood,” but they also expect the tasks to be well motivated
and the performance to be exciting’ (Bonasso & Dean 1997: 17).
Bonasso and Dean would perhaps not condone trickery but they acknowledge the
qualitative aspects that influence even expert perceptions of technology.
These kind of robotic competitions and demonstrations are parodied in ‘RoboG,’ a Japanese comedy movie that was released while I was in the field. Inspired by
viewing a P2 demonstration (Honda’s humanoid robot that would eventually develop
to become ASIMO) director Shinobu Yaguchi created a story in which a team of
hapless roboticists that are required to develop an android to increase publicity for
their small electrics company resort to staging fake demonstrations. They achieve this
by hiring an elderly man to wear a robot costume. The film revolves around various
comedic set pieces playing off of the dramatic irony that the robot is in fact a human
in disguise. The central narrative aims to show how a lonely elderly man who is
ignored and disrespected by his children and grandchildren and forced out of work
due to declining physical health is redeemed by taking on the role of the robot.
Through a series of Mrs Doubtfire style farces ‘Robo-G’ (a pun on o-ji san, the
Japanese for grandfather) is able to connect with his family as he never could as
himself. At one point, when being photographed with his grandchildren, he almost
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reveals his identity as the robot, only to hesitate, as he realizes that the affection he is
receiving due to the children’s excitement at seeing a robot would be lost. The
opening sequence of the film, which cuts from a scene in which the android prototype
is destroyed to a scene where the central character is shown being rotated as his injury
is scanned by an MRI machine, inviting a comparison between the two. Jokes based
around an android and an elderly person’s similar attributes (lack of mobility etc) are
repeated throughout. Suzuki only passes the audition to be the robot after putting his
back out, and thereby moving in a jerky fashion which the engineers mistake for a
very effective robotic walk impersonation. The more profound aspects of the
comparison can be seen in the film’s promotional material. One of the taglines on the
movie poster above an image of Robo-G reads ‘It doesn't transform, It doesn’t even
work’ mirroring the contempt in which Suzuki is held by his family. These statements
can also be read as critically reflecting on contemporary society’s fascination with
technology set against apathy towards other people, particularly the elderly. The irony
is that the robot, which achieves such high regard in the film is an elderly person in
disguise. I find this example from popular culture to be extremely relevant as it draws
on and then exaggerates the director’s observation of robotics demonstrations that
they involve an element of willful deception and can be farcical. Again, the theme of
subtle trickery or hidden mechanisms as in the principle of karakuri is pertinent.
Immediately beside the robot demonstration area at Miraikan there is a
permanent wall display titled ‘Humanoid Robot Timeline’ which charts the
development of mobile robots and AI from the mid 20th century to the present. The
timeline ends in the year 2000 with ASIMO. This may be because the museum first
opened in 2001 and ASIMO is one of its star attractions. Although the android
certainly has a claim to being the most advanced currently in existence in terms of
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replicating human movement. There have subsequently been some post 2001
additions placed in a ring around the end point of the timeline. There is a parallel
timeline to show the relative advancement in computers over the same period to
provide some context for the viewer. There is a series of rudimentary walking robots
that gradually improve over three decades, Honda’s P series of which would
eventually take a full human shape to become ASIMO. The timeline with its implied
linear progression towards improvement could be criticized on the basis of its
privileging robots that mimic human movement rather than other criteria. Broadly
speaking the timeline exists as a celebration of the rapidly increasing performance of
technology since the Second World War, which in Japan in particular is a
considerable success story. Between demonstrations ASIMO is housed in a glass
viewing case immediately to the right of the timeline. There is also a television screen
with footage of various early walking robots on a continuous loop, whether
intentionally or not, it is quite comic to see a medley of walking robots falling over
and moving in bizarre ways. This underlines the rapid improvement that has led to
ASIMO.
Although the emphasis is on mobility, there are some references to some
‘thinking’ machines such as Deep Blue, the famous chess-playing computer. Nearby
at an exhibit on quantum computing at Miraikan in the accompanying text there is the
following triumphal statement on rapid progress in the sophistication of computers
thus far: “Computers have made striking progress, decoding the human genome,
performing meteorological analysis and even defeating humans in chess”. That
beating humans at chess is listed as a comparable achievement to decoding the human
genome is a little generous but not surprising. There is a significant level of ‘computer
reverence’ in Miraikan’s approach to documenting this progress, to borrow Segal’s
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term from his assessment of the display and interpretation of computers at the
Computer Museum in Boston and the Smithsonian, where he also notes that chess
playing computers attract preferential interest from visitors (Segal 1990: 643).

The Turk
Deep Blue’s position on the robotics timeline is testament to this significance. The
timeline begins after the Second World War although the history of chess playing as a
measure of machine intelligence goes back considerably further. For instance, there
was a mechanical chess-playing automaton constructed in 1770 by Wolfgang von
Kempelen for the Empress of Austria called ‘The Turk’. The machine was such a
success it was sent touring the world where it beat various celebrities and politicians
of the day including Benjamin Franklin and Napoleon Bonaparte. The machine turned
out to be a hoax, although it took several decades for this to be discovered. The case
for the automaton’s mechanisms included room for a chess grand master to crouch
inside and control the figures movements from below. John Kearsley Mitchell, a wellknown physician at the time wrote a tongue in cheek obituary for ‘the Turk’ after it
went out of service: ‘Although himself a Christian he had the singular caprice of
clothing his child in oriental attire, and even obliged him to wear, during his whole
life, the outward emblems of the creed of Mahomet. From his earliest years, the
lamented departed wore a look of solemn gravity. He never smiled, and was rarely
heard to speak. Though compelled, by circumstances of primitive formation, to
remain seated during many long years, and though gifted by illiberal nature with the
use of but one arm, he exhibited signs of a clear and precocious intellect’ (Mitchell
1857: 4). The machine had become a celebrity in its own right. It is worth a brief
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explanation of ‘the Turk’s distinctly Middle-Eastern aesthetic motif. James Cook in
his article on ‘The Turk’ explains the logic behind making the automaton ‘Turkish’:
‘the automaton’s “Turkish” appearance made sense on two levels: first because the
middle East - here broadly defined as the lands east of Europe - was thought to be the
birthplace of chess. Second, because this region, more than any other, signified
exoticism in the European popular imagination, associated with mystical and magic
powers’ (Cook 1995: 239). Cultural insensitivity aside, the artistry that went into
producing this figure runs against the characterisation of European automata as being
about experimenting with mechanisms and engineering challenges, as does the
references to orientalist mysticism to explain the automatons seemingly impossible
abilities.
‘The Turk’ violates the distinction between Japanese and European
technology, fundamentally because it was a trick intended for performance and
amusement, incorporating elements of illusion, artistry and surprise, as in karakuri
technology as well as the scientific notion of a mechanical marvel. Like the karakuri
ningyō misemono sideshows ‘the Turk’ was primarily created to produce awe and
enchantment in the audience. Cook describes the usual form the demonstrations
would take, and their apparent showmanship: ‘First Kempelen wheeled the automaton
around the room “so as to enable each person to examine it on all sides”. One after
another, automaton’s cabinet draws were then opened and closed to reveal the
“internal structure,” a space that appeared so full of levers and wheelwork that “there
is not room to hide a kitten” (Cook 1995: 235). The fact that such play was made of
‘exposing’ the chess-player’s internal mechanisms while being careful not to
accidentally show the man crouched behind them conveys clearly the complexity of
the relationship between enchantment and technology. This theatrical procedure of
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examination resembles a magician showing that the trick chest is completely solid
while being careful not to accidentally open the trap door. The phrase ‘lights and
clockwork’ seems to be somewhat analogous to ‘smoke and mirrors’, referring to
technological and magical distractions respectively. It doesn’t matter whether or not
the technology on display is real. As long as the audience does not understand the
mechanisms behind the performance the impact is the same. Karakuri ningyō,
automata, puppets can all convince us at least temporarily that they are living. That is
the trick. Many contemporary robotics demonstrations, as with ASIMO, employ
similar methods when they make androids perform a set of impressive tasks rather
than inviting the audience to learn about the underlying mechanical principles. As the
device artists know all too well, enchantment is a powerful way of attracting attention
to technology that might otherwise be uninspiring to most people.
One audience member that was particularly inspired by a demonstration of
the chess-playing automaton was E. T. A. Hoffmann, and was subsequently inspired
to write Der Sandman ‘The Sandman.’ This short story in his Die Nachtstucke (The
Night Pieces, 1817) is an unsettling tale, which inverts the central premise of the
Pygmalion myth. Instead of an object given life through desire, desire is exploited to
deceive the protagonist into believing that a machine is really living. The central plot
is that the protagonist becomes enamored of a mechanical doll unaware that it is not
human. Upon discovering this fact by walking in on the dissembled parts of the
clockwork doll Olympia being fixed, the protagonist loses his sanity: ‘Olympia’s
hand was as cold as ice; he felt a horrible deathly chill thrilling through him. He
looked into her eyes, which beamed back full of love and desire and at the same time
it seemed as though her pulse began to beat and her life’s blood to flow into her cold
hand’ (Hoffmann 1817). We can see that it only takes a minor distortion of an object
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of desire to give the illusion of life. Hoffmann’s short story influenced Jentsch and
later Freud’s conceptualisation of the uncanny. Freud developed his theory put
forward in ‘Das Unheimliche’ (The Uncanny 1919) largely based on his
psychoanalytic reading of ‘Der Sandman’. He suggests the disjuncture between what
is familiar and what is unusual, as in Olympia’s cold hand or her disassembled body
parts, causes a kind of alienation or cognitive dissonance (Freud 1919: 45). The
separation between expectation and response is where we see ‘the uncanny’. Freud’s
notion of the uncanny was adopted and applied to androids, as well as human
facsimiles more generally, by robiticist Masahiro Mori in his 1970 article ‘The
Uncanny Valley’ (Bukimi no Tani Genshō). In which he argued that as human
likenesses appear more realistic there is an increasing level of comfort and familiarity
up until a point, before suddenly dipping into negative familiarity. It is at the point
when a human facsimile is almost fully convincing is when it is most repellant to the
observer. This sudden dip in familiarity is termed the ‘uncanny valley’. Significantly,
he compares Bunraku6 puppets to androids in their unsettling animate/inanimate
status.
There is a fascinating network of relationships that brought about Mori’s
theory, beginning with Hoffmann being tricked by an automaton which turned out to
be human and then writing fiction about being tricked by a human that turns out to be
an automaton. As Mori’s work tends to be referenced as an example of a distinctly
‘eastern’ or Japanese approach to robotics – he also writes on the relationship between
Japanese attitudes to technology and Buddhist and Shinto philosophy - it seems
interesting to note that he was, at least partially, drawing on 19th and early 20th
century European scientific and literary approaches to this technology in his
6
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conception of the uncanny valley. The other significant strand in Mori’s argument is
the inclusion of puppets as examples of the uncanny effect. Therefore Mori’s work,
perhaps unknowingly, reconciles the much largely imagined Japanese/West
distinction in approaches to robotics. This complex web of relationships serves to
demonstrate the fluid and, in many ways, analogous relationship between automata,
puppets, and robots as well as magic, technology and craftsmanship. Continuing from
here there is evidence of some level of karakuri ningyō being revived by
contemporary robotics. I believe that an in depth examination of the principles behind
the current trend in embodied robotics may yield some surprising similarities with the
demonstration of ‘the Turk’. Robotics demonstrations like the automata performances
of old, often depend on a sense of enchantment in the audience, and of course the odd
trick.
During my research I visited a music box ‘museum,’ a shop near the Hase
temple in Kamakura that is famous for, and sells nothing but, music boxes. Housed in
a spacious open room, on entering I was greeted by an eerie discord as different tunes
clashed, ringing from different directions. The shop is full of Japanese and foreign
tourists whose foot traffic has led to lots of omiyage mise (souvenir shops) thriving
along the route between the temple and the station. The large number of people
winding music boxes at once is the source of this unsettling, soft irritating discord.
The music boxes are separated into different types on table displays, ranging from
small plastic unadorned boxes that display their inner workings to the beautifully
elaborate antique pieces. Some of the antique ‘orgel’ incorporate moving figures, the
sight of some of these aged dolls is quite unsettling. The music boxes that incorporate
moving figures are close to karakuri ningyō in their employing of technology and
artisanship to create the trick, the illusion of life. They exist at the intersection
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between art and technology, which has carried through to the present in the approach
to and perception of robotics in Japan. The humanoid ASIMO ‘dances,’ as do the
figures in the music box. The important distinction being that the inner workings of
the music boxes are visible, whereas the androids are not. In both instances a series of
mechanisms is being presented as magic. The music box is itself an example of an
imported technology, having been introduced by Dutch traders in the mid 19th
century. As a result of this, the Japanese for music box is orugeru, an approximation
of ‘orgel,’ Dutch for organ. Karakuri ningyō have a similar lineage to mechanical
devices bought from Dutch traders. The Dutch influence on art and design in Japan
during the Edo period is well documented, with the emphasis usually being on
Japanese ‘receptivity’ to foreign techniques and technology (Tamon 1964: 400).
Karakuri, or the utilization of subtle trickery, is an effective way of
interpreting the display strategies of novel technology at the museum, particularly the
device art exhibits, as it encompasses the sense of awe instilled by such devices as
well as the underlying truth that often a kind of prestige is performed whereby their
capabilities are exaggerated by the concealment of their underlying mechanisms.
ASIMO demonstrations depend on a similar kind of concealment. The audience is
willfully deceived into ascribing the android with capabilities beyond what it can
actually do. In this respect anthropomorphism is also important in understanding how
androids, and novel technology more generally, can evoke a sense of awe from an
audience. The essential nature of karakuri as devices intended to trick or tease,
developed out of contact with foreign technology and yet tied to Japanese national
identity, and contemporary device art which negotiates a similar set of contrasts
between foreign/Japanese, craft/technology and old/new, suggests the notion has
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continued relevance for interpreting novel technology such as that exhibited in
Miraikan.
We have seen how a sense of awe is created through subtle trickery in the
presentation of technological devices at Miraikan. Further to this, I would add that the
trick most commonly played on the audience is the supposed absence of human
involvement. The mechanical ‘Turk’ illusion depended on the concealment of the
human chess player within its mechanism. In a similar way ASIMO demonstrations
depend on the concealment of its operators, literally behind the stage curtain. This
observation could be extended to Japanese device art, which draws on the principle of
karakuri design. In this case it is the designer, artist or engineer who is made hidden
through sophisticated mechanisms that render the object to be alive as far as the
onlooker is concerned. It is this perceived absence of the human participants in the
demonstration of technology that creates the illusion of the device coming to life. We
will now move from viewing how the human is made absent in robotics
demonstrations to look at how in one exhibit technology is made corporeal. Rather
than bringing an object to life through subtle trickery, in this case an abstract
technological concept is given human form through the creation of a sensory, ‘handson’ experience.
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Fig.4.1 Exterior view of the Tearoom of Zero/One at Miraikan.

	
 
Fig.4.2 Nicodama the robotic tea urn created by Ryota Kuwakubo, blinking.
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Fig.4.3 A Reproduction of a Karakuri Ningyo with internal mechanism exposed (left),
on display at the National Museum of Nature and Science, Ueno.

Fig.4.4 The audience looks on during an ASIMO demonstration at Miraikan.
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5: The Hands-on Model of the Internet
The ‘Hands-on Model of the Internet’ in the Future, Innovation and Society section of
Miraikan raises various issues related to effective public engagement in science
museums. This chapter aims to critically assess museum exhibit design and
implementation in terms of the role of science educators and volunteers, the balance
of educational and entertainment properties as well as how exhibits and their
accompanying explanatory material must cater to audiences of mixed age and
scientific experience. It will be argued that the internet model has endured over the
past ten years due to its successful negotiation of these elements.
The ‘Hands-on Model of the Internet’ (intanetto butsuri moderu) is one of
the most successful exhibits at Miraikan. The model is a mechanical system for
sending black and white coloured balls between several user terminals via a complex
run of tubes, tracks and switches (See Fig.5.1). At the terminals, visitors can send and
receive messages via this network. Messages created by users in binary code, in the
form of black and white balls, roll along the rails and are relayed by several towers
before finally reaching their destination terminal where they can be interpreted. The
museum guide material describes the model as follows: ‘Using balls that visitors can
touch, this simplified model represents what is happening in the machines when
messages are transmitted between computers’ (Miraikan 2012c). The black and white
balls represent on and off signals in binary code. Depending on how the first few balls
are arranged they will be sent to one of the five terminals. This is usually explained as
being the equivalent of an IP (internet protocol) address. The latter half of the
sequence of balls allows the visitor to send code for a single character or letter of the
alphabet. Messages can be deciphered at the receiving terminal by a chart, which is
placed next to the terminal.
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For example, if the series of balls reads b/b/w/b/w/w/b/b this might correspond the
letter ‘a’ (See Fig.5.2). The model is simple and easy to understand, with the internet
reduced to its fundamental underlying principles. ‘Ah God bless packet switching!’
one visitor observes, referring to the networking principle that makes the internet
possible. This exhibit provides a useful example of how abstract and complex
scientific principles are given corporeal form.
Every day there are five demonstrations of the model, for groups of sixteen
at a time. These are led by a ‘Science Communicator,’ a museum staff educator and
usually assisted by at least one staff volunteer (borantia). There is a short talk to
explain the model, about ten minutes in length, before the group is divided into four
teams to practice sending and deciphering messages. After seeing the demonstration
of this model countless times I am compelled to argue that the key to its success is its
tangible, mechanical nature which allows visitors to actively engage in a type of novel
interaction, to play with the exhibit. People enjoy arranging the balls, pressing
buttons, pulling switches. There is a phenomenological gratification to arranging the
parts and being physically able to create code rather than to read it or otherwise
consider it in the abstract. I first began to think about this while I was assisting one of
these demonstrations. I watched two children in my group excitedly set about
arranging their message: ‘sa-mu-i-ne’ (isn’t it cold?) making effective use of the fourcharacter limit in the rules of the game.
Miraikan was founded thirteen years ago and in the style of the
Exploratorium in San Francisco, which has been the model for many science
museums built over the past thirty years. Robert J. Oppenheimer argued the essential
importance of ‘freedom of enquiry’ in how science is researched and taught and on
this basis sought to establish a museum where visitors could conduct experiments
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themselves, although it was his lesser-known younger brother Frank who would apply
this philosophy to his plans for a new kind of science museum (Oppenheimer 1950:
170). Frank Oppenheimer had a reputation for giving engaging lectures where
elaborate and entertaining props were used to illustrate scientific principles. His
colleagues recall one lecture in particular where a bag of cats was used to explain a
point about electricity (Grinell 1988: 246). The observed success of using props to
engage the audience was applied to the design of Exploratorium exhibits, known for
being interactive and entertaining, particularly for children. These ‘hands-on’ styles of
exhibit are naturally heavily dependent on sensory perception. Writing shortly after
the museum opened Oppenheimer describes the benefits of this kind of exhibit:
‘Perceptual phenomena lend themselves to demonstrations that are clean, logical and
striking, and fascinate adults and children as well as our museum staff’ (Oppenheimer
1972: 343). Later in the same article he goes on to add that since much technology is
designed to extend the domain of the senses it is best understood within a rationale
that is based on this kind of perception. Oppenheimer believed that visits to the
museum should be a kind of educational ‘sightseeing,’ whereby children could freely
explore scientific concepts through exciting demonstrations of a sort that were
unlikely to be provided in a school classroom. His repeated use of the metaphor of
sightseeing is significant as it relates to the broader comparisons often made between
museums and other competing leisure facilities.
As in most contemporary science museums, Miraikan must attempt to
explain to its visitors how computers work. However, to explain objects with which
most visitors would be very familiar in terms of their highly complex and, for the
most part unseen, inner workings in an engaging way poses a distinct challenge to
museum educators. As Howard Segal ponders in his critical assessment of computer
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exhibits at the Computer Museum in Boston and the Beyond the Limits: Flight Enters
the Computer Age at the National Air and Space Museum in Washington DC:
‘How does one explain the extremely complex mathematics and physics that
govern computer operations? How does one convey the extraordinary speed
of contemporary computer calculations on the order of a nanosecond (one
billionth of a second)? Unlike many other machines, computers are not
particularly interesting, much less beautiful, to look at even when at work,
unless the tasks being performed are themselves of some interest to the
viewer’ (Segal 1990: 639).
He criticises the dryness of the exhibits and lack of engagement with ethical issues
related to computing. In contrast to this, he finds computer games and CGI graphics
exhibits to be entertaining but uninformative (Segal 1990: 643). In reading Segal’s
account we can assume that he would not be surprised by the policies set out by the
museum in its annual report in which it states that its main audiences are “computer
scientists, programmers, history buffs, and those with a curiosity about the history of
computer evolution.” It is, the director declares, a museum for big kids’ (Science,
Technology and Human Values 1983: 52).7 Segal laments the over simplified,
progressionist presentation of computers whereby they are presented as ‘objects to
laugh at in their initial forms and worshipped in their current ones’ (Segal 1990: 646).
This relates to Tim Ingold’s famous criticism of museums in The Perception of The
Environment that in museums objects are removed from their ordinary context and
therefore loose their meaning:
‘The more that objects are removed from the contexts of life-activity in
which they are produced and used - the more they appear as static objects of
disinterested contemplation (as in museums and galleries) - the more, too, the
process disappears or is hidden behind the product, the finished object. Thus
we are inclined to look for the meaning of the object in the idea it expresses
rather than in the current of activity to which it properly and originally
belongs.’ (Ingold 2000: 346).

7

	
  The article ‘Museum Presentation of Science and Technology: Some Examples’ in Science,
Technology and Human Values 8 (3) does not list any specific author, therefore an abbreviation of the
journal title ‘SciTech and Human Values’ is used in its place.	
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We can see that a computer in a display case is not much use for explaining how
computers work, it has been divorced from its original context and therefore acts as an
abstract signifier rather than an object of any use. Conversely the internet model is not
an ‘authentic’ computer network however by presenting the viewer with an abstract
illustration of how the internet works. In the computer museum the object may be
‘genuine’ but the experience certainly is not, whereas in the case of the internet model
there is an attempt to use an novel form by which a visitor might come to terms with a
very real if not corporeal aspect of computing. Beyond the objects themselves,
authenticity of experience is a recurring concern in debates about the relevance of
museums with the increasing availability of secondary virtual experiences (online
collections, virtual tours etc).
The internet model can be seen as an attempt to address these issues. By
placing the emphasis on simple physical tasks, what to many is an abstract concept in
how information is sent and received via their computer, becomes tangible, and more
importantly, interesting. How the Hands–on Model of the Internet seeks to engage
with visitors to the museum will be the subject of the following analysis, together
with an assessment of the success of the approach.
Demonstrations of the internet model are usually led by one Science
Communicator (SC) and supported by at least one volunteer staff member. The role of
the SC is critical as they must try in a short space of time to explain how the model
works and by extension how the internet works to a mixed audience. They must do
this in a manner that would be simultaneously comprehensible to a child, as well as an
adult who may or may not have some knowledge of computing. They must also be
friendly and frame the whole experience in the manner of a game. The participants are
separated into teams that are assigned to a particular terminal to compete in sending
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and deciphering messages (See Fig.5.3). The volunteer does not take part in the
presentation on how the model works but once the visitors are divided into teams will
assist two of them in writing/receiving messages. To visibility of volunteers as
support staff in museums and other public institutions has increased dramatically over
the past three decades leading to the popularisation of the Japanese word borantia of
course derived from the English ‘volunteer’. There are many retired male and middleaged female volunteers who work at the museum as a form of leisure activity, often
with backgrounds in academia or science related industries. These volunteers are an
important part of the museum’s public engagement drive, as they occupy a space
between members of the public and science educators, often visiting the museum or
taking part in workshops as visitors when they are not acting as members of staff.
The presence of the SC and the volunteer is extremely important in order to
make sure that the internet model, which can be quite complicated to use for the first
time, and the underlying concepts are explained as and when visitors need it. Having
small groups (sixteen or less) use the model at any one time allows the visitors to
have a continuous conversation with the staff as they play with the machine over the
course of a half-hour. The informal interactions with groups including families,
children and adults means that there is importance in having varying layers of
complexity in how the exhibit might be explained. Wolf and Wood argue the
importance of this relationship in their discussion of ‘scaffolding’ in museum
education: ‘building on simple concepts and working toward mastery of ideas, can
inform adults and simultaneously help children stretch to new levels of understanding
and achievement. This strategy requires curators, educators, and exhibit developers to
work collaboratively to determine various levels of accessibility of content and
activity moving from entry-level ideas through more complex and abstract ones for
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older children and adults’ (Wolf & Wood 2012: 29). In these terms the hands-on
model of the internet is successful. Mutually intelligible by adults, children, computer
scientists and those with only a basic understanding of how computers work. The
authors also reference several studies on children’s learning at museums that stress
the importance of ‘procedural and cause and effect learning’ as well as ‘active adult
guidance’ (Wolf & Wood 2012: 31). For children in particular the presence of the
science communicators and volunteers is essential in order to build on the educational
content of the exhibit. However, this guidance works best when it is informal or
‘vague’ guidance rather than if it is overly prescriptive. In this respect possible
informal conversations with SCs and volunteers should be preferred over use of
written instructions or diagrams. Informal guidance from SCs and volunteers partially
explains the success and endurance of the internet model.

Museums vs Amusement Parks
One of the key tensions in the ‘collaborative labor’ that is museum exhibit design is
how to separate an engaging experience from one that is merely distracting (Jacknis
1985: 83). Arguably this is because there is no objective distinction between the two.
However, it is certainly the case that a museum exhibit that is entertaining is more
likely to hold a visitor’s attention than one that is boring. The extent to which
educational value is sacrificing in the name of engagement is the primary point of
contention. The term ‘edutainment’ has come into popular use in academic writing on
education, particularly in in discussion of museums, as a pejorative to describe the
blending of education and entertainment by implying that the former is sacrificed for
the sake of the latter. As Mille Creighton defines it, edutainment is made up of:
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‘entertainments that take on educational functions or invoke a pretence of having such
functions’ (Creighton 1994: 35). These kinds of critique are unsettling as they seem to
suggest that education and entertainment could be easily separated to begin with, or
indeed that they should be. There is often a blurred distinction between the two at
Miraikan, especially in the more popular exhibits. In the Hands-on Model of the
Internet demonstrations take on the form of a game, the visitors are in teams trying to
decipher one another’s messages. These tasks are active and enjoyable but no doubt
reinforce the learning of the mechanisms of the model and by extension the principles
on which the internet works. The internet model serves as an effective illustration of
the kind of educational strategies that Miraikan employs. In a similar fashion, the
device art exhibits depend on an element of play in order to attract the visitor’s
attention to the technology that is being used. This causes the visitor to positively
engage with the objects and therefore to develop an interest in learning about the
technology that make the illusions work. As in a magic show, it produces a desire to
discover just how exactly they do it. There needs to be a re-examination of the long
held bias in museology that education and entertainment must be achieved at the
expense of one another. It seems there is a balance to be struck between making
content that is enjoyable yet informative. One need not be sacrificed for the other.
The comparison to popular amusements -the amusement arcade- in a
derogatory sense is often employed to this effect. Maxwell Anderson, who was the
Alice Pratt Brown director of the Whitney Museum of American Art in New York,
writes on the impact of technology on museum practices. He notes his wariness of
what he sees as the danger of inviting visitors to museums to assess their experiences
against other popular destinations ‘intended to cajole and entertain’ as compared with
malls and amusement parks, museums often fail to meet these expectations of
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entertainment: ‘A critical difference between the museum and the theme park is that
the young consumer choosing between them knows where the better toys, faster food,
state of the art interactive games and comforting amenities are’ (Anderson 1999: 144).
He refers to the example of visitor-drawing dinosaur exhibits using it as an example
of how the difference between a museum and a theme park can be difficult to define.
For example, museums use animatronic robotic dinosaurs in much the same way as
they are used in the Jurassic Park ride at Universal Studios. He notes that this
temptation to animate the motionless object in museum displays, as in the case of
dinosaurs at science museums, is nothing new: ‘it dates at least as far back as the
Capitoline Museums, which were founded in 1471 but extensively renovated in the
nineteenth century. Numerous classical statues there and in the Vatican museums to
this day have brass spindles that allow the visitor to turn the work on a cylindrical
pedestal so as to see it in the best possible light’ (Anderson 1999: 142). A direct
kinaesthetic engagement with an object, particularly with an ancient work of art runs
directly against the notion of a museum as a sacred space where objects are held in
perpetually in stasis.
The tendency towards animation in order to invigorate and inspire has long
been present in the design of science exhibits. For example a 1936 article in The
Science Newsletter describes a novel technique in which ornithologists at Cornell
University Museum projected film and sound onto a meticulously arranged display of
stuffed bird specimens in order to make the birds ‘perform’ for visitors. This illusion
of movement that makes the birds ‘go into their dance’ impresses the author
immensely, who goes on to consider further applications of this method: ‘There is no
reason why mounted lions should not roar, wolves howl and deer snort as well as the
birds sing when the cinematographer and sound technicians take their places with the
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taxidermist, the artist and the collector in gathering the material and setting up the
habitat groups of the future’ (The Science News-Letter 1936: 399).
In attempting to compete with theme parks for luxury and entertainment
value museums risk being viewed poorly in comparison. A contemporary museum
must balance entertainment with other important values in order to be successful.
Therefore the central problem facing museums can be seen: ‘If museums find
themselves seduced by the infinitely variable and ever changing realm of electronic
simulation, they risk draining the original object of its power. If they fail to exploit the
potential of electronic simulation, they just as surely risk losing audiences drawn to
the virtual experiences on screens and in theme parks’ (Anderson 1999: 151).
The derogatory comparison with theme parks is often invoked. Take for
example John Terrell, curator of anthropology at Field Museum of Natural History in
Chicago, as he writes on his concerns about the future of museum research in
‘Disneyland and the Future of Museum Anthropology.’ Terrell laments that less
money is being spent at Field Museum on museum research than on creating ‘visitorfriendly’ interactive exhibitions (Terrell 1991: 149). Terrell pours scorn on the
attitude of exhibit design departments towards curatorship: ‘people don't want to look
at lots and lots of stuff. Except mummies, of course. Everybody loves lots of
mummies. And dinosaurs, too. Plus, a nice place to have lunch. And a comfortable
place to take a load off their museum-weary feet. But definitely not too many things
to look at in big, dusty old glass cases’ (Terrell 1991: 150). The accusation is that
content is sacrificed in order to make the museums more attractive to visitors, the
dining facilities and spaces to congregate are dismissed as if totally unnecessary,
which they may be to a researcher but certainly not to a visitor.
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However not all are quite as pessimistic about the potential for museums to
compete with theme parks and other leisure facilities. Writing on the challenges
facing museum educators at Chicago’s Adler Planetarium and Astronomy Museum,
the author notes: ‘Increased competition for visitors’ leisure time means that our
education department feels more pressure to create experiences that could not be
duplicated by watching the Discovery Channel or visiting a theme park. More and
more, we are called upon as experts in learning to help plan programming, exhibits,
and sky shows that provide engaging experiences for the iPod generation’ (Dragotto et
al 2006: 219). How to quantify an engaging experience as opposed to one that is
merely distracting or entertaining eludes these authors. I would argue that this is
because there is no difference. There are museum exhibits that are entertaining and
there are some that are not, and the former is more likely to hold a visitor’s attention
and thereby to provide the opportunity to educate them in the meantime. The internet
model, through its socially interactive nature, attractive kinesthetic properties as well
as taking on the form of a game successfully entertains visitors. The SCs and
volunteers are charged with the responsibility of scaffolding this experience by
providing casual guidance to support its users.
The museum educators discussed above, Dragotto et al. and Anderson, both
argue that contemporary museums must counter virtual experiences with real ones.
Dragotto et al makes reference to regaining the attention of the ‘iPod generation’ and
Anderson predicts that ‘the growing surfeit of “virtual” experiences in daily life is
likely to result in a growing appetite for the authentic’ (Anderson 1999: 144). The
hands-on model of the internet is certainly enjoyable to play with and is not
something that could be replicated at home or in a virtual environment. It is the
physical gratification that it provides the visitors, supported by the interaction with
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SCs and volunteers that increase its educational potential. A recent National Research
Council report titled ‘Learning Science in Informal Environments’ in its section on
designed settings in museums states that: ‘a key educational challenge for designed
spaces is to link emotional and sensory responses with science-specific phenomena.
Associating scientific thinking with engaging and enjoyable events and real-world
outcomes can create important connections on a personal level’ (Bell et al 2009: 128).
Here we see a tacit acknowledgement that enjoyable exhibits are more memorable
and thereby have the potential to assist in teaching.
There are continued debates about the best strategies for designing and
utilizing museum facilities to teach science, particularly to children. For example,
Phillip Stephenson, a lecturer in primary school science teaching, argues that fostering
a positive attitude in children towards science is best achieved through museum visits.
He describes ‘Science in the Making,’ an approach to science promoted by the then
Cambridgeshire LEA primary science advisory team built around teaching with
objects. ‘The principle behind the idea is that teachers should consider museum visits,
particularly those with a breadth of culturally defining artefacts in the collection, as an
element of their termly science teaching’ (Stephenson 1998: 40). This teaching
method involves designing classroom activities to take place in conjunction with
museum visits along a particular scientific theme, drawing on the direct engagement
with objects in the museum to engage the children to the practical implementation of
scientific principles and their importance to society. Stephenson is concerned with
what he perceives as the often-negative portrayal of science in the media.
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By emphasizing disasters and potential disasters over its achievements he believes it
has had an impact on the attitudes of children towards science:
‘As a consequence, children take inappropriate attitudes towards science and
technology with them into adulthood, the process thus becoming selfperpetuating. Students interviewed for primary science teacher education
courses whose main subject is to be science often show a startlingly negative
attitude towards such issues as genetic engineering, the use of agrochemicals
or nuclear power. When pressed, the students cannot support their prejudices
with factual evidence but rely on received wisdom and “gut reaction”
(Stephenson 1998: 37).
In this view, the negative media portrayal is to be countered by active and engaging
activities such as those found at science museums. Stephenson’s approach could be
characterized by its detractors as indulging in a form of ‘edutainment.’ It is interesting
that Stephensen believes that a negative attitude towards issues such as nuclear power
can only be the result of ignorance, as there are plenty of well documented examples
of nuclear disasters and near misses (Chernobyl etc), not to mention the fact that there
is still no satisfactory solution as to what is to be done with nuclear waste.
Exhibits in science museums such as Miraikan must simultaneously cater to
groups of children of different ages, adults with varying degrees of scientific
knowledge and scientific professionals. Different visitors require different kinds of
assistance and often these groups are mixed in the audiences for demonstrations, as in
the hands-on model of the internet. Furthermore, even within subgroups of visitors
there are often mixes of different ages and abilities, as of course in family groups
which are ‘numerically and economically’ the single largest audience at science
centers (Bell et al. 2009: 128). Therefore science museum exhibits and their
accompanying instructional content must be designed in order to cater to different
ages and abilities. This poses a challenge in the new audience-centred focus for 21st
century museums.
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Since the year two thousand there have been various different experiments
with integrating digital content into museum displays. This can be viewed partly in
relation to the governments ‘e-Japan strategy’ which promotes internet based learning
over this period, although of course there have been similar projects in museums the
world over (PM of Japan, Public Relations Office: 2001). For example there was a
trial run of a mobile phone based, cross-institutional audiovisual tour at Ueno
Zoological Gardens and the National Science Museum in Tokyo, wherein the visitor
uses their mobile phones to access information about the exhibit they are viewing via
the internet, either by inputting its URL website link or scanning the QR (quick
response) barcode (Arita-Kikutani, Sakamoto 2007: 38). The study received a
lukewarm response from participants who found problems with usability, speed and
content. Although there were some advantages of mobile content: ‘By relying on
visitors to use their own mobile phones, museums can be freed from the maintenance
of mobile guide devices for rent. Museums can also be freed from the cost of
replacement of these devices when they break down’ (Arita-Kikutani & Sakamoto
2007: 36).
For the most part, Miraikan exhibits still rely on printed explanatory
materials. The labels and explanations for most exhibits are provided in Japanese and
English on the wall, counter or somewhere nearby. The paper museum guides are
available in four languages (Japanese/Chinese/Korean/English) and give a broad
overview of and directions to the major attractions. There have, however, been
attempts to incorporate more interactive ways of delivering information, from
computer terminals or other simpler push button interfaces. The Songs of Anagura
(anagura no uta) exhibit includes an area with two tablet computers that have been
set up to exclusively show content from the exhibitions accompanying flash
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(multimedia platform based) website. There are videos of and more detailed
explanations of the design and concept of the exhibition. This information could also
be accessed via the Miraikan website, highlighting the ongoing dilemmas in how
much the content of museum exhibitions should be freely available online as well as
physically in the museum for visitors. For instance, whether the presence of facilities
to access online material while in the museum enhances or distracts from the visitor
experience. Also, how much exhibit space should be devoted to presenting material
that could be viewed anywhere as in this case. The Lifestyle 2050 exhibit used a
similar part-online approach however the curators chose to make some of the online
content accessible only after having visited the exhibit and receiving a personalized
pass code. This led to some confusion and ambiguity as to how it should be be best
experienced. Several of the staff and volunteers didn’t understand what visitors were
expected to do, leading to a comic situation where a visitor asked me, I asked a more
senior volunteer, who asked a science communicator, who asked several others before
we collectively had a vague answer about what to do.
In a four-year study aimed at examining how digital technology might add
educational value to museum visits the National Museum of Science (NSM), Tokyo
used handheld Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) audio guides to try and design a
better way of delivering exhibit information. The PDA content is automatically
triggered by infrared sensors at each exhibit along with integrated circuit (IC) cards
for use at museum kiosks to give the right language as well as the right level
(child/adult) of information. Cards were also used by the museum to track the
visitor’s progress. The researchers found that the innovations were largely
unsuccessful, due to limitations in the technology but more importantly due to a
failure to understand the differing demands of the different audiences. The authors
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lament that ‘some young visitors quickly swipe their IC cards and then run to the next
computer kiosk without reviewing the information that is available. Card swipes
activate changes to the text (e.g. English gets converted to Japanese). Such actions
potentially disturb adult visitors who are likely more engaged in reading text on the
screen than younger visitors, who appear to be more occupied with the novelty of the
IC card system’ (Lydens et al 2007: 13).
Writing on the same study, Awano discusses the effectiveness of various
different digital devices currently being used in Japanese museums to enhance visitor
experiences, including PDA’s, mobile phones, podcasts and QR (quick response)
code triggered audio guides. Awano describes how a PDA guide at the Tate Modern
in London demonstrated how this technology could be better utilized: ‘The Tate
version of the PDA guide seemed to me to contain much richer content in comparison
to most of the PDA exhibition guides that I’ve experienced in Japan. Museums in
Japan and elsewhere need to continue to explore the effective uses of audio guides as
educational tools, investigating the optimal amount, type and ways of presenting
information in order to increase visitors’ attention, interest and subsequent visits to
the museum exhibits’ (Awano 2007: 24). During my time at Miraikan I visited the
National Science Museum in March and found the IC card system still in place.
Although notably the cards were no longer a necessity, you can simply approach the
terminal and press button to view information on the objects on display. I did however
find it distracting as it had the potential to lull visitors into traveling from terminal to
terminal and reading about the objects without looking at them directly.
In this case the system designed to give information on the exhibits was
upstaging the exhibits themselves in seeking the children’s attention. The joy of
swiping the card becomes an activity in itself as the act of play upstages the
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information that is to be delivered. It is not necessarily evidence of misbehaviour by
children but rather of a failure on the part of the researchers to see how different
audiences require different kinds of attention. However, I am sure that many adults
will also have been swiping the cards just for the fun of it. It is articulated in the
media anthropologist Edmund Carpenter’s observation on how reading isolates a
single sense and in doing so is intellectually demanding, tiring and will always fall
short of lived experience in the eyes of children: ‘Asked where he has been, a child
who has been running, shouting, slipping in the mud, smelling autumn leaves, eating
hot dogs, replies “out”. Asked what he has been doing he says “nothing”. Finally the
parent extracts an acceptable answer “playing baseball”. But that reply is adequate
only to the parent. The child knows how inadequate words are for any total sensory
experience’ (Carpenter 1972: 65). It is through play and active, sensory, experience
that children’s educational needs are best met in science museum exhibits. In having
created such an experience in the hands-on model of the internet, the science
educators at Miraikan have a means of holding the attention of mixed audiences who
can then be taught through the act of playing.

Making the Abstract Tangible
The unexpected results of the aforementioned experiments in integrating digital
content into science museum exhibits highlights the importance of sensory experience
to learning. The internet model, in its conversion of an abstract notion into one that
can not only be seen but literally held, in part goes to explain its success in holding
the attention of younger visitors. The interplay of the senses is vital to understanding,
as a form of analogical reasoning whereby things that are difficult to describe may be
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demonstrated in a form with which we are already familiar. As Jutte describes the
connection between the various senses in classical philosophy, the internet model
capitalizes on a form of higher sense ‘sensus communis’ (Jutte 2005: 20) in which the
interplay (or communion) between the different senses gives rise to an overall
awareness. This feeling is distinct from and greater than the sum of the senses put
together. In this way the physical act of using the black and white balls to construct a
binary code makes the abstract corporeal. The internet becomes something that can be
seen, felt, even weighed in the palm of your hand.
In this respect the hands-on model might be seen as having a mimetic
relationship with the internet. Mimesis, as described by Taussig is the process by
which the copy is capable of drawing on the power and character of the original.
Taussig was influenced by Frazer’s notion of sympathetic magic, and sought to relate
it to the concept of mimesis as: ‘the copy, in magical practice, affecting the original to
such a degree that the representation shares in or acquires the properties of the
represented’ (Taussig 1993: 48). Magical reasoning, based on similarity and
contagion between that which is tangible and that which is abstract allows the internet
model to effectively acquire the qualities of the internet despite being different in
substance and scale.
William Stahl wrote an article on the use of magical language in discourse on
technology, which was based on an analysis of articles on computers in Time
magazine between 1979 -1989. Stahl found that 36% of the 175 articles considered
utilised ‘explicitly magical or religious language’ to refer to computers (Stahl 1995:
235). Stahl intriguingly notes the similarity between electric and magical power, both
as unseen animating forces and therefore it is unsurprising that magical language is
employed to describe the internet. He goes further even to suggesting that magical,
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electrical and political forms of power are analogically related (Stahl 1995: 254). The
language of magic as a euphemism for power continues to be relevant on discourses
about technology. The role of the magician is one that is marginalised yet revered in
much the same way as computer scientists are in contemporary journalism. Magic as
an analogy, or a real working process continues to be relevant to anthropological
understandings of technology, spirituality and other power-knowledge relations in all
their various manifestations.
There is no absolute measure of the success or failure of a museum exhibit.
There are various methods that museum staff might use to determine the value of the
hands-on model of the internet. One of the most common is time, as Falk describes it
‘the single measure most frequently used for evaluating exhibit(s) quality
/effectiveness and assessing visitor behavior’ (Falk 1982: 10). Falk uses a department
store metaphor to describe the importance of time in museum visits. As the primary
factor limiting the behavior of a customer in a department store is money, time is
similarly crucial to a museum visitor. In these terms the ‘serious shoppers’ are those
visitors who know exactly what they want to see in the museum to best make use of
their limited time (Falk 1982: 12). It is also apparent in Falk’s discussion however
that simply equating length of time spent viewing an exhibit with its success fails to
take into account this variety of visitor behaviors. In the case of the internet model at
Miraikan, time is quite redundant, as the exhibit is experienced in guided
demonstrations of fixed length. Therefore the amount of time spent by visitors with
the exhibit and indeed the number of visitors that get to interact with the exhibit is
fixed. A maximum of twenty visitors experience the exhibit in demonstrations that
take place six times per day, each with a duration of half an hour.
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The primary limitation of the internet model is that it requires large amounts
of space and human labour. The hourly demonstrations are led by a Science
Communicator, and require at least one other staff member or volunteer to assist
when the group splits into teams. Between demonstrations an SC must clear and
reorganise the exhibit area and intermittently explain the model to the occasional
bemused onlooker. There is necessarily a significant amount of human labour
involved in facilitating this kind of exhibit, whereas traditional cabinet displays and
models require much less support. In terms of space, the model occupies an area the
size of which could accommodate several more conventional sized models or
exhibits. Of course the model’s impressive size, as well as its interactive properties
facilitated by the guidance of science communicators are part of its success, however
costly in terms of resources. The broader lessons for museum education might be that
successful science exhibits require a novel aspect, a creative design and perhaps most
importantly staff support in facilitating visitors interaction and understanding with the
model being demonstrated. Staff support is key to the model’s success.
The hands-on model of the internet by giving an abstract concept tangible
form with which the visitors can both physically and intellectually engage is an
example of museum education at its best. Through my research at the museum I have
been led to conclude that its enduring success over the past ten years is due to its
effective negotiation of many of these challenges. Those highlighted in this discussion
are how to balance entertainment and educational content, how to address the
demands of mixed audiences and how to educate without being overly prescriptive as
the Science Communicators and volunteers effectively demonstrate.
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This kind of exhibit demonstrates the continued relevance of science
museum education. The internet model is important because it runs counter to many
of the other exhibits at the museum which work by making people absent. Instead, it
works precisely because of the incorporation of human participants into the model
itself. The abstract notion of the internet is made tangible in the physical form of the
model, but also through its scale whereby processes that are too fast and minute to be
observed by the naked eye are made bigger and slower, and therefore easier for
visitors to perceive and interact with. In other words, part of the success of the
internet model is that it takes an inhuman phenomena and gives it human scale and
form. In a related discussion, the following chapter will consider how by various
means machines at the museum are humanized yet at the same time human behaviour,
in certain contexts, can be automated.
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Fig 5.1 The Hands-on Model of the Internet

Fig 5.2 Diagram: how messages are sent and recieved using the binary system
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Fig 5.3 Terminal E of the Hands-on Model of the Internet
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6: Friendly Behaviour
Anthropomorphic avatars and disembodied voices are part of every day life in
Japanese cities. From animated characters that bow after you complete a transaction at
an automated teller machine to the incredible proliferation of consumer goods bearing
cute faces. There is a discernable growing tendency to anthropomorphize machines.
Yet these anthropomorphic devices stand in contrast with the somewhat automated
nature of many human interactions. Particularly in the behavior required of employees
that work in service roles, which calls to mind the demand that workers must often
behave as machines from which the notion of a robot originates. The following
discussion will critically examine examples not only of how friendliness can be
mechanically produced but also of new devices being imbued with functions to
demonstrate their friendliness.
At five minutes before five o’clock, the imminent closing of the museum at
Miraikan is indicated by a recorded tanoi announcement, which plays on loop,
thanking visitors in English, Japanese, Chinese and Korean. This is followed by an
instrumental version of Auld Lang Syne. This song is often used in bars, restaurants
and izakaya in Japan to indicate closing time. I comment on the strangeness of the
song being used in this manner as in the United Kingdom it is solely associated with
New Year’s Eve celebrations, to a volunteer who does not recognize the title however
on hearing the tune exclaims “Oh! The going home song!” Another volunteer
confides in me that the leaving music is his favorite sound “I love it when the music
starts! Means it’s time to go home…” Once this music begins the staff begin to gently
encourage the visitors to leave, though never by direct instruction. This is achieved by
standing in rows at a right angle to the exit and thanking and bowing to visitors as
they pass. Unlike the staff the volunteers are not obliged to wait until the last visitors
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leave, although they usually do. When I bow I look like an idiot, but I dutifully do so
nonetheless. The museum is usually empty of customers within ten minutes of
closing. The gentleness of the closing procedures, so as never to directly confront a
visitor with an order to leave are reminiscent of the kind of tactics used in upscale
retail stores.
One of the key functions of the Science Communicators and Volunteers at
Miraikan is to walk among the museum exhibits and to give visitors information as
they request it. The most common question visitors ask is ‘where is the toilet?’
however due to the nature of the exhibits the next visitor might ask for an explanation
of 3D printing or quantum computing. SC’s and volunteers are therefore expected to
be able to give answer such questions in a friendly and approachable manner. This
kind of informal guidance is the volunteers’ main role at the museum. Being unpaid
they are usually required to do little but stand on the exhibit floor and be available to
talk with visitors. I found this freedom to wander and talk to strangers made acting as
a volunteer quite conducive to participant observation. When the museum is quiet it
could become a little awkward as the staff and volunteers patrolling the exhibition
space outnumbered visitors. There is a skill in being present and available to visitors
without being overbearing. The patterns of walking slowly and maintaining open
gestures without too much eye contact are familiar to anyone who has ever worked in
retail or other similar service roles. By a chance encounter with a researcher at the
Advanced Telecommunications Research Institute I found a name for this sort of
behavior: friendly patrolling.
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Friendly Patrolling
On a visit to the ATR laboratory I witnessed a public demonstration of Robovie II to a
group of visiting schoolchildren. Robovie is an interactive humanoid robot,
characterized by humanlike physical expressions and various sensors. It has sensors
that enable it to respond to visible, audible and tactile stimuli. Robovie is 120cm high
and 40cm wide, with eyes, two arms and a metal torso on wheels. It has a decidedly
retro appearance vaguely resembling Robby the Robot from Forbidden Planet (See
Fig.6.2). I had encountered this model of Robovie before at a different laboratory, in a
state of disrepair, where I was invited to grab the robot’s arm in order to demonstrate
its touch sensors. Grabbing its forearm caused it to jerk its head towards me as an
acknowledgement of the touch in quite a tense and unsettling way.
In this demonstration the children were taking it in turns to walk past
Robovie and be greeted, thereby showing the robot’s spatial awareness as it must
navigate around the person. It approaches, says hello, the young girl says hello back,
and then giggles and runs away. There is a monitor nearby with a graphic
representation of how Robovie is navigating the controlled space where the
procession of schoolchildren is being greeted. I listened to the researcher explaining
the images on the monitor for a little while and later read some of ATR’s material
describing past experiments using Robovie, including one titled ‘Friendly Patrolling’
in which the robot was used to imitate the behavior of security staff at a shopping
mall. The intention was to create a model of how staff must patrol an area in a visible,
authoritative and yet approachable way. This was achieved by recording the
movements of security staff at a mall and then having Robovie repeat the same
walking patterns. The model for friendly patrolling was created based on recording
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the movements of experienced security guards at a shopping mall using positional and
video data.
Friendly patrolling is described as follows: ‘In daily life, security guards
police officers and sales clerks roam around environments and nonverbally exhibit
friendly behavior so that people feel comfortable talking to them. We modeled the
behavior of human experts during friendly patrolling, which we defined as a roaming
behavior that nonverbally presents a friendly attitude, to encourage people to talk to
such professionals’ (Hayashi et al. 2011: 1). The researchers go on to argue that in
order for robots to operate successfully in such roles they must learn to conform to
expected behaviors: ‘friendly patrolling is an expected behavior for natural encounters
with people in such services as staff in shops, staff at train and bus stations and guards
and police officers in public environments in some countries (hopefully in most
countries)’ (Hayashi et al. 2011: 2). The acknowledgement that the expected behavior
of service and security staff might vary from country to country is important as this is
arguably the case. Obvious examples of ways in which service staff are expected to
behave differently in Japan compared to elsewhere include bowing and other gestures
as well as the use of sonkeigo, respectful language used exclusively when speaking to
superiors or customers in a professional environment.
The experiment used thirty-nine participants and was conducted in a
shopping mall. Two parameters were controlled in the study: the speed with which the
robot moved when near a pedestrian and the distance kept. The researchers
acknowledged that these parameters were specific to the robot they used and perhaps
to Japanese people’ (Hayashi et al. 2011: 8), again raising the possibility of the
cultural specificity of these patterns of behavior. The research findings rather
unnervingly mention the choice of modeling the behavior of security guards was
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made on the basis that in the future robots will be used for surveillance and security in
public spaces. Concluding: ‘will these robots simply patrol and intimidate people? We
believe that such robots in the future will be used in friendly and socially acceptable
manners. In other words, these robots need a function to show their friendliness’
(Hayashi et al. 2011: 7). This summary gets to the heart of what friendly patrolling is:
a function to show friendliness. I would argue that many aspects of this mode of
behavior are culturally specific and that it must be learned, as with any social
convention. The attempt to model and emulate such gestures with a machine serves to
highlight the mechanical nature of these patterns of behavior. Put simply, service staff
must necessarily become like robots.
Henri Bergson famously observed that ‘The attitudes, gestures, and
movements of the human body are laughable in exact proportion as that body reminds
us of a mere machine’ (Bergson 1956: 72). This certainly was my experience when I
tried to learn to bow correctly. This was during volunteer training day ahead of
beginning my research at the museum. This included a brief training session in polite
behavior, how to gesture and bow correctly to visitors, as well as learning some son
keigo phrases. I was amused when the woman leading the politeness training explains
how in England all people leave school with this level of etiquette training. It occurs
to me that many paid jobs do not give this level of introductory training, as I
repeatedly (and hopelessly) practice bowing facing a fellow new volunteer doing the
same. To a foreigner, the sight of people in service positions bowing repeatedly can
be at times both humorous and unsettling. In Sofia Coppola’s Lost in Translation
(2003) there is a humorous scene where the protagonist walks in and out of a Tokyo
hotel lobby repeatedly, causing the staff to bow repeatedly in quick succession.
Bowing provides a good example of social gesture that causes people to act like
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machines. By jerking forwards in a controlled fashion, the onlooker is presented with
a deliberate act of humility. One that is formal, regimented and difficult to
misinterpret. Luckily Miraikan is only a semi-formal service environment so bowing
is less frequent and less intensely regimented than it would be in say a hotel or
restaurant. The staff that act as greeters and work on the reception desks (exclusively
young women) bow more often and with the most skill of all the staff and volunteers.
They also have a more complex uniform than the SC’s and volunteers, consisting of a
purple vest and underneath it an inferably Star Trek inspired grey skinny jump suit.
Science Communicators dress casually and must only wear a white vest to identify
themselves as staff. Volunteers have the same vest, but in garish orange, making it
considerably more conspicuous.
Bowing can be humorous as it makes a person appear mechanical, by
repeating unnatural movements like the wooden figures in a cuckoo clock. Arguably
the purpose of this and other formal gestures is a kind of ‘othering’ in order to
demonstrate the distinction between service staff and those that they serve. Friendly
patrolling is interesting in this regard because although staff and volunteers are acting
in a service role, in order to engage with visitors they must be approachable.
Therefore many of the characteristics of friendly patrolling, as it is performed at
Miraikan, are to counter the rigid distinction between staff and customer. Volunteers
in particular problematize this distinction as all are unpaid and therefore tend to be
reasonably affluent, wandering the exhibits in much the same way as a visitor would
and necessarily acting quite casually in order to facilitate friendly conversations with
visitors. In short, friendly patrolling encompasses a paradox of being approachable yet
distant, as volunteers straddle the divide between service staff and customer.
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If service staff must behave as ‘other’ to customers then perhaps it is
unsurprising that there has long been a dream to have these roles provided by robots.
As Arthur Harkins succinctly puts it ‘Why have a machine with a mind of its own
who can say “No!”? People in general prefer the appliance robot’ (Harkins 1983: 29).
In Tokyo already there are anthropomorphized devices all around, as soon as you
begin to look for them. On the subway the doors speak (incidentally, listening to
automated train announcements is an excellent way to learn son keigo phrases),
animated characters bow to you at cash points when you complete a transaction, at
many bars tablet computers have taken the place of waiters, the food is served by
humans but the communication between the customers and the staff happens almost
exclusively via the computer. Service functions have been increasingly automated for
a long time, evident in the widespread use of vending machines to place orders in
everywhere from restaurants to hairdressers. Just as volunteers at the museum have to
perform their friendliness in order to make human connections, there are many
situations where a highly formalized, even automated interaction is preferable, hence
the enthusiasm for automation and the idea of a service robot. In an interview with
Shuichi Nishio, a researcher at Intelligent Robotics and Communication Laboratories,
Advanced Telecommunications Research Institute International the practical
application of tele-operated humanoid robots were described as follows: ‘As a new
communication medium that can transmit not only conversational information but
human presence. Also, the semi-teleoperational nature of the androids allows various
applications that require professional knowledge occasionally but for the most time
routine responses are only necessary, such as a sales receptionist.’ The choice of
receptionist as a role that could be filled by an android is interesting as it hints at the
nature of these kinds of service positions.
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One section of the ASIMO robot demonstrations at Miraikan is the roboto no
shokai (robot introduction) where ASIMO tells the audience about another robot and
explains its purpose. The audience is shown footage of the robot being described and
are asked what they think it is and could be used for before ASIMO gives the
answers. The robot that is introduced varies from show to show, however the one that
tends to get the most powerful reaction from the audience is the female android HRP4C. Unlike ASIMO the android has been given a convincing and attractive human
face, although its movements immediately make the onlooker realize it is a machine.
Lacking in expressions or fluidity of movement, the backing dancers serve to
underline its relative stiffness though it is impressive nonetheless, and usually elicits
genuine surprise and awe from the crowd. It was created by the National Institute of
Advanced Industrial Science and Technology and unveiled in 2009 for potential use
in the entertainment industry.
The accompanying press release described how it’s specifications were
chosen: ‘Looks like a human being with a height of 158 cm and body weight of 43 kg
(including the battery), and the positions of the joints and dimensions are set to the
average values for young Japanese females in the “Japanese Body Dimension
Database 1997-98” (National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and
Technology 2009). The same press release refers to how earlier models in the series
have proven potential for use in ‘3D’ jobs (dirty, dangerous and demanding): ‘with
equipment offering dust-proof and drip-proof performance as well as excellent
moving functions.’ ASIMO’s introduction does not refer to the potential of HRP-4C
instead focusing on the entertainment side. It was usually described as the first
android pop star or fashion model in technology news reportage that accompanied its
release two years ago. There is a clear gender aspect to the design and intended uses
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of a pretty female android that was designed based on the measurements of young
Japanese women. ASIMO provides an interesting contrast being purposefully
designed to be gender neutral, though often wrongly identified as male.
We have seen how service staff may behave like robots and robots are being
designed as ideal replacements for service staff. But what of other less formal roles
where friendliness is necessary? Another recent experiment to make use of Robovie
II’s services was conducted last year with a view to seeing if a robot could be used to
provide companionship to the elderly, in which Robovie was placed in an elderly care
center to support the elderly through conversation. It seems to have taken a significant
amount of human labour to facilitate the conversations between Robovie and the
elderly, so the staff needn’t worry about their jobs for the time being. However, this
experiment does highlight how there is a continued desire to see service roles that
require a decree of emotional involvement occupied by robots. There is a movement
towards making machines easier to interact with, friendly even, that can be seen in the
design of consumer electronics, particularly those intended for the domestic sphere.
Household appliances must also be user-friendly.

User-Friendliness
Household appliances are often steeped in the language of utility, where terms such as
‘user-friendly’ are used to denote the degree of ergonomic functionality of a given
product. But there are various less tangible qualities that can determine an appliance’s
commercial viability. Aesthetics, novelty, humor, even emotions play a crucial role in
the success or failure of a domestic product. In Japan this is all too well understood,
where a culture of kawaii, of novel-cuteness, dictates that domestic appliances must
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not only be functional, they must be attractive. Occhi argues that the contemporary
brand mascot kyara (characters) owe their existence to a tradition of anthromorphism
in Japanese art that is at least nine hundred years old, giving chojujinbutsu giga
(caricature of human-animal characters) as historical examples of this technique.
Describing one such artwork: ‘beginning with the depiction of a Sumo match, the first
of its four parts consists of a series of scenes of animals including frogs, rabbits and
monkeys engaged in human activities (for example, dancing, swimming, running,
shooting bows and arrows)’ (Occhi 2012: 117).
In Japan household goods are often anthropomorphized in a cartoonish way
in order to increase their aesthetic appeal. This effect is amplified once the
anthropomorphized device is capable of socially interacting with its user as in the case
of some robotic devices currently under development. Technology for use in the
domestic sphere has the potential to shape the spaces it inhabits, even to the extent of
impacting on one’s social relationships, as was recorded in Church’s discussion of
media technology in Australian homes (Church et al. 2010: 265). The following is a
discussion of such appliances in order to explore their potential for establishing an
affective relationship with a user, beyond their functional properties, literally their
‘user-friendliness’.
In the Innovation and Future section of Miraikan, where I conducted most of
the participant observation for this research, one day I noticed that attached to a board
behind a colleague’s desk is a pair of eyes, made of LED lights (See Fig.6.3). These
occasionally appear to gaze left and right as if taking note of those visitors who walk
past. One time someone drew a face on the board around where the eyes are placed in
order to complete the illusion of a face stuck on the wall. Occasionally a member of
staff will pull the eyes off of the wall (they are attached with velcro) and attach them
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to something else in order to demonstrate how they work. A computer monitor, or
sometimes the surface of the desk itself is transformed into a face in such a way. I
have encountered these eyes before, at the Anzai-Imai laboratory of Keio University,
where a lead researcher in developing human-like robotic parts such as these,
Hirotaka Osawa, explained them to me.
The eye-like devices are made of OLED panels, with motion sensors and
among other applications, they have been used as part of a system Dr Osawa had
developed to give appliances faces and arms, so that an appliance might be able to
explain itself and give instructions and feedback to its user. On our first meeting he
used a past presentation slideshow as well as the device itself to explain the purpose
and potential utility of giving appliances faces and arms. I sat opposite an ordinary
vacuum cleaner, but for the addition of a face and arms, as its voice and gestures
guided me around its various functions. In order to facilitate better interaction
between humans and machines, robotic parts that give a machine a face, voice and the
ability to gesture to its user were the primary purpose of developing the system, which
I will refer to from now on as the vacuum cleaner gesture robot (See Fig.6.4). It could
potentially be used with most appliances. However when I encountered the system it
was being used with a vacuum cleaner, as it was in the experiments I will refer to later
in this discussion. Osawa describes the system as giving appliances the ability to
‘explain their functions by themselves’ using the coordinated displays, motor, sensor,
microcontroller and wireless devices that constitute the face and arms.
The hypothesis underlying Osawa’s research is that people interact better
with devices if they anthropomorphize them. In his words: ‘Our proposed humanoid
parts redefine the currently ambiguous boundary between “the ability to perform a
task” and “the ability to act humanly” in a communication robot’ (Osawa et al. 2009:
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109). Indeed to a child, the definition of a robot can be as simple as any ‘machine that
can talk’ (Webb 1983: 5). Under these terms any appliance with the ability to interact
with its user socially would fulfil this criterion. There are already examples of this
principle in use (human voices giving directions in car GPS systems etc). There are
also some particularly Japanese examples, for instance computerized voices and
graphics of a bank teller on a cash point ATM screen that says ‘thank you’ and bows
as you complete a transaction (See Fig.6.1). There are also functional benefits to
giving a machine the ability to speak and gesture, in that it may better convey spatial
information. Put simply, a vacuum cleaner that can point to its power button may be
easier to use than one that comes with a written diagram. The gesture robot’s
anthropomorphic features are summarized in an article which argues that it can be
easier to use for the elderly in particular: ‘The gesture robot creates a human-like
appearance and assists voice interaction with human-like gestures, emotions, social
acts and conceptual metaphors’ (Osawa et al. 2010: 179). The ability to convey
emotions is included alongside the gesture robots more functional abilities.
In a related experiment, where a participant took instructions from a
refrigerator fitted with the same eye-like parts about what items in the kitchen to
collect and place inside of it. A voice would be heard instructing the participant to
retrieve objects and place them in the refrigerator’s ‘stomach.’ The experiment was
then conducted once with the robotic eyes and once without to see what difference
anthropomorphism made to the participants’ ability to understand the refrigerator’s
instructions: ‘To clearly detect participant action, we conducted the experiment by the
“Wizard of Oz” method. In this method, all of the object’s motions are watched by the
hidden experimenter’ (Osawa et al. 2009: 114). The researchers described how the
control group, who heard spoken instructions without the addition of robotic eyes
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gesturing, found it more difficult to interpret the refrigerator’s commands: ‘they were
unable to understand who was talking; in other words, they were unable to understand
the anthropomorphic representation of words like “want” or “my stomach.” In fact,
after the final instruction “Please put them into my stomach,” one participant held an
object to his stomach. This action was caused by the participant’s inability to see the
body image of the refrigerator’ (Osawa et al. 2009: 115).
It is hoped that appliances with this kind of social interface may be especially
useful for the elderly or physically impaired. This is part of a broader belief within
Japanese robotics that the future lies in elderly medical and domestic care, as is well
documented in Jennifer Robertson’s analysis of the government led initiative
Innovation 25 referred to earlier in this thesis (Robertson 2007). During our
discussion Osawa did add that the gesture robot could also be useful for children:
Osawa: I think that the gesture robot is good for both children/infants and
older people. Acquired knowledge is sometimes lost, however, innate habits
are never forgotten. Children/infants have sometimes not have acquired
knowledge, but they can respond to anthropomorphic features because they
are innately programmed to do so. Older people may forget things they are
taught. But if the features have a more anthropomorphic attitude, they are
less easy to forget.
Here Dr Osawa is referring to the idea that there are innate human abilities to respond
to other’s expressions and gestures that mean that those with impaired memories or
limited capacity for abstract thought (as in the case of infants) could benefit from
having an appliance that can direct them in this manner. Before addressing these
claims directly, it is worthwhile to consider how domestic appliances have come to be
anthropomorphized until now and what this might teach us about the commercial
viability of the robotic vacuum cleaner. There are various robotic vacuum cleaners
that are not anthropomorphized but are mobile and intelligent, in the sense of actually
being capable of performing cleaning tasks independently of the user. These are now
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commercially well established, with dozens of different brands being sold worldwide.
But the gesture robot is arguably more closely descended from a tendency in product
design towards anthropomorphizing domestic items, which goes back much further.

The Kawaii Aesthetic and Anthropomorphism
The question of whether adding a face to an appliance, even one that is capable of
gesturing, actually increases one’s ability (or enjoyment) in using it is difficult to
meaningfully engage with. There are clearly those who design based on this principle
and Tokyo is filled with examples of cartoonish anthropomorphism in domestic
product design and marketing (See Fig.6.5). Appliances and other domestic items
with faces can be seen in most homeware stores. I would argue that the prolific use of
cartoonish faces in order to market household items is part of a broader kawaii (cute)
aspect of the consumer culture of Japan. Sharon Kinsella defined the concept well in
her writing on cute culture trends in the 1980’s and 1990’s: ‘Kawaii or “cute”
essentially means childlike; it celebrates sweet, adorable, innocent, pure, simple,
genuine, gentle, vulnerable, weak, and inexperienced social behavior and physical
appearances’ (Kinsella 1995: 15). Her reference to kawaii as being that which may be
considered childlike or simple is important in reading the kind of faces household
items are given. Both in the examples of packaging and the gesture robot itself it is
not an authentic human face, but a cartoon, an approximation that is being employed.
The kawaii aesthetic in consumer goods and its relationship with cartoons has been
well explored. Botz-Bornstein decries the underlying ethos of the aesthetics of
cuteness (kawairashisa):
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‘[kawaii] denotes a common popular culture closely linked to aesthetic
expressions of kitsch, and which developed remarkably distinct features in all
modernized East Asian countries. Modern East Asian popular culture bears
traits of a social crisis that is most obvious in Japan, and which some people
characterize as being “all style and no substance.” A disillusionment with
society as well as a psychological helplessness has created a youth culture that
engages in consumption and the creation of a commodified dream world’
(Botz-Bornstein 2008: 95).
Christine Yano’s discussion of Japanese ‘cute-overload’ explores the phenomenal
success of Hello Kitty branded goods, which incidentally are also based on giving
various items a friendly-face motif. In Yano’s view ‘the interaction between viewer
and viewed’ is what defines the kawaii aesthetic (Yano 2009: 681). Brian McVeigh
also used Hello Kitty and among other brands in his discussion of ‘consumertopia,’ in
order to explore how brands capitalize on the aesthetic relationship between cute, cool
and camp (McVeigh 2000: 227). He refers to a ‘daily aesthetic of cuteness and campiness’ defined as ‘an artificiality of manner or appearance, appreciated for its humor or
triteness’ (McVeigh 2000: 226). Again it is artificiality and novelty, which are central
to achieving the desirable aesthetic. The addition of faces to domestic items in order
to provoke a positive emotional response is an established practice and the gesture
robot can arguably be seen as an extension of this principle. As with a mop-head that
has a smiley face or all manner of domestic goods, which carry Hello Kitty and other
popular character’s faces, the purpose is, to evoke a positive emotional response. This
is intended to utilize the emotional response to kawaii in order to facilitate interaction
between the viewer and the viewed.
Belief in the efficacy of the kawaii aesthetic in Japanese product design,
although widespread, is far from universal. In research into the then burgeoning use of
emoticons in mobilie text messaging in Japan, Hjorth surveyed the attitudes of
consumers towards the use of these and other kawaii features. The research was
undertaken in Tokyo in the year 2000, when mobile phones enabled with internet and
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photo taking capabilities were becoming increasingly commonplace. The proportion
of the Japanese population with access to the internet surged to above 80% as a result
of mobile phones being WAP-enabled, a surprising figure at the time.8 Three quarters
of those surveyed said they “didn’t really care” about the cute characters despite
regularly using them (Hjorth 2003: 53). With one informant describing their distain
for Hello Kitty emoticons in particular:
“I don't use characters such as Hello Kitty as I remember her as I was
growing up in the 1970’s and she seemed to me to be symbolic of the role
that women were made to occupy in Japan: passive and voiceless. I know
that some people use her ironically or paradoxically but I can’t shift that
memory. Also, it is funny, it seems to me that more and more men are using
Hello Kitty in order to attract their imagined ideal of the typical [female] user
who doesn't exist anymore” (Hjorth 2003: 55).
For this informant, these kind of emoticons represent an idealized and infantilized
female consumer. Her observation that these images are, in fact, used by men more
often than by women demonstrates their underlying ethos.
While Japan may be the country where the design principle of cartoonish
anthropomorphization of household objects is most often encountered, it is worth
noting that the practice of giving domestic appliances humanlike attributes is certainly
not unique to any one place. One non-Japanese example of this aesthetic in action is
the British Somerset based homecare company Numatic International who market
‘Henry’ the Hoover. Launched in 1980, there have been over seven million units sold,
making it the company’s flagship product and resulting in various spin-off vacuum
cleaners (Henrietta, Charles etc). The company attributes the products success to its
utility, keen to argue against the notion that it is its novelty appeal alone that has made
it so successful. However the promotional material describes the vacuum cleaner in
affectionate terms: ‘A true professional in every sense of the word but never without
8

The 80% estimate is based on Japanese government data. The Office of the Prime Minister (Post and
Telecommunications Policy 1998-2000).	
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that famous smile, loved and appreciated by users the world over... ask any Henry
owner.’ The simple addition of a ‘cartoon mouth and eyes on their cylinder and a
black top that could be mistaken for a bowler hat’ makes the vacuum cleaner
recognizable but also imbued with a sense of whimsy (Jack 2010). The success of
Henry vacuum cleaners demonstrates that the novel personification of a product may
dramatically increase its appeal.
Another common argument to support the necessity of using kawaii
cartoonish designs for giving appliances faces relates to Mori Masahiro’s influential
1970 article ‘The Uncanny Valley’ (Bukimi no Tani Genshō). The article drew on
Freud’s notion of the uncanny and applied it to robots as well as all other manner of
human facsimile. He argued that as human likenesses appear more realistic there is an
increasing level of comfort and but only up to a point. Surprisingly it is at the point
when a human facsimile is almost fully convincing that it becomes most repellent to
the observer. This sudden dip in familiarity is the ‘uncanny valley.’ Mori gives the
example of prosthetic limbs to support this:
‘Some prosthetic hands attempt to simulate veins, muscles, tendons, finger
nails and finger prints, and their colour resembles human pigmentation. So
maybe the prosthetic arm has achieved a degree of verisimilitude on a par
with false teeth. But this kind of prosthetic hand is too real and when we
notice it is prosthetic, we have a sense of strangeness… in this case the
appearance is quite humanlike, but the familiarity is negative. This is the
uncanny valley.’ (Mori 1970: 34).
This theory is often employed to explain the potential causes of the ill-ease with
which much science fiction approaches androids (Carpenter 2006: 34). However it is
also important in justifying the decision to make devices such as the gesture robot,
and anthropomorphized appliances more generally, human in a way that is clearly
novel and artificial rather than a more convincing way. It may be that keeping the
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faces and their range of expressions simplified and exaggerated actually makes it
easier to evoke a positive emotional response.
There have been various psychological experiments conducted to investigate
this principle, such as that of Robert Green and his colleagues. They recorded
responses to images of people, androids and CGI characters with varying facial
proportions and found that participant responses supported the idea that humanlike
aesthetics could produce this uncanny effect. After the human facsimile becomes
increasingly convincing, a point is eventually reached where it will become repellant
(Green et al 2008: 2470). There is clearly debate around the purpose and effect of
anthropomorphizing appliances. However, for better or worse, it has become an
established aesthetic principle, which is particularly visible in Japanese domestic
products. The vacuum gesture robot represents an extension of this idea in so much as
it seeks not only to assist its user but to endear itself to them. The utilization of
‘emotional feedback,’ through the ability to create facial expressions and gestures in
part owes itself to this earlier tradition of giving appliances faces.
The gesture robot has been designed not only to deliver spatial information
but also to create facial expressions. Describing the experiment where older people
were trained by the robot, Osawa gives an example of how emotions are used to
emphasize the vacuum cleaner’s statements: ‘when the voice says that “vacuums can
be difficult to manoeuver,” our anthropomorphized system creates a sad expression’
(Osawa et al. 2010: 182). I have witnessed examples of the gesture robot’s happy and
sad expressions. These are mainly achieved by changes in the brightness and size of
the eyes together with arm gestures. This same experiment led Osawa and his
colleagues to argue that a robot that gives emotional, and physical responses as well
as simply information is more effective in assisting the elderly.
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I asked him about the importance of emotional feedback:
Osawa: Positive emotional feedback gives a feeling of acceptance and
allowance toward users. (…) I estimate that periodical positive feedback is
good for the learning process. Negative emotional feedback will arouse
users’ senses and is understandable regardless attributes of each human
(gender, age, culture). This intuitiveness will decrease cognitive load of the
people in critical judgments.
Emotional responses may assist in the retention of information being given by the
gesture robot. Osawa went on to state that this kind of positive and negative feedback
might be useful in disaster situations, where the user would be under stress and in
need of considerable encouragement. In the experiment with elderly users it was also
concluded that the emotive features of the robot simply evoke feelings of affability,
that it is enjoyable for people to use (Osawa et al. 2010: 181). This aspect of the
device, as with the aesthetics of cuteness, should not be underestimated.
In order to achieve emotional responses from its users, empathy directed
towards the anthropomorphic appliance is highly important. Bilge Mutlu conducted a
study on the role of cooperation and competition in human-robot relations in which he
found that people differ ‘in their perceptions of the robot and in their affective state
based on whether they cooperate or compete with the robot’ (Mutlu et al 2006: 2).
The experiment was based on a game where participants were either paired with or
competing against a robot. Based on these findings he argued that people actually not
only like the robot more, but actually find it more realistic when they cooperate with
the device. In this case emotional feedback was crucial in shaping the relationship
between the user and device. This relates to John Law observation when writing on
actor-network theory, that machines can, depending on the circumstances, gain and
lose humanlike attributes: ‘the diving line between people and machines (and for that
matter animals) is subject to negotiation and changes. Thus it is easily shown that
(and animals) gain and lose attributes such as independence, intelligence and personal
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responsibility. And, conversely, that people take on and lose the attributes of
machines and animals’ (Law 1992: 4). An appliance such as the gesture vacuum robot
that not only demonstrates an aesthetic anthropomorphism, but is literally able to
scold or praise its user, has this potential.
The feature of the vacuum gesture robot of which Osawa is most proud is its
‘Imaginary Body Image.’ This is the term used to describe the device’s ability to be
aware of the user’s position in relation to itself. This was achieved by using a module
called ‘Body Image Creator’ that uses marker detection to calculate precise positions
through an algorithm of invert kinematics (Osawa et al. 2010: 181). Put simply it
knows that if it is facing you, your left is its right. It also knows where its different
parts are and how to direct you to them by gesturing, depending on your position in
relation to it. It is this effect, which attracted my attention at the museum, and was
most impressive in seeing the device in use. Osawa told me that he believes this is the
best way to receive spatial information because unlike a map or even a virtual set of
instructions on shown on a monitor the gesture robot is able to ‘share the space’ of the
user.
The Imaginary Body Image concept is arguably close to a form of protoconsciousness. It bears striking similarities to ideas in neuroscience concerning the
role of mirror neurons. For instance in Thomas Metzinger’s self-model theory of
subjectivity (SMT) consciously experienced self and first person perspective emerges
primarily through the development of the ability for introspective attention and motor
skills. In self-models, there is no such thing as the substantial self as a distinct
ontological entity but instead there is only ‘a dynamic, ongoing process creating very
specific representational and functional properties’ (Metzinger 2007: 4174). He also
describes how the evolution of higher cognition generally can be described as an
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increasing ability to develop abstract forms of mental self-simulation that will enable
memory, learning and planning (Metzinger 2007: 4174). Under these terms the
gesture robot approaches something close to consciousness. Also in Metzinger’s work
on body image the concept of proprioception, how a sense of ownership is developed
in relation to the body, is relevant to understanding how the gesture robot works.
Body image and what is considered to be part of the body is continually altered and
may be extended into the surrounding environment, for example through the use of
tools: ‘neuro-scientific data indicate that any successful extension of behavioral space
is mirrored in the neural substrate of the body image in the brain. The brain constructs
an internalized image of the tool by assimilating it into the existing body image’
(Metzinger 2009: 78). In this respect the gesture robot’s ability to manipulate the
user’s, and its own, body image to a constructive end is a considerable achievement.
The gesture robot might also be viewed as the successful application of
‘active externalism’ in thought. This is idea of Andy Clark and David J. Chalmers that
the environment plays a crucial role in driving cognitive processes. They describe
how an Alzheimer’s patient with a piece of paper with directions to a certain address
is equally able to find the address as someone with a good memory who has been told
the route. For Clark and Chalmers these kinds of actions are not aids to thought but
part of thought itself (Clark & Chalmers 1998: 14). In these terms the gesture robot
would become not only a reflection or extension of the user’s body image, but an
active agent in their thought. The demonstration and description of how to use the
vacuum cleaner allow the user to potentially think outside of themselves. A benefit of
the gesture robot’s utilization of an imaginary body image is promoted by the claim
that this can make it better at delivering spatial information.
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It is intended to assist in particular those whose capacity for abstract thought is in
some respect limited, such as the elderly:
‘having only auditory instructions sometimes causes misinterpretation of
spatial information like locations and directions. This risk becomes large,
especially with older people, because users’ mental ability to manipulate
images or patterns decreases with age. We support older people’s learning of
spatial information by using an attachable gesture robot. Our robot consists
of human-like eyes and arms and is attached to the object. It supports older
people’s mental manipulation of space with gestures during voice
interaction.’ (Osawa et al. 2010: 179).
In my conversations with Osawa he often reiterated this potential application of the
gesture robot. Having previously worked at MIT’s Age lab and being acutely aware
of elderly care as being the key topic currently in Japanese robotics funding and
promotion, this is logical. Osawa was keen to add, however, that it may be equally
appealing to a child or infant along similar argument based on impaired ability for
abstract thought. The importance of pointing, gestures as part of ‘blended mental
space’ and how they reinforce learning are key considerations (Osawa et al. 2010:
184). The consistent theme in robotics of assisting with or compensating for the
functional limitations of people is documented in Kathleen Richardson’s work on
androids at MIT. She recorded the irony that many of the androids she encountered
during her research seemed to have been designed compensate for the designer’s own
physical limitations (Richardson 2010: 83). For example, a robotic hand that was
designed by an individual who had ongoing strain problems with his own hands that
inhibited his ability to work. There are often references to the elderly and physical or
mental impairment in robotics research where one is used as a euphemism for the
other.
Dr Osawa uses the term anthropomorphism generally as means of describing
a sensation, ‘to feel social actors in the environment.’ The vacuum robot is designed
to utilize the tendency in human thought to respond to gestures and spatial
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information as conveyed by other people. This is quite different to the humanlike
qualities of empathy or cuteness as discussed earlier, but is at least as important. This
confusion calls to mind Denis Vidal’s argument, based his ethnography on the ritual
interactions between humans and gods in the Western Himalayas, that we should
consider anthropomorphism not as a single category distinction, but rather to see it as
a system of various kinds of ‘sub-anthropomorphic’ entities where human faculties
can be gained and lost at will (Vidal 2007: 925). The gesture vacuum robot employs
several different kinds of human faculty (facial expressions, body image, language,
emotional feedback) in order to become both figuratively and literally user-friendly.
At the museum where I carried out my fieldwork, there is a second exhibit
which employs the same kind of LED eye-like devices as are used for the gesture
vacuum robot. It is a device art installation, ‘Nicodama’ by Ryota Kuwakubo.
Nicodama is the name of the robotic eyes that when lined up, start fluttering their
eyelids and blinking. When attached to daily items they look as though they have
acquired facial expressions. In this case a tea urn is transformed into a cute statue
figure. Far less technologically sophisticated than the other devices I have been
discussing but nevertheless simply through occasionally blinking and the general
impression of a face, the urn becomes imbued with a personality.. It is transformed
from inanimate to living through the simple addition of two lights that represent eyes.
It speaks of the countless smiling faced objects in Japanese homeware stores as much
as it does of the emerging technologies that make the eye movements possible.
Anthropomorphism can be seen to be influential in the design of many
domestic products and appliances in Japan as part of an aesthetic of cuteness. The
vacuum gesture robot represents an extension of this principle as an appliance that is
not only friendly in appearance, but is also able to engage in a kind of novel social
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interaction with its user, even to provoke an emotional response. The role of
emotional feedback and the ability to invoke an awareness of its own body image
heighten the potential for learning from the machine itself. In this respect the gesture
vacuum robot is both literally and figuratively user-friendly.
We have seen how in various circumstances machines must be made to
behave as human, friendly even, while at the same time people are made to behave as
machines, as the friendly patrolling model of staff movements demonstrates. Highly
regimented behaviour by service staff, through use of the formal spoken register and
gestures can be interpreted as an agreed protocol used to facilitate certain social
interactions. It can be inferred that central to these kinds of interaction is a process of
alienation, whereby the uneven status between the participants is performed through
one’s strict adherence to a set of rules that demonstrate subservience. Machines,
lacking free will and vastly superior in their ability to perform within a strict set of
parameters naturally lend themselves to taking on these roles. Attempts to try and
replicate ‘friendly’ behaviour in machines can be viewed in this context.
The experiment whereby Robovie was placed in an elderly care home is
particularly telling as it demonstrates the kind of service role it is imagined machines
will eventually fill, but also because it exemplifies the deceptive nature of this
promise. Robovie is successful at performing the role of a staff member in the elderly
care home only because there is a team of support staff remotely controlling the robot
and using the robot to speak to the patients remotely. The implications of friendly
behaviour in machines will be far more troubling once the technology is sufficiently
advanced that they might actually replace service staff completely. Automated social
interactions such as the voice you hear at an ATM allow for the replacement of what
is often an uneven and complex exchange into one, which is relatively efficient.
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However, it remains to be seen whether there are relationships from which humans
cannot or should not ever be removed. This leads us on to consider robotic devices
that have been created as human companions.
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Fig.6.1 Bank characters on the screen at a Japanese ATM.

Fig.6.2 Robovie II. Copyright © Reuters/Xinhua News Agency 2010.
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Fig.6.3 Set of OLED eyes attached to a wall at Miraikan.
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Fig.6.4 The vacuum gesture robot pointing to the ‘power on’ button.
Copyright © Hirotaka Osawa 2010.

Fig.6.5 Cleaning implements with faces on display in a homeware store.
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7: Robotic Pets and Virtual Companionship
After some weeks spent observing the different exhibits in the robot world section at
Miraikan, it became clear to me that ‘Paro’ the robotic seal seems to be the most
popular. All manner of different visitors seem to be drawn to its sound and
movement. Situated near to the entrance to the exhibit area, it is rarely left unattended.
“It’s cute! Is it for… people with disabilities?” one visitor asked me. “Sort of” I
replied. Paro is a robotic seal designed by Tananori Shibata at Japan’s National
Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology, and developed throughout
the nineteen-nineties. The first model was unveiled in 2001 and it has been
commercially available since 2004. Its appearance was modelled on a baby harp seal
with the intended function of therapy and stress relief. The satisfaction it gives in its
dependency and likeness to a pet leads it to be sometimes described in its promotion
material as a ‘mental commitment robot.’
The commercial website’s description of its functionality is as follows: ‘Paro
has five kinds of sensors: tactile, light, audition, temperature, and posture sensors,
with which it can perceive people and its environment. With the light sensor, Paro can
recognize light and dark. He feels being stroked and beaten by tactile sensor, or being
held by the posture sensor. Paro can also recognize the direction of voice and words
such as its name, greetings, and praise with its audio sensor’ (NIAIST 2006). Visitors
of all ages seem to be drawn to it. Situated near the entrance to the exhibit area in a
display case with three holes through which it can be petted, it is rarely left
unattended (See Fig.7.1).
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Paro the Robotic Seal
One day as it approaches closing time, when the museum is almost empty, I decide to
play with Paro myself for the first time. It is soothing to stroke, like a cuddly toy, but
its movement in response to being stroked makes it close to the sensation of stroking a
cat or dog - albeit a particularly lazy one. My overriding emotion as a colleague
approaches me and watches me playing with the seal is not fear or adoration, but
awkwardness. “It’s good for children…” I suggest. He agrees, but is less interested in
discussing its uses and more with showing me how to play with it. With a laugh, he
rubs its belly and jokes ‘Your belly is full!’ (onaka ga ipaii!) addressing Paro directly.
This colleague is a retired man who volunteers alternate weekends and is most fond of
introducing visitors to the robotic seal, he seems to get genuine personal joy in doing
so. From what I have witnessed up till now, the visitors’ reaction to Paro is
overwhelmingly positive, especially from children. There was one notable exception,
a child of about four years who when stroking Paro, jumped with fright and started
crying when the seal began to move. The feature most likely to unsettle may be its
sound, which is a high pitched wail let out when left unattended, encouraging the user
to return and comfort it, as my colleague often does.
There is poignancy to my volunteer colleague’s interactions with Paro as the
device has been primarily marketed in terms of its therapeutic potential for the
elderly. Many of the studies using robotic companions have likened the potential role
of robots among seniors to that of live pets, the therapeutic potential of which has
been long established. Takanori Shibata, the creator of Paro, argues that interaction
with this kind of device has the potential to lower stress and decrease depression.
Shibata even asserts that brain activity increases in patients with dementia after only a
short time with Paro. In order to evaluate the robot’s therapeutic potential there have
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been various experiments in elderly residences both in Japan and abroad. Rose
documents one such research endeavor at Kirara nursing home in Nanto City, a
centrally located Japanese city with an elderly population that comprises over a
quarter of its total residents. Rose refers to anecdotes about elderly patients tucking
the robot in bed and trying to feed it cake or other sweets in spite of the fact that Paro
cannot really eat. She quotes a carer: “One time, I could not find Paro and was
looking for [him] all over the place,” says one caretaker at the Kirara nursing home in
Japan’s Nanto City. “Finally I found Paro sleeping in one of the patient's beds” (Rose
2005). Unsurprisingly, Rose interprets this experiment in terms of a Japanese
fascination with technology and the pressures of the rapidly aging population. Paro is
certainly not about to replace a careworker but arguably is best thought of as a
therapeutic aid, somewhere between a pet and a doll. With the potential to elicit
empathy despite limited functionality and a dubious claim to any sort of artificial
intelligence.
To take a related example from abroad, Phie Ambo’s 2007 documentary film
‘Mechanical Love’ records footage of Paro being tested at several different elderly
care facilities in Europe. Again the device is introduced in terms of ways of dealing
with aging populations. The introduction states:
‘Engineers and scientists are preparing us for a near future where the elderly
will outnumber the children for the first time in the history of mankind. We
will be too few to carry the workload that keeps our civilization functioning.
For many years robots have been working for humans in industry. Now they
are moving from the factories into our homes. This will extend our
expectations towards the robots; they will now need to have social skills’
(Ambo 2007).
Ambo recorded patient’s interactions with Paro, as it was being tested in a nursing
home in Braunschweig, Germany. An elderly woman, Mrs Körner, took a strong
liking to the device, to such an extent that other residents became concerned that it
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was in fact counter productive to her mental health. One minute of footage where Mrs
Körner leaves Paro in an adjacent room temporarily is particularly revealing:
Paro cries
Körner: Yes, what is it? She already recognizes my voice.
Carer: Do you think so?
Mrs Körner: Yes, because it’s quiet now.
Carer: Maybe it simply hears a voice.
Mrs Körner: Yes, she can hear it.
Paro cries
Mrs Körner: Yes, I’m coming!
Following this exchange Ambo purposefully draws the viewer’s attention to a
collection of stuffed animals in Mrs Körner’s room. One of the other residents berates
her, saying ‘the old woman still plays with dolls!’ (Ambo 2007). The reference to
playing with dolls is significant as it is a widely documented behavior in elderly
women. Robertson, an expert on collector dolls, interprets this not as a sign of mental
illness but a rational response to loneliness: ‘Loneliness is the dominant affliction of
later life, from which many women are seeking relief in the company of dolls. Far
from trivial, doll play is a key to understanding the damaging processes of isolation
and neglect that have developed relentlessly along with the poisoned chalice of
increasing longevity’ (Robertson 2004: 5). He goes on to argue that the very fact that
dolls do not age or grow up is perhaps ‘their greatest virtue’: ‘for the woman who
feels abandoned by her children, neglected by the empty nest, and confronted by old
age and the limitations of mortality’ (Robertson 2004: 191). Paro can therefore be
interpreted in terms of doll play, although whether this is a positive or negative
feature in terms of its therapeutic potential is unclear. In my opinion Mrs Körner
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seems quite lucid, engaging in a sort of willful suspension of disbelief rather than a
serious delusion. Or as she puts it to Paro: ‘Let them laugh, we’re laughing too. We’re
laughing too aren’t we?’ (Ambo 2007).

Aibo the Robotic Dog
In order to provide some counterpoint to Paro as a robotic companion, at Miraikan
there is one other robotic pet being exhibited: Aibo (meaning ‘pal’ in Japanese). The
museum has several Aibos, Sony’s robotic dog that was launched in 1999, attracting
much media excitement but failing to be commercially successful (it was discontinued
in 2006). Aibo is now consigned to the museum as a historical object as much as it is
an example of future technology. Indeed it is commemorated by a plaque on the floor
with a photo and the date of its launch, as are other notable robots from the last two
decades. A Science Communicator informs me that a robot only receives a plaque not
only when it has gained notoriety but also once its development has ceased, similar to
the circumstances of actors on the Hollywood walk of fame he jokes.
Another of my colleagues, a senior volunteer, is responsible for giving Aibo
demonstrations on weekends. These are informal, with the volunteer taking a mat and
sitting on the floor to play with Aibo, and inviting small groups of visitors to do the
same. She encourages the visitors to interact with the robot while explaining its main
purpose and functions. She tells me that she has been given special Aibo training to
be allowed to do this. I have watched her do these demonstrations many times and
found that she is very skilled at engaging the visitors and teaching them Aibo’s tricks.
“Aibo! Give me your paw!” usually repeated a couple of times before Aibo performs.
Next it is the visitor’s turn to try the instruction. She suggests that I should be given
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the same training, paying me the backhanded compliment that my less than elegant
Japanese might make me good at explaining things to children. Young children
always gravitate to Aibo and seem enthralled, leading me to wonder what exactly it
was which made it such a commercial failure. Crucially in terms of contrast with
Paro, Aibo’s features include a degree of ‘autonomous’ judgment and response:
‘Aibo incorporates emotions such as happiness and anger an instincts such as
the need for companionship. It operates autonomously in response to external
stimuli and its own temperament and express emotions as well. “Aibo” is
equipped with adaptive learning and growth capabilities that allow each unit
to develop a unique personality including behavior shaped by the praise and
scolding of its owner. Moreover, “Aibo” features game and performance
modes that allow the user to give instructions to the robot using a tone-based
remote control unit called the “Sound Commander” (Sony 1999).
Like Paro, Aibo is has several different kinds of sensory equipment, including an
LCD camera, touch sensor, range finder, LED lamps, mini stereo mic, speaker,
acceleration sensor and angular velocity sensor. But a crucial difference is that the
device can move independently, navigate and even learn behaviours it was not
designed to perform. With software updates Aibo can learn up to one hundred voice
commands. There have been a number of studies to see if Aibo could be accepted as a
pet with varying results. Arguably Aibo is closer to a real living pet than Paro, in that
it has a serious claim to a degree of intelligence, although interestingly it was nowhere
near as successful in eliciting empathy from visitors at the museum. In terms of
popularly Paro surely triumphed.
The relative success and failure of Paro and Aibo in eliciting empathy from
visitors is reflected in the levels of attention they receive as ‘robot world’ attractions,
with Paro attracting several times more foot traffic than Aibo. This raises some
interesting questions with regards to their different means of imitating pets. Aibo has
a wide range of functions that are similar to that of a pet dog, responding to voice
commands, petting, the ability to ‘learn’ tricks, whereas Paro is essentially a cuddly
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toy with one major robotic feature designed to enhance its resemblance to a household
pet. It is equipped with touch sensors that allow it to move in response to petting, as is
Aibo. It is not able to navigate autonomously, it cannot learn tricks, but it does have
one significant and perhaps crucial advantage over Aibo: it is furry. Paro is pleasant to
stroke, with a tactile sensation somewhere between a pillow, a cuddly toy and an
actual pet. The fur would not be mistaken for real fur by someone who is used to
stroking live animals but it is warm and gives synthetic muscular feedback to being
handled. Aibo is cold to the touch and while it does wag its tail, the light-up touch
panel on its back is about as comforting as a touch mouse on a laptop. The success of
Paro over Aibo forces us to face a fundamental question about what people want from
a pet. Would people prefer a furry pillow with an animal face to an intelligent pet that
has no fur? Empathy towards nonhuman entities, robotic or otherwise, is more
complex than simply degrees of intelligence or life-likeness.
For example, there was an experiment at the ATR laboratory where
participants were shown characters animated either by motion capture data or key
frames designed by an animator. They were asked to distinguish between biological
and artificial. The same movement data was presented with different characters being
animated, to see if anthropomorphism influences the participants’ judgement. The
results were inconclusive. The moving character was rendered at different times as
either seventeen dots, twenty-six dots, ellipses, robot, alien, clown or a jogger.
‘Characters used to render the motion significantly affect ‘sensitivity d,’ which
describes the discriminability of the motions, and ‘response bias c,’ which indicates
the preference toward answering “Biological”. Compared with fully rendered
characters, dots characters lead to decreased sensitivity’ (Chaminade et al. 2007: 213).
In other words giving the character a recognisable shape made the viewer more likely
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to identify it as biological, or living. However, at a point the character’s appearance
being too humanlike actually made the animated character less convincing:
‘Pairwise comparisons of response bias characterise two groups of full
characters. The robot and ellipse characters have in intermediate bias
between the dots and the other full characters, the jogger, clown and monster.
The later characters depict fleshy articulated bodies with anthropomorphic
features such as eyes, mouth, hands and ears and the monster was perceived
as a “human wearing a costume” in preliminary experiments. In contrast the
robot’s body is made of disconnected volumes, both models being partially
transparent. Therefore the decrease of the response bias from the dots, the
robot and ellipse characters, and the jogger, clown and monster characters
parallels the addition of anthropomorphic features: motions rendered with
anthropomorphic characters are perceived as less natural’ (Chaminade et al.
2007: 213).
This kind of uncanny effect in computer animation has been recognised in Hollywood
for some time and explains the current preference for anthropomorphic animals in
computer animated movies rather than simply animating humans. The relevance to
Paro and Aibo is that this kind of negative response to entities that are familiar yet
strange may go some way to explaining Paro’s success. Takanori Shibata explains his
decision to make Paro a seal as the result of having previously made a robotic cat that
was criticized due to its perceived failure to perform as expected. In other words most
people have direct experience of interacting with cats and therefore the flaws in an
artificial cat are more obvious than with a seal, an animal, which most people have
never seen up close. Aibo on the other hand is a robotic dog and is therefore judged in
comparison to a biological dog, leaving it open to criticism. In a study funded by the
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National Science Foundation, and conducted in senior residential facilities near
Indiana’s Purdue University, Alan Beck, the director of the Center for the HumanAnimal Bond at the School of Veterinary Medicine and principal investigator in the
study describes the hostility with which many view the idea of replacing their beloved
pet with a robot: “I bordered on almost getting hate mail when I first started this study
[from people] thinking that the study was to replace pets in people's lives,” explains
Beck. “The truth of the matter is that people, given the choice, would prefer having
the real dog” (Rose 2005). Richardson describes this feeling: ‘The idea that
companions can be replaced with machines suggests a mechanical and degraded
notion of human relationships’ (Richardson 2003: 4). Perhaps being based on an
animal that is not well known by most people is part of the explanation for Paro’s
success over Aibo.

Robotic Companionship
My experience researching visitor responses to Paro and Aibo, particularly in terms of
their potential as companions for the elderly called to mind a conversation I had with
a retired lecturer two years previously in a café near UCL. While nursing a cup of tea
that was yet too hot to drink, to pass the time she asks me what exactly my research is
about. So I tell her the short version. ‘It will never work’ she declares, ‘do you know
why?’ I let her tell me, ‘because what elderly people want above all else is company,
and you won’t get that with a robot.’ It is a direct and profound statement. She goes
on to elaborate on this flaw in the notion of android assistants for the elderly, at one
point using a slightly surreal robotic voice impersonation to demonstrate why this
idea leaves her ill at ease. I nod along without agreeing or disagreeing too much. And
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after a short while, the tea cools and I return to work. But her warning stayeed with
me, and as the day drags on I couldn’t help but think of whether human
companionship is the essential Achilles heel that prevent robot carers from becoming
a reality, or whether “companionship” is simply another function they would have to
learn. I also think of the well commented upon habit of many who live alone,
particularly the elderly, of talking to their pets.
My retired friends’ hostility towards the idea of robotic companions of all
kinds undermines what can only be described as a techno-utopian approach that
characterizes much of the way in which such devices are presented. In the Japanese
context, this is explained in terms of the pressures of the rapidly aging population.
Japan, which has long been celebrated for the longevity of its population, continues to
rank first in the world with a current life expectancy of 84 (World Health
Organization 2014). This impressive life expectancy coupled with a low birth rate has
led to an aging population, which is increasingly a cause for concern. The perceived
responsibility for care of the elderly had shifted from the family unit to the state and
since the late nineteen-eighties appears to be becoming increasingly the responsibility
of the individual. Ogawa records that the perceived shift of care of the elderly as
being ones “natural duty” to being an “unavoidable” burden was triggered by highly
publicized government cuts in healthcare: ‘cutbacks in social security benefits,
reflecting government concern about rapid population aging and burgeoning costs of
the social security system’ (Ogawa & Retherford 1993: 590). Home care and
community care have been stressed by the Japanese government in recent decades, in
an effort to reign in the country’s finances. These complex socio-demographic
problems have been met in some respects with a kind of delusion, that somehow
advances in technology and economic productivity will displace this burden. The
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aging population that might otherwise be conceived of as a social problem, with
causes related to fertility and immigration rates, is instead being viewed as a technical
one, which the robotics industry is there to solve. Robotic companions of existing or
future sophistication cannot replace the roles needing to be filled by family and
careworkers, at least certainly not before the population of Japan reaches a severe
generational imbalance, generally considered to be the year 2050 by which the
population of Japan is expected to have shrink by 40 million, from its current level.
The notion that robotics will meet the gap in social care is optimistic to say the least.
Attempts to create robotic pets of various kinds go back surprisingly far. An
early example being Sparko ‘the wonder dog,’ that was exhibited at the 1939 New
York World’s Fair by Westinghouse. Webb describes its fate: ‘Sparko had sensors
that picked up on light and heat. It won applause for following visitors around. One
night, the door of the pavilion was left open. Sparko ran out, attracted by a passing car
and, as the driver swerved, it homed in on the lights and was crushed’ (Webb 1983:
14). There is some irony to Sparko meeting its demise in the same manner as do many
pets. Robotic pets, friends or companions have been developed over the last few
decades, arguably spurred on by the success of the Tamagochi, Gigapets and Furbys.
Writing on what she terms the ‘prosthetics of presence,’ Anne Allison
discusses the success of the Tamagotchi, which was arguably the world’s first massproduced virtual pet (Allison 2006: 164). Tamagotchi are virtual pets worn on key
chains that were a surprise global trend in the late 1990s. The product, consisting of a
small egg-shaped computer with a small screen and buttons, allows the user to hatch
and raise a virtual animal by attending to its frequent needs: feeding, playing etc. My
own memory of having a Tamagotchi as a child in the 1990s was that keeping one
alive takes considerable effort. The brand name is derived from the Japanese for ‘egg’
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(tamago) and the katakana form of the English for ‘watch’ (uochi). The original
concept by designers Aki Maita and Akihiro Yokoi was a pet that would exist inside a
person’s watch and would therefore be more convenient than a living animal (Allison
2006: 165). In this respect, Allison compares Tamagotchi to the invention of the
Walkman and Karaoke, as devices that sought to make an activity more portable and
accessible. ‘Whereas music is an experience or performance, a pet, at least as it is
conventionally conceived, is a living organism – usually an animal. One of the most
noted characteristics of the tamagotchi, however, and one that contributes to its
popular and global appeal, is the uncanny sense of presence it generates in players’
(Allison 2006: 166). She argues that the virtual pet has at least one important
difference to these previous innovations, in that it generates a sense of presence.
Whereas a Walkman is notable for making the wearer somewhat disengaged for their
surroundings, Allison seems to be arguing that the Tamagochi’s key feature is in
creating a sense of presence in the user:
‘it operates as a fetish bearing both an absence (a loss) and a presence (that
masks, stands in place for, and –in this case- also transforms what has been
lost and is still desired)…Significantly, these devices are also said to be
“healing” in rhetoric that assumes that users are already wounded: physically
on edge, overworked, stressed out. Being touched by another, albeit a
machine, is soothing’ (Allison 2006: 190).
This observation that virtual pets can be viewed in terms of a fetish of absence and
presence speaks to the idea of robotic companions acting in place of pets, children,
even careworkers, which is a key feature of the way in which Paro and Aibo are
deployed. It also supports the idea that various forms of emerging technology can be
viewed as efforts to replace lost kinship relations, which is the main argument of this
thesis.
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The idea of a fully functioning robotic companion that can fit into the home
environment still seems far from realization, despite various attempts. Harkins wrote
describing Androbot B.O.B (brains on board), a companion robot developed by Nolan
Bushnell, one of the founders the immensely successful Atari computer gaming
company. In retrospect the author’s claim that Androbot B.O.B was on the verge of
making hundreds of thousands of sales and ushering in the era of personal robots
seems absurd. Indeed, the company that produced Androbot would be dissolved in a
matter of months. Even Atari would go bust within months of this article being
written, meaning that Harkins’ discussion acts as a monument to the optimism of a
particular moment in recent history:
‘If the evolution of PRs [personal robots] continues with the pace set by
Androbot BOB, we will see a variety of institutional uses for these machines
during the 1980s, including hospital robots (currently under development in
Japan), robot playmates (two varieties- one for children and one for adults),
tree-trimming and line- working robots, and a whole variety of robot
appliances for the kitchen, for wheelchair applications and for hundreds of
other uses’ (Harkins 1983: 23).
Harkins is so impressed he even goes on to raises ethical concerns for the advent of
personal robots: ‘What if a child's playmate robot wins affection away from the
parents, or engenders a preference in the child for machines rather than for other
children? What if an adult's playmate robot becomes the partner of choice in sexual
relations, leaving a spouse or lover out in the cold?’ (Harkins 1983: 23). These
concerns could just as easily be applied to the socially detrimental aspects of personal
computers. Where children shunning traditional active pursuits in favor of time spent
alone on computers and the destructive potential of internet access for relationships,
pornography and elicit contact with strangers at the expense of ‘genuine’ human
contact are often voiced concerns. The promotional material for Androbot
dramatically describes the present as ‘the year 1 A.B. (after B.O.B)’. A fan site made
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almost two decades after the discontinuation of the Androbot makes tongue in cheek
reference to us now having reached the year 22 A.B. Despite the humorous
miscalculations of this article viewed in retrospect, it is certainly true that robotics has
developed more and more towards functional applications rather than artificial
intelligence. Paro’s tactile comfort is more suited to the task of being a pet than
Aibo’s ability to think and learn. It also repeats the often-cited notion of greater
Japanese love and acceptance of robots: ‘The sociable robot will have an easy time of
it in Japan, where the concept of the intelligent robot (the grand old robot, equivalent
in some ways to the venerated older person) is already being shaped. The Japanese are
especially able to prepare for the future of machine intelligence as they routinely
show positive emotions -and respect- to robots already working on the assembly line’
(Harkins 1983: 25). Certainly with Paro and Aibo there doesn't seem to be any
difference between how Japanese and foreign people respond to the devices.
Whenever I raised this notion with a roboticist they responded that they didn't believe
there was any essential difference between Japanese people and people from other
countries with respect to their likelihood of accepting a robot.
The only exception to this I encountered came from an American roboticist
that I met at ATR Advanced Telecommunications Research Institute International,
who was convinced that Japanese attitudes to robots, but also science more generally,
were more positive than in ‘the West’. He asserted that there is indeed an essential
difference between Japanese and American attitudes to robotics:
“I think there is much greater enthusiasm, not only for robotics, but for
science in general.”
He challenged me to justify why I don't think attitudes to robots are so different in
Japan as compared to elsewhere, leading to a slightly tense exchange about the
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relevance of social science to these issues, asserting that it is still too early to study
human-robot interaction in any meaningful way:
“There is no point studying attitudes until there are actually robots out there
in the world. I mean, what was your attitude towards the iPhone before you
had one? What does it matter?”
A 2009 study compared attitudes towards robots between the faculties at Osaka and
Indiana universities. A total of 731 Japanese and American participants were
surveyed, with researchers expecting to find the Japanese staff had warmer and less
threatening feelings towards robots than their American counterparts. They found that
although the staff at the Japanese university were more likely to have had a direct
experience with robots, both faculties had similar attitudes towards them:
‘Despite the media’s hype about Japan’s robot “craze,” response similarities suggest
factors other than attitude better explain robot adoption’ (MacDorman et al. 2009:
485). In discussing their results they concluded: ‘The differences between the
Japanese and US faculty were not sufficient to substantiate the view that Japan is a
robot-loving society. This may indicate that the Japanese and US faculty were not
representative of their wider cultures, or that factors other than attitude play a greater
role in Japan’s adoption of robots’ (MacDorman et al. 2009: 507). Suggested possible
causes for the embracing of robotics in Japan include: differences in history and
religion, personal and human identity, professional specialization and government
policy. Interestingly, the second major distinction between the two groups, as well as
the greater likelihood of the Japanese staff having had direct exposure to robots, was
that they also had a much greater likelihood of regularly reading or watching media
that includes robots (MacDorman et al. 2009: 497). This would certainly point to the
popularity of science fiction in Japan, which may be one of the causes of the greater
familiarity with if not warm feelings towards robots.
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If there is something unique about the Japanese attitude towards the idea of
the robotic pet, it would arguably owe a debt to the huge influence of popular manga
and anime science fiction such as Doraemon. One of the most common wishes for
future technology that is articulated by visitors to Miraikan is the ‘doko demo doa’
(anywhere door) which is the name of the teleportation device that Doraemon uses:
“doko demo doa ga hoshii” “doko demo doa tsukatte…” etc. Some children simply
draw the robotic cat (See Fig.7.3). This indicates the extent to which popular science
fiction and fantasy are shaping the way the future is conceived and articulated.
The idea of companionship and its relation to pets and other subhuman
entities was extensively explored in the 2004 science fiction anime film Ghost in a
Shell: Innocence by Mamoru Oshii. There are various philosophical themes running
throughout the film, centering on the transient nature of what it is to be human, the
title of the series ‘Ghost in a Shell’ being based on the Cartesian notion of the soul.
The main character, Batou is a cyborg with a laconic, expressionless and often violent
personality yet who is most human in his erudite philosophical musings, lives alone.
But interestingly he has a pet basset hound that he dotes on. His pet dog being present
in the film I would argue is intended to signify that this robotic character is capable of
empathy. It is by exhibiting empathy towards nonhuman entities that an individual
performs their humanity. This perspective relates to the post-human arguments
presented by Donna Haraway in her ‘Cyborg Manifesto’ where she uses the metaphor
of a cyborg to challenge feminists to engage in politics beyond naturalism: ‘we are all
chimeras, theorized and fabricated hybrids of machine and organism; in short, we are
cyborgs’ (Haraway 1991: 150). Haraway also asserts the value of companion species
in defining what it is to be human. Oshii seems to have been influenced by her work,
as there is a character named ‘Haraway’ in Innocence purposefully modeled on her in
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appearance. This character is a robot designer who performs the autopsy on a recently
deceased ‘gynoid’9:
Haraway: Children have always been excluded from the customary standards
of human behaviour, if you define humans as beings who possess a
conventional identify and act out of free will. Then what are children who
endure in the chaos preceding maturity? They differ profoundly from
‘humans,’ but they obviously have human form. The dolls that little girls
mother, are not surrogates for real babies. Little girls aren't so much imitating
child rearing, as they are experiencing something deeply akin to it (Oshii
2004).
The reference to doll play is interesting as it relates to Paro’s therapeutic or damaging
(depending on your perspective) potential when given to an elderly person as a
companion which we saw previously. Perhaps then conversing with a robot or a pet is
not an expression of mental illness but rather one of humanity. Human empathy
certainly is transient and difficult to reliably interpret. Oshii’s Innocence and Ambo’s
Mechanical Love documentary interestingly both use the same quote from Villiers de
I’Isle-Adam’s Tomorrow’s Eve: ‘Since our gods and our aspirations are no longer
anything but scientific, why shouldn't our loves be so, too?’ (Villiers 2001: 164).
Joseph Ledoux, a professor of neuroscience and author of ‘The Emotional
Brain’ famously wrote in an article for the New York Times: ‘I believe that animals
have feelings and other states of consciousness, but neither I nor anyone else has been
able to prove it. We can’t even prove that other people are conscious, much less other
animals’ (Ledoux 2005). This quote gets to the heart of the way in which human’s
relationships with nonhuman companions is so complicated. Any communication can
only be achieved by interpretation. Ledoux helpfully reminds us that even to prove
another person’s consciousness is impossible yet alone an animal. In this regard any
interpretation of animal, or robot, behaviour is dependant on what Daniel Dennet
would call an intentional strategy.
9
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Dennet uses computers how the intentional strategy can be implemented:
‘most users of computers have not the foggiest idea what physical principles are
responsible for the computer’s highly reliable, hence predictable, behavior. But if they
have a good idea of what the computer is designed to do (a description of its operation
at any one of the many possible levels of abstraction) they can predict its behavior
with great accuracy and reliability, subject to disconfirmation only in cases of
physical malfunction’ (Dennet 2002: 558). Dennet is essentially saying that you need
not understand how something works at a physical level in order to predict its
behavior. All that is necessary is the knowledge of what the thing is designed to do. In
other words although we may not be able to prove it, we know that a pet is intelligent
because it responds to commands, knows where to find its food etc. The interesting
thing about this notion of intelligence as far as robotic companions are concerned is
that it leaves open the potential to view them as living. In other words, in intentional
terms Aibo is alive as we can predict its behavior and it will respond to stimuli in a
predictable manner.
My informant’s observation that above all older people want company was
inferably the underlying logic of the experiment in which a humanoid robot ‘Robovie
II’ was placed in an elderly care center to support the elderly through conversation:
‘This study used Robovie, which was remotely controlled by an operator
from an operations room. A set of conversations and gestures were preprogrammed prior to the deployment based on the recommendations of the
staff, and no changes were made during the experiment. First thing in the
morning, the robot was moved around the rooms where activities were held
to perform other tasks, which included conversation and encouragement to
the elderly performing difficult tasks’ (Sabelli et al 2011: 38).
The robot is described as a support tool for the staff perhaps somewhat devaluing the
importance of social contact between staff and patients themselves. The robot was
remotely operated by a non-roboticist, Japanese speaker. The instructions to them
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included: ‘a set of attitudes (to provide positive feedback or avoid negative
comments; grab the attention of the elderly; follow the direction of the conversation
initiated by the elderly) and tasks (greet elderly when entering and leaving the room,
call their names, encourage them when performing tasks) ...answer questions and
comments while avoiding negative remarks and reinforcing positive statements made
by the elderly; call the elderly by their name whenever appropriate, and ask questions
of the kind “what is this?” like children do’(Sabelli et al 2011: 38). It is important to
note that Robovie was being remote controlled and therefore arguably the residents
were engaged in a dialogue with its controller rather than the machine itself. Whether
it is simply a novelty where the user ‘plays along’ for their own amusement or
whether these devices are actually able to manipulate the users’ emotional state is
difficult to gage. The authors would dispute this on the grounds that the residents
‘believed’ that they were communicating with the robot (Sabelli et al 2011: 39).
Unlike the studies with Paro, in this study those with severe disabilities or mental
illness were excluded from the study. The robot as surrogate carer further complicates
the distinction between human and nonhuman companionship.
In conclusion, there is evidence that the relative success of Paro over Aibo in
eliciting empathy from visitors to the museum is primarily due to its ability to draw
on some of the phenomenological aspects of people’s interactions with their pets,
stroking, holding, feeding. Paro’s fur is crucial to its success as touch should never be
underrated. As Tayler eloquently writes in ‘The Stages of Human Life’: ‘The greatest
sense in our body is our touch sense. It is probably the chief sense in the process of
sleeping and waking: it gives us our knowledge of depth or thickness and form; we
feel, we love and hate, are touching and are touched, through the touch corpuscles of
our skin’ (Tayler 1921: 157). The connotations of touching as a metaphor are
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particularly strong and resonate with one of the main uses of touch: a means of
conveying affection. In Ashley Montagu’s work on the socio-psychological
significance of the skin, touch is described as being a basic behavioural need, as seen
in the role of close physical contact between the mothers and offspring of various
species (including humans) in the early stages of life (Montagu 1971). Incidentally,
Paro is roughly the size and shape of a human infant and therefore when held might
subconsciously elicit maternal emotions in the holder. It is cleverly modeled on an
unfamiliar pet rather than a cat or dog however the synthetic fur and its response to
being stroked is certainly closer to a cat/dog than a seal. Therefore its relationship to
those animals is mimetic rather than uncanny. As Taussig describes mimesis is the
process by which the copy is capable of drawing on the power and character of the
original. This extends even to the point where ‘the representation may even assume
that character and that power’ (Taussig 1993: xiii). As an example of this he refers to
the use of effigies in magical rituals and how these representations often used material
drawn from that which they were representing and therefore entailed elements of
contagion as well as mimicry. Paro is partly successful because it draws on the sense
memory of stroking a domestic pet despite having a far from convincing appearance.
Aibo, through resembling a dog in its appearance and behaviour only serves to
highlight its inadequacies when compared with a living creature. There is still a long
way to go before robotic companions will become ubiquitous. I would certainly
hesitate to make bold statements about the dawning of a new era of personal robots as
many have in previous decades.
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Through the differing fortunes of Aibo and Paro at the museum we can see
how a machine’s ability to elicit empathy has at least as much to do with cosmetic
features such as appearance and tactile sensations as it does to do with any objective
measure of sentience or autonomy. The recurring references to doll play in the
description of the manner in which individuals engage with robotic pets is perhaps the
best way of understanding how these devices function. Not as replacements for living
animals or persons, though that may be their intention, but paradoxically as inanimate
objects that, through empathizing with, a person reinforces their humanity. The quite
harrowing example of Paro being embraced by lonely older people in care homes has
implications for the impending crisis of elderly care in Japan and abroad, particularly
with regards to ways in which the social wellbeing of older people living in
residential care will be looked after. This crisis is already particularly acute in Japan
and is arguably part of what makes the vision of the future set out in Miraikan
uniquely Japanese.
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Fig.7.1 Paro in its display case with a Science Communicator and visitors.

Fig.7.2 Aibo in a state of disrepair inside a box in the Volunteer Room.
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8: Substitutability
I am out of breath, practically running, as I arrive at the Imai Laboratory at Keio
University. The campus is huge and I manage to run through a labyrinth of seemingly
identical buildings and corridors before finally arriving in the right place. It’s a small
cramped office, with a couple of desks and a sofa. On the sofa are seated three
researchers that I am about to meet for the first time. They are young men, casually
dressed with a friendly appearance, with a kind of nervous energy. Sitting behind one
of the desks is Professor Imai, who smiles in recognition of my apologies for being
late before introducing me to his colleagues and returning to work. My eyes are drawn
to a device on top of the desk nearest to me. It looks like an old fashioned film camera
with a face created by the arrangement of the camera and microphone, not to mention
a set of cartoonish prosthetic eyes. Its general appearance reminds me of the animated
desk lamps in the famous Luxo Jr. short films by Pixar. The device is called
TEROOS, and its designer Tadakazu Kashiwabara, is one of the three researchers
seated in front of me. After introductions, he proceeds excitedly to show me a short
film about the robot before demonstrating it in action.

TEROOS: The Wearable Avatar as Substitute
TEROOS is a shoulder mounted wearable robot, designed to allow an individual to
remotely take part in activities with others. It captures audio and visual data, which
can be transmitted, as well as its movements controlled, via Skype or similar video
calling systems in order that the user might ‘share vision remotely’ (Kashiwabara et al
2012: 2001). TEROOS has also been designed with an anthropomorphic face created
by the arrangement of the robot’s camera, microphone, speakers and a set of
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mechanical eyes, which can display a range of icons that represent emotions -similar
to the emoticons used in text messaging. This is in order to make it easier for the
wearer or others to converse with the remote user. Joint activities in which shared
vision is essential are the main intended function of the device. Walking around an
unfamiliar city, shopping and even going on a date with a long distance lover are
listed as potential uses for TEROOS. As the inventor explains it: “With video chat
people can communicate face to face over a long distance. But the problem is that
going out or shopping together can prove difficult. With this system, the person who’s
going out carries an avatar on their shoulder, so that the other person can operate the
avatar to look around freely” (Kashiwabara 2011).
Kashiwabara attaches the device to his shoulder and shows me how to
control it through a video-calling interface on a nearby laptop. There is a visual
display, arrows for controlling the devices movement as well as emoticons that alter
TEROOS’ expression. One movement that Kashiwabara is particularly proud of,
makes TEROOS turn to face the wearer, and tilt its ‘head’ from side to side to appear
as if it is whispering to him. Through the video call interface, I can see what
TEROOS sees, and direct its gaze with several degrees of freedom viewing the
surroundings from the perspective of Kashiwabara’s shoulder. Next I am given a turn
at wearing the device as Kashiwabara and the others control it (See Fig.8.4). My
overarching emotion is anxiety, that I might trip over and accidentally destroy the
prototype of his invention.
A field test of TEROOS that was conducted in Akihabara that was similar or
perhaps the same as the experiment I was shown footage of at the lab. In this test a
female participant, who was unfamiliar with Akihabara, was guided remotely in a
series of shopping tasks by a male controlling user, who was very familiar with this
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area (Kashiwabara et al 2012: 2003). Kashiwabara and his colleagues noted that shop
assistants often spoke directly to TEROOS and even bowed to it, as if it were a
regular customer. The article argues that this kind of mobile communication avatar
may actually be preferable to a fully mobile robot:
‘in a situation where a man asks his girlfriend to buy his favorite goods while
he controls a robot avatar, there are roughly two types of joint activities: (1)
He helps her navigate toward a store by moving as if they were walking side
by side. (2) Then, they look for the required goods in the store by talking
about goods observed. Controlling the robot avatar in both joint activities
prevents him from communicating with her naturally. This is because he is
required not only to control the movement of the robot but also to turn the
camera to monitor where his girlfriend is, at what she is looking, and what
the things around her are. The controlling and monitoring need to be done
simultaneously, imposing a cognitive burden on him’ (Kashiwabara et al
2012: 2001).
The way TEROOS functions by giving the remote user a field of vision determined
by the wearers body calls to mind Metzinger’s discussion of proprioception, the
means by which a sense of ownership is developed in relation to the body. In
Metzinger’s view both body image and what is considered to be part of the body is
continually altered and may be extended into the surrounding environment. In this
way tools can be assimilated into one’s own body image (Metzinger 2009: 78). This
relates to TEROOS in so far as one perceives and is able to influence a field of vision
that is an extension of not one’s own but someone else’s body. Put simply, their left
becomes your left. The ‘self-model’ of the remote user becomes defined in relation to
the wearer. The choice of a boyfriend-girlfriend relationship to explain the potential
uses of TEROOS is significant. Although in person Kashiwabara seemed more keen
to stress its potential for assisting an elderly or disabled person, for example if an
individual was housebound and needed to instruct a carer what groceries to buy.
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The example of a couple is elaborated on in the same article:
‘Couples who live far from each other cannot frequently meet. Their prime
way of communication is via telephone. TEROOS provides them with the
opportunity of going on a date at a museum, an exhibition, or a shopping
mall. They can easily talk about their interests by sharing what they see
without making extra efforts. In addition, the wearing user can easily monitor
what the other partner sees by confirming the direction of TEROOS’s head.
Thus, both users can focus on their conversation as if they were walking side
by side’ (Kashiwabara et al 2012: 2002).
Aside from the potentially questionable gender dynamics at play in a dating/shopping
scenario as outlined above, it occurs to me that one of the main ways this device
functions is to turn the wearer into a surrogate for the user, acting in their place and
under their instructions, as was the case in the shopping task.10 TEROOS is not
autonomous, and although it can be directed by the user to face in different directions
it is still ultimately an extension of the wearer’s body. There are advantages to this as
the wearer and the controller’s field of perception will be similar as they converse,
however, it also limits the controller to follow the wearer. Instead of giving the
controller a remote body to control TEROOS is a remote head on another’s body,
meaning there is potential for confusion. The realization that the wearer is effectively
acting as a surrogate body for the controller led me to consider the recurring examples
of substitutability in robotics, whereby a device or even its user must take on the role
of another.

Being Present: Sonzai Kan and the Uncanny Valley
The example that I have encountered that best demonstrates substitution in
contemporary robotics is Geminoid. Geminoid is a tele-operated android, which is
modeled on an individual. Like TEROOS, it is primarily described as a way of
10

Footage of the Akihabara experiment ‘Field Test of Wearable Avatar TEROOS at Akihabara’ can be
viewed at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O6_7SuU7usk
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enhancing remote communication. The development of Geminoid was led by Hiroshi
Ishiguro at Advanced Telecommunications Research Institute International. It is also
based on his appearance (See Fig.8.2). In an interview with Shuichi Nishio, a
researcher who works with Ishiguro at Intelligent Robotics and Communication
Laboratories, the practical application of these kind of tele-operated humanoid robots
was described to me as follows:
Nishio: As a new communication medium that can transmit not only
conversational information but human presence. Also, the semiteleoperational nature of the androids allows various applications that require
professional knowledge occasionally but for the most time routine responses
are only necessary, such as a sales receptionist.
The choice of receptionist as a role that could be filled by an android is interesting as
it hints at the nature of these kinds of service positions. The ‘human presence’ to
which Nishio refers is sometimes described as sonzai kan in Japanese. This term
implies an emotional recognition that a living soul is present beyond simply an
animate object. When I asked Nishio if it would ever be possible to achieve a feeling
of sonzai kan in an autonomous android? Or whether in the case of Geminoid its
success in eliciting this feeling is essentially bound to the knowledge that there is a
human participant in control of the android. The answer was: ‘Our ultimate goal is to
find out what are the essentials for the individual presence and to implement it in
robots. Even with the current androids, most people who are not familiar with our
system tend to believe that the robot is autonomous.’ The belief that the android is
autonomous is tied to ignorance of its inner workings relates to the earlier discussion
of karakuri devices. Through the notion of substitutability we can see that the
android’s perceived qualities are intimately connected to its relationship to the
individual who remotely controls it.
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Geminoid’s appearance is modeled on its creator, who chose, rather than to
sidestep the pitfalls of the uncanny valley, to utilize them as part of the research. The
idea is that by seeing what aspects of Geminoid are successful and what causes
repellence in the onlooker, the qualities that are necessary to produce sonzai kan
might be elucidated. One journalist’s meeting with the android emphasizes its
unsettling impact: ‘the robotic doppelganger looks like a creepy waxen mummy… its
dead eyes cold appraising the succulence of the flesh of the children around it. It is
part cyborg, part real doll, part Shigeru Miyamoto, part Dracula’ (Brownlee 2007).
Geminoid is a sophisticated imitation of Ishiguro, with silicone skin modeled from a
cast taken from him, skin textures painted manually to match MRI scans and
photographs. Geminoid is fitted with fifty pneumatic actuators (13 in the face, 15 in
the torso and 22 in the arms and legs) giving it a range of movements. Particularly
important is its ability to make a wide range of facial expressions and thereby to some
extent to represent the personality of ‘the original’ (Nishio et al 2007: 1). In a ‘family
case study,’ Geminoid was used to facilitate conversations between adults and
children, including between Hiroshi Ishiguro and his own daughter. The intention was
to determine to what degree human co-presence could be achieved remotely via the
android. Ishiguro’s daughter was unsurprisingly unwilling to interact with her father
via his doppelganger:
‘R seemed to notice that the Geminoid was a robot controlled by her father in
a different place. Most of her impressions were based on this finding. She
described the Geminoid as scary, mainly because its features and movements
were strange. She said that the Geminoid did not look like her father, but she
could not specify which part was strange or different. She preferred her real
father to his Geminoid because “this robot can’t play Wee (the name of a
portable game player) with me, and it can’t grab things” (Nishio et al 2007:
6).
Geminoid’s function limitations, being confined to its chair, and its movements and
expressions, which never quite match those of Ishiguro make it no match for the
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original in his daughter’s opinion. Of course the potential for this kind of unsettled
response is presumably why Ishiguro’s daughter was chosen for the experiment. The
other child in the case study, who was very young, was quite confused by his
experience. He sometimes said that ‘the man’ (Ishiguro) was a robot, but later he
thought it was a real person wearing a strange mask. “He should take off his strange
mask that he keeps wearing,” K said’ (Nishio et al 2007: 7). References to strange
masks, dolls, strangeness all point to the uncanny nature of doppelgangers. It is worth
a side note in relation to tele-presence, that Ishiguro maintains that although
Geminoid is not fitted with any tactile apparatus, someone touching the android is
enough to trigger a physical sensation in him, as if he were inhabiting the robot’s
body (Guizzo 2010: 5). Again, as with aspects of TEROOS, this points to a kind of
phenomenological proprioception.
In the earlier interview there was an off-hand reference to receptionist as
being one possible use for a tele-operated android. In fact, Ishiguro and colleagues
have already made one. Actroid Repliee Q2 is a feminine android that was unveiled at
Expo 2005, its appearance based on a composite of several young Japanese women’s
faces (an earlier model had been based on Fujii Ayako, an NHK newscaster). As with
Geminoid the android has convincing synthetic skin, and makes eye contact with the
onlooker as it speaks and gestures (See Fig.8.3). Its appearance is striking and
convincingly human at first glance, although notably it is not in any sense
autonomous and cannot walk. Jennifer Robertson writes critically on the role of
gender in determining how various Japanese robots are designed, arguing: ‘The
process of gendering robots makes especially clear that gender belongs both to the
order of the material body and to the social and discursive or semiotic systems within
which bodies are embedded’ (Robertson 2010: 1).
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In this case substitution is key as the android not only acts as a surrogate for, but
actually takes on the role of receptionist for itself at Expo. As Robertson notes:
‘It was not an accident that Actroid Repliee was named after the French
repliquer, to replace. Already the many uses (male) roboticists imagine for
the gynoids include their employment “in upmarket coffee shops, bars,
information booths, office complexes, and museums to greet customers and
to give directions”. An advertising poster also suggests the use of Actroid
Repliee as an ambassador, a spiritual leader and a nurse’ (Robertson 2010:
24).
There is something particularly interesting about the decision to create the android
based on an average set of attributes of several attractive women, in addition to the
latent misogyny, it points to a desire to somehow create a idealized model of a young
women that represents all others. The appearance of the female android HRP-4C, the
catwalk robot created by the National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and
Technology for potential use in the ‘entertainment’ industry, was created to represent
an average young Japanese woman. It is a pretty feminine android that was designed
both to represent and replace several desirable roles for young Japanese women pop
star/ fashion model/ domestic worker. HRP-4C and Repliee both make the desired
role of Japanese women disturbingly opaque.
While I was in the field, there was a minor media controversy, when the
immensely popular girl group AKB 48 announced a new member in June 2011. There
was rampant speculation about who the new idol, Aimi Eguchi, really was until it was
revealed that she did not exist at all. She was a virtual avatar, created using a CGI
composite of the facial features of six of the most popular AKB members. Atsuko
Maeda provided the eyes, Tomomi Itano the nose, Mariko Shinoda the mouth, Yuko
Oshima the hair and body, Minami Takahashi the outline and Mayu Watanabe made
the relatively modest contribution of eyebrows. During Aimi’s brief time as a
member, ‘she’ had starred in a commercial and had her own feature in ‘Weekly
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Playboy’ magazine. The announcement that she was a fake led to disappointment
among the more die-hard fans, she was ‘retired’ soon afterwards. Aimi now exists
only in the online hall of fame for former members (See Fig.8.1). Apart from the
intense creepiness of collecting favored body parts from different idols to create a
kind of Frankenstein’s monster ultimate idoru, the creation of the virtual AKB 48
member demonstrates a desire to create a representative icon that in someway
embodies yet is an idealized version of a group of women, much the same as
Repliqiee and HRP-4C.
The implications of creating a beautiful female robot that is able to fulfill
various service and entertainment roles is one that has been extensively explored in
science fiction writing, beginning with Auguste Villiers de I’Isle-Adam’s
Tomorrow’s Eve in 1886:
‘Since our gods and our aspirations are no longer anything but scientific,
why shouldn't our loves be so, too? In place of that Eve of the forgotten
legend, the legend despised and discredited by Science, I offer you a
scientific Eve - the only one, I think, now worthy of those blighted visceral
organs which you still - by a kind of sentimentality that you’re the first to
mock - still call “your hearts”. Far from being hostile to the love of men for
their wives –who are so necessary to perpetuate the race (at least until a new
order of things comes in), I propose to reinforce, insure, and guarantee that
love. I will do so with the aid of thousands and thousands of marvelous and
completely innocent facsimiles, who will render superfluous all those
beautiful but deceptive mistresses ineffective henceforth forever. These new
beings will function in a second nature, rendered more perfect by Science,
and at the very least their healthful assistance will render less painful the
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miseries that - say what you will - always attend sooner or later your
hypocritical marital lapses’ (Villiers 2001: 164).
There is evidence of latent misogyny not only in the design of various feminine
androids but in how they are viewed and interpreted. For instance take Chris Carroll’s
article for National Geographic that describes his experience visiting Actroid-DER, a
female android developed by Osaka University and manufactured by Kokoro, at
Carnegie Mellon University. Carroll describes the android as follows: ‘can be rented
to serve as a futuristic spokesmodel at corporate events, a role that admittedly does
not require great depth of character. But in spite of the $250,000 spent on her
development, she moves with a twitchy gracelessness, and the elasticity of her
features lends a slightly demented undertone to her lovely face’ (Carroll 2011:72). He
goes on to describe how researchers gave the android a makeover, giving it new
clothes and renaming it ‘Yume’ (dream) in order to make it more believably human.
The result: ‘In spite of her outfit - including the long fingerless gloves designed to
hide her zombie-stiff hands and the dark lipstick that covers up her inability to ever
quite close her mouth - underneath she’s the same old Actroid DER. At least now she
knows her place’ (Carroll 2011:84). These choice observations tell more about the
author’s attitudes towards women than they do about the technology itself. The role of
receptionist or ‘spokesmodel’ may not necessarily lend itself to being performed by
women but the desire to create an artificial woman to perform these tasks is
instructive of how these kinds of service roles are viewed.
There have been various representations of women as analogous to
automatons in art and literature, often serving as commentaries or critiques of their
position in society, from Pygmalion to The Stepford Wives (Krugovoy Silver 2002:
60). Pygmalion is often cited as the earliest European literary reference to automata in
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the sense of a crafted human facsimile that comes to life. In Villiers de I’Isle-Adam’s
‘Tomorrow’s Eve’ Thomas Edison offers to build for his lovesick friend Lord Ewald
a female robot, identical in appearance to a woman that he adores but without the
personality that he has come to love. Ewald agrees convinced that he could never be
fooled by an imitation of such a woman so perfect in appearance. Eventually he is
tricked by this robotic Eve and is horrified when he discovers this. At first glance the
work is quite misogynistic however I would argue that in his criticism of the character
of Lord Ewald who loves a woman despite apparently hating her personality, the
novel is ultimately arguing that women are not so easily replaceable. For instance, in
this exchange:
‘Hadaly [the android], all by herself, will resolve every question you have
about her being and without any help from me, I promise you that. –By
words? By words. But without soul, will she have any consciousness? Edison
stared at Lord Ewald in amazement. I beg your pardon. Isn’t that exactly
what you asked for when you cried out, who will take away this soul from
this body for me? You called for a phantom, identical with your young
friend, but without the consciousness with which she seems to be afflicted’
(Villiers 2001: 85).
Edison mocks Ewald for the hypocrisy of his desire to have an automaton replace his
fiancée and yet to express concern that the android might not be sentient. Ewald’s
view could be described as the dream of a woman without agency. There is intense
irony in Ewald’s exclamation immediately before he discovers that he is with the
android and not his fiancée: ‘Ah, no, he said to himself, was I out of my mind? I was
dreaming of a sacrilige, a plaything, a puppet, the mere sight of which would have
made me laugh, I’m certain! A ridiculous, senseless doll! As if, in the face of a living
young woman as beautiful as this one, all that madness wouldn't vanish on the spot!’
(Villiers 2001: 192). ‘Tomorrow’s Eve’ is one of the earliest works of literature to use
the word android, it is significant that in this as well as Hoffmann’s ‘The Sandman,’
another influential work, both have female automatons, convincing doppelgangers
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that fool the protagonists in order to create a horrific moment of revelation when the
automatons true nature is revealed. The imagined replacement of women with
machines is as old as the notion of an android itself.
Hoffman, who had been moved by a demonstration of an advanced
automaton, was inspired to write ‘The Sandman’. This short story in his Die
Nachstucke (The Night Pieces, 1817) is an unsettling tale, which inverts the
Pygmalion myth. The central plot is that the protagonist becomes enamored of a
mechanical doll unaware that it is not human. Upon discovering this fact by walking
in on the dissembled parts of the clockwork doll Olympia being fixed, Nathaniel loses
his sanity. Hoffmann shows us just how automata as objects of desire can ultimately
threaten to undermine what is human. The uncanny dread produced by Olympia’s
dubious animate/inanimate status is the alternative response (though not unrelated) to
affection towards human automata: ‘Olympia’s hand was as cold as ice; he felt a
horrible deathly chill thrilling through him. He looked into her eyes, which beamed
back full of love and desire and at the same time it seemed as though her pulse began
to beat and her life’s blood to flow into her cold hand’ (Hoffmann 1817). We can see
that it only takes a minor distortion of an object desire to produce dread. Desire and
revulsion are intimately related as in seen when Nathaniel’s affection for the doll
takes over from his initial dread to animate her in much the same way as Pygmalion’s
statue. Freud developed his theory put forward in ‘Das Unheimliche’ The Uncanny
(1919) largely based on his psychoanalytic reading of ‘Der Sandman’. He suggests
the disjuncture between what is familiar and what is unusual, as in Olympia’s cold
hand or her disassembled body parts, causes a kind of alienation or cognitive
dissonance (Freud 1919: 45). The separation between expectation and response is
where we see ‘the uncanny.’ The German surrealist artist Hans Bellmer, inspired by
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Hoffman’s character Olympia, produced a series of photographs and tableaux vivants
named ‘Die Puppe’ The Doll11 (1934). These consisted of dolls that were missing
limbs or otherwise mutilated, intended in Bellmer’s own words: ‘to construct an
artificial girl capable of recreating the heights of passion, even to inventing new
desires’ (Bellmer 1934: 29). The work was declared degenerate and Bellmer was
eventually forced to flee to France during the Second World War. The surrealist
fascination with human automata as seen in Bellmer’s distorted representations of the
mechanical human form, demonstrate a morbid interest in the inner workings of
human life (Taylor 2002: 3). Dolls and other human facsimiles frequently appear in
art that explores mortality. As the German poet Rilke put it describing Lotte Pritzel’s
macabre wax dolls: ‘At a time where everybody made an effort to give us quick an
soothing answers the doll was the first who made us suffer this immense silence. And
finally, the doll lies before us without disguise: as that gruesome alien body for which
we have wasted our purest warmth; as that superficially painted drowned corpse,
lifted and carried by the floods of our tenderness until it dried out and we forgot it
somewhere in the bushes’ (Rilke 1994: 32). Writing on mimicry in Japanese culture
Yoshida describes dolls as proxy figures onto which desired for attributes are
projected. In this respect they are similar to androids as imagined surrogates to fulfill
desired roles:
‘Dolls, made in imitation of the human form, were once intended for
religious functions. Today, they serve as a medium through which children
can project their attitudes and feelings and as a vehicle for entering the world
of the imagination. A child endows a doll with wishes for attributes; it may
become a proxy figure to which the child accords the position of highest
honor, or even sees as a kind of divinity. A doll may be imbued with yearned
for qualities –elegance or dignity, heroic strength, courage, or invincibility; a

11

It is worth noting in this title that in German, as in Japanese, there is a single term used to refer to
either dolls or puppets. In Mori’s ‘Uncanny Valley’ the Bunraku puppet is given as a pre-robotics
example of the effect.
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robotic toy that transforms into a supersonic jet is a figure that draws the
child’s imagination into the future’ (Yoshida 1987: 72).
Dolls and puppets unsettle us most when they are taken to pieces. By taking apart the
human form Bellmer creates a disconcerting image. As seeing Olympia being
repaired is enough to drive Nathiel mad, Bellmer shocks us with broken dolls and the
puppet falls limp once its strings are cut.
‘The story of the automaton had struck deep root into their souls and, in fact,
a pernicious mistrust of human figures in general had begun to creep in.
Many lovers, to be quite convinced that they were not enamoured of wooden
dolls, would request their mistresses to sing and dance a little out of time, to
embroider and knit, and play with their lapdogs, while listening to reading,
etc., and, above all, not merely to listen, but also sometimes to talk, in such a
manner as presupposed actual thought and feeling’ (Hoffmann 1817:16).
In Mori Masahiro’s ‘The Uncanny Valley’ (Bukimi no Tani Genshō), he argues that
as human likenesses appear more realistic there is an increasing level of comfort and
familiarity up until a point, before a sharp dip into negative familiarity. It is at the
point when a human facsimile is almost fully convincing is when it is most repellant
to the observer. This sudden dip in familiarity is termed the ‘uncanny valley.’
It is this sense of the uncanny, created through technology, that produces a
surrogate, and in some cases even a doppelganger, causing us to question what are the
essential and irreproducible characteristics of the original. As it was with the androids
in Hoffmann and Villiers de I’Isle-Adam’s imagination so it is with Geminoid and
TEROOS. In all cases some aspect of human presence is separated from its body. In
the androids in literature the realization that there is no human soul within the body is
the source of horror, in Geminoid and TEROOS the human presence is remote,
disembodied, with the result being similarly uncanny. The desire to create bodies as
substitutes for people, whether to perform gender roles or otherwise is worthy of
critical analysis. To take a further example, consider the work of David Hanson. He is
an American roboticist and former Disney ‘imagineer,’ who used to build animatronic
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devices for use in theme parks. Hanson gained worldwide attention however once he
began creating robotic human heads. Ignoring warnings of tumbling into the uncanny
valley he endeavored to create robotic human heads that were as realististic as
possible. These synthetic human heads are impressive, startling and unsettling. They
use new electroactive polymers, referred to jovially as frubber, to create convincing
fake skin, along with around 30 servomotors to give a full range of expressions.
Hanson has been frequently called to defend the unsettling uncanny effect his heads
can have on an audience. This led Hanson to comment in his 2006 article that:
‘Extremely abstract robots can be uncanny if the aesthetic is off, as can
cosmetically atypical humans. Thus, the uncanny occupies a continuum
ranging from the abstract to the real, although norms of acceptability may
narrow as one approaches human likeness. However, if the aesthetic is right,
any level of realism or abstraction can be appealing. If so, then avoiding or
creating an uncanny effect just depends on the quality of the aesthetic design,
regardless of the level of realism’ (Hanson 2006: 64).
On his web page, he describes himself as a ‘sculptor-roboticist’ evoking thoughts of
Pygmalion as I learn this (Ferber 2003: 1). Ferber describes the story of how Hanson
found a candidate to be the model for a robotic head.
‘The evening Hanson got the skull, in April 2002, he grabbed a pair of
calipers and struck out for a popular bar in an artsy Dallas warehouse district
called Exposition Park. There he quickly scanned the room and spotted
Kristen Nelson - a willowy blue-eyed brunette he knew - casually chatting
with a guy at the bar. Hanson walked past once or twice, and they smiled at
each other. Finally he walked up and said hello. “Can I measure your skull?”
he asked. […] By the time of the AAAS conference and the unveiling of KBot in February, Hanson's robot-model instincts had borne fruit beyond his
wildest hopes: He and Nelson were engaged. Not surprisingly, their “meet
cute” story has seen its share of tellings and retellings […] She remembers it
slightly differently: ‘He asked, “Can I make you into a robot?” (Ferber 2003:
3).
This heart warming while simultaneously somewhat blood curdling story of how
Hanson found a model for a robotic head raises various questions about the motives
behind choosing a potential love interest only to create a robotic likeness of her.
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In the experiment, referred to earlier in this thesis, Robert Green and his
colleagues recorded responses to images of people, androids and CGI characters with
varying facial proportions. Their aim was to assess whether humanlike aesthetics
could produce the uncanny effect, to the extent that the more realistic the human
facsimile reaches a point where it becomes repellant. Their findings led Green to note:
‘In most instances participants showed increased sensitivity and decreased tolerance
as ratings of humanlike, alive, female and sexy increased, and as ratings of creepy and
ugly decreased’ (Green et al 2008: 2470). In other words it is easier to be upset by the
image of a person with minor flaws than it is to be upset by the image of a cartoon or
an android, even though it deviates wildly from any sense of realism. Of course there
are problems in that this research depends on an imagined universal notion of
attractiveness. It does potentially shed light on why Geminoid and the first version of
Repliee, as they are based on specific individuals and therefore might be more
unsettling than androids that are created with a more stylized appearance.
In a similar experiment at the ATR laboratory ‘Anthropomorphism
Influences Perception of Computer-animated characters’ actions’ participants were
shown characters animated either by motion capture data or key frames designed by
an animator. They are asked to distinguish between biological and artificial. The same
movement data is then used with characters that vary in appearance to see if
anthropomorphism influences the participant’s judgement. The results were
inconclusive. The moving character was rendered variously as: seventeen dots,
twenty-six dots, ellipses, robot, alien, clown or a jogger. The experiment found that
the more recognisably human the character was, the easier it was to interpret whether
or not the characters movement was authentically human (Chaminade et al. 2007:
213). Evidence from these kinds of experiment seems to suggest that humans are
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naturally more sensitive to interpreting the movement and appearance of humanlike
entities than non-human ones. This sensitivity may go some way to explaining how
the greater an android mimics a human in appearance, the greater are its chances of
causing an unsettling feeling for the viewer. In this regard a robotic avatar with a
clearly non-human stylized appearance such as TEROOS may be preferable to a
Geminoid style robotic doppleganger that may well never fully overcome the uncanny
valley.

Surrogate Workers
With a rapidly aging population one of the main imagined future uses of androids is to
fill vacant roles in the domestic and service sphere. This perhaps explains the frequent
references to androids being used as nurses or domestic workers, their feminine
appearance and the implied feminine nature of these roles. The government led
initiative Innovation 25 discussed earlier in this thesis was Prime Minister Abe’s plan
for a remaking Japanese society by the year 2025 based around the increasing
integration of domestic androids. Robertson challenges the vision set out in
Innovation 25 by arguing that rather than representing progress, new robot
technologies are being deployed to reinforce traditional values, in particular the
notion of the patriarchal family. She is legitimately suspicious of much of the rhetoric
used to describe the ideal futuristic home set out in Innovation 25 (Robertson 2007:
372). Not only are gender relations embedded in the design and purpose of new
technological devices, but also technology has already has the ability to enforce
gender divisions. Writing on Japanese factories in Malaysia, Low, Nakayama and
Yoshioka recorded how the design of the factory created a new disctintion between
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male and female employees: ‘technology itself can be regarded as being gendered.
The assembly line system which transformed the Malay women into “robots” was
designed for repetitious work, allowing the exploitation of “unskilled” women
workers for long hours at low wages, and placing men (who could understand the
system) in supervisory roles with higher remuneration’ (Low et. al 1999: 152). The
authors go on argue that in the future gap in the Japanese science and technology
workforce will likely be filled by non-Japanese Asian migrants. The androids that
were imagined in Innovation 25 are surrogate workers, filling the undesirable but
crucial roles of careworkers and housewives. In this case it is worthwhile to consider
in more depth the current trends in migrant labor in Japan.
In Japan in 2050, Anthropologist Shinji Yamashita argues that the projected
aging population will have a profound impact on Japanese society, as it will make
large-scale inward migration a necessity. Considering the aspirations of Japan-bound
(japayuki) Filipina women, Yamashita notes that until recently most Filipina women
entered Japan on ‘entertainer’ visas, which have been halted due to their frequent use
as a means of trafficking women to work as hostesses or prostitutes. There has been a
shift towards promoting domestic and care work to female Filipina migrants who
wish to enter Japan, with the two governments entering an agreement to this end in
2006: ‘a shift from entertainers to careworkers is taking place in immigration from the
Philippines. However, because of the difficulty in passing the national caregivers
exam (kaigo-fukushishi kokka shaken) and the lower level of pay in care centres as
compared with other sectors, it is still uncertain whether or not this project will take
off’ (Yamashita 2010: 7).
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Steven Spencer’s 1992 article on illegal migrant laborers in Japan marks the
escalation of the on-going debate over whether to allow more inward migration to
Japan. The ‘foreign labor problem’ gaikokujin rodosha monda had attracted divergent
views on the subject which are yet to be resolved. Spencer acknowledges that much of
these debates are based on an idealized view of migration, where in practice illegal
migrants already tend to fill vacant jobs regardless of their official status. It is near
impossible to police, for example in the well-established practice of phony language
schools acting as fronts for labor migrants. As Spencer puts it: ‘combating the
inexorable flow of workers in somewhat like pushing on one end of a water balloon –
pressure on one side simply means the enforcement was strengthened against illegal
Pakistani’s and Bangladeshi’s, Chinese “students” also working illegally, promptly
made up the difference in numbers’ (Spencer 1992: 763). Numbers of illegal migrants
are difficult to estimate, but certainly in terms of legally permitted migration, Japan
has maintained surprisingly low levels up to the present day. Indeed, an American
robotics researcher that I met at ATR Advanced Telecommunications Research
Institute International made an interesting observation on the connection between
attitudes to robots and attitudes to foreigners:
“Sometimes I will be showing a robot to a kid and the parents think it’s cute
when they talk …to me. You know, like “go on, talk to the foreigner” and
they get excited in exactly the same way.”
He found it amusing that the chance to interact with the robot would be ignored in
favor of the perhaps greater novelty of the chance to interact with a foreign man who
can speak Japanese.
David Bartam in 2000 wrote on Japanese labor migration as an example of a
‘negative case.’ That is to say that where most literature on migration argues the link
between economic development and mass inward migration as the facilitator of this
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development, the ‘positive’ cases, Japan stands as an anomaly. Even with relatively
high levels of migration by the 1990’s the total foreign migrant workforce of Japan is
still under 1.5%, tiny in comparison to most advanced economies. The year 2000
OECD statistics had the foreign population of Japan at 1.2% compared with the UK’s
3.8% (Takao 2003: 527). Bartram highlights how throughout the ‘boom’ postwar era
of rapid economic growth in the 1960’s and 70’s, in fact right up until 1984 the
foreign labor force remained at a constant 0.3% (Bartram 2000). A statistical
comparison with France, Germany and Sweden shows the extent to which Japan’s
situation with regards to labor migration has been unique. This ‘negative case’ of
Japan as a country that experienced rapid economic growth without allowing
significant inward migration cannot be conclusively explained. Although the most
plausible explanation is that Japan was still a largely agricultural economy by the
post-Second World War era and therefore had a stock of labor in rural areas, which
meant that rural to urban migration would have filled many of the jobs as they were
created. However since this article was written there are signs that indicate that
Japan’s position as an anomaly in this respect will not endure, as trends are showing
an increase in inward migration over the past decade.
Writing on the permanence of ‘temporary’ migration, Takeyuki Tsuda
acknowledges the demand for migrant labor, which has increased over the last two
decades. According to 1991 data 13% of all illegal workers in Japan were working in
the ‘service sector,’ restaurants, hospitals, cleaning and in similar roles. Tsuda records
that since the mid-1980’s the myth of “Japanese uniqueness” with regards to
migration ended as demand for foreign labor increased. Migrant workers on
temporary visas, or “side door migrants” as they are sometimes called are
predominantly nikkeijin, foreign born but of Japanese ancestry. Tsuda explains why
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government policy on immigration is relatively relaxed with regards to Brazilian
nikeijin: ‘Because the Brazilian nikkeijin were presumed to be more culturally similar
to the Japanese than other foreigners, their open admission was an attractive option
for the Japanese government. In addition to such ethnic preferences, however, the
nikeijin were also more appealing for the Japanese government than migrants from
Asian countries because of their perceived “temporariness” (Tsuda 1999: 688).
This temporariness is implied by the repeated issuing of short-term visas and
the (somewhat speculative) notion that after making money these nikeijin would be
satisfied and want to return home. The motivation for businesses to want foreign
workers can be explained as an extension of the demographic shift in the age of the
population: ‘Because of a continuous decline in the birth rate, the rapid aging of the
population, and the depletion of the previous rural labor supply, the Japanese
domestic workforce was unable to meet the increasing demand’ (Tsuda 1999: 693). It
is worth a side note that the phrase used here ‘rapid aging population’ has recurred in
a lot of the writing on Japan’s changing population demographics. However it seems
a little strange that such a phenomenon as aging could be conceived of as being rapid,
as even this relatively fast shift in the average age of the population will take decades
to play out. In the grand scheme of history Japan’s population may be aging rapidly
but for an individual of working age, especially a migrant worker, this process of
change is so slow as can barely be seen to be taking place at all.
Yasuo Takao examined the impact of local government initiatives in
promoting the protection of foreigners’ rights. Foreign workers in Japan can be
broadly put in two status categories, ‘special permit residents’ referring to Korean and
Taiwanese colonial migrants and their descendants and ‘migrant workers’ who are
usually either illegal or on short term working visas and then eventually become
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illegal. Healthcare is identified as a major issue as migrant workers are not covered by
national healthcare schemes regardless of their employer or whether or not they are
working legally. The central argument Takao puts forward is that local government is
key in the negotiation of foreigner workers’ rights, as they have to deal with foreign
workers from a practical point of view. Regardless of public opinion or national
policy towards migrants local government institutions deal with the reality or what
Komai called the ‘unavoidability’ of the presence of foreign workers. Therefore local
government negotiates the gap between official policy and practical implementation
of these policies, where migrant workers can exert some limited political influence
(Takao 2003: 571). This influence, however limited constitutes an important aspect of
improving the lives of migrants.
Hiroshi Komai argues that the threats to the human rights of foreign workers
in Japan are exacerbated by the severity of government legislation on Immigration.
For example the obligation of public servants to report the presence of undocumented
workers has been in Komai’s view: ‘a major obstacle for efforts to rescue people from
confinement, forced prostitution, and the increasing occurrences of workplace
accidents, nonpayment’s of wages, sudden dismissals and extremely low wages’
(Komai 1991: 253). Komai makes a strong case for the relaxation of the law that
public servants must report undocumented workers as a threat to the human rights of
these individuals. His work can be seen as an effort to explain how migration could be
more effectively and humanely managed. As he defends the stigma of illegality that is
attached to these people: ‘Undocumented workers are not injuring other people or
stealing property. Rather they are seriously and diligently performing work that
Japanese people don’t want to do, and they are doing it for low wages and in places
hidden from the eyes of society’ (Komai 1993: 10). How these workers are
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understood from the point of view of their employers is central to addressing
immigration policies in Japan. The liminal status of migrants as sub-citizens (or even
both Japanese and other as with the nikeijin) will be important in addressing the
technology that is employed to fill a similar role, as with domestic androids.
Robertson argues that the Japanese government policy of promoting robot-dependent
lifestyles over the current dependence on migrant workers may result in a situation
where robots actually enjoy a higher legal status and rights than do many humans:
‘the possibility of robots acquiring civil status ahead of flesh-and-blood humans raises
profound questions about the nature of citizenship and human rights’ (Robertson
2014: 572). She points out that animals, dolls, cartoon characters and robots
(including Paro) have all been issued special residency permits for which foreigners
and minority residents are ineligible (Robertson 2014: 593).
Writing on the role of women in relation to the domestic maintenance of ‘the
hearth’ in the Soviet Union, Victor Buchli outlines how rather than an emancipation
of women from these duties, the activities were shifted from the individual to the
collective homestead. He details how the Byt reformers of the 1920’s facilitated this
change in the locus of domestic responsibilities to the ‘socialized hearth’ of the
commune although the kind of labor these women were engaged in actually changed
very little. As Buchli puts it: ‘The use of unpaid, socialized women’s labor in the
domestic sphere (formerly considered an undesirable but necessary expedient) was
now a virtue in and of itself’ (Buchli 1999: 82). You could make a comparison with
the notion of home healthcare professionals under the British national health system.
These workers are usually women, which provide a mix of nursing but primarily
domestic duties for the elderly or disabled in their homes, performing what are
traditionally considered personal domestic duties for strangers. Of course these
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women are usually paid, although the UK government does promote ‘caregiver’ status
where one effectively performs these duties for free for a friend or relative although
there are some minor incentives. The fact that women’s domestic roles, although little
changed in many respects over the course of the 20th century, are increasingly a
matter of government concern demonstrates a profound effect that industrialization
has had on the way that domestic duties are understood. These are individual and yet
in many cases social responsibilities, extending beyond the boundaries of the
homestead and into the extended family or local community. The industrialization of
social care in its various forms can be seen as a transgression of the traditional
boundary that separates community and homestead, this interior/exterior distinction
and how it has been challenged and reformed is also considered in Buchli’s work
(Buchli 1999: 191).
Naohiro Ogawa argued that there has been a significant shift in the
expectation of support from children of the Japanese elderly since the mid-1980’s.
Based on surveys of married women from 1950-1993, Ogawa observes that the
proportion of respondents who expect to depend on their children in later life drops
sharply from 65% to 18% (Ogawa & Retherford 1993: 591). Interestingly Ogawa
relates these changes in expectations to changes in the organization of nationalized
healthcare. The hypothesis is that the post war development of nationalized universal
healthcare has led many to view the state rather than their family as the body
primarily responsible for care in later life.
However, increased life expectancy and the strain that will put on
nationalized health care led the government to promote a shift back to family based
care in 1980’s, and this seems to have sharply increased peoples anxieties over who
will care for them/their parents in later life. In other words, the perceived
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responsibility for care of the elderly has shifted from the family unit to the state and
finally by the late 1980’s appears to be becoming the responsibility of the individual.
Ogawa and Retherford record that the perceived shift of care of the elderly as being
ones “natural duty” to being an “unavoidable” burden was triggered by highly
publicized government cuts in healthcare (Ogawa & Retherford 1993: 590).
Home care and community care have been stressed by the Japanese
government over the past few decades, in an effort to reign in the cost of national
healthcare. As Sonoda notes that local government is struggling to keep up with the
needs of the elderly and disabled: ‘the problems of people suffering from intractable
diseases, the bedridden elderly, and those with serious mental or physical handicaps.
For a long time such people have been virtually shunned by hospitals, which claimed
to be technically or organizationally incapable of dealing with them’ (Sonoda 1988:
72). Looking at the relationship between lifestyle and health checkups Kyoichi
Sonoda compared data to try and find any significant trends. The results were
ambiguous: ‘propensity to skip health checks increased as complaints about health
decreased, and a similar trend was seen among those who had no chronic disease or
history of illness. Finally, checkup recipients were more numerous among those who
replied that they were careful about nutrition and diet and exercising properly’
(Sonoda 1988: 132).
According to these results then those who exercise regularly and eat well, in
other words ‘the healthy’, are more likely to seek out doctor’s checkups as well as
those who have long term health complaints. It is worth a side-note of these findings
that essentially the very healthy and very unwell are together the most inclined
towards health checks. The debates surrounding the costs of providing health checks
for those who seem fine are being played out within most advanced healthcare
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systems. Helen Lambert’s research on cholesterol screening in the NHS and the
debate surrounding various cholesterol risk groups explores this issue. (Lambert 1999:
123).
We can see that the various debates surrounding the current and future roles
of migrant laborers in Japan is an underlying factor in the imagining of androids as
surrogate and substitute workers in the near future. Many of the devices discussed
above, from communication avatars to robotic receptionists and imaginary pop idols,
reveal the underlying cultural beliefs about the status of these roles. In this manner
visions of the future as expressed in technology under development can serve as a
mirror on which social norms are reflected. The examples of TEROOS and Geminoid
both represent efforts to create a substitute for an individual, which can be remotely
controlled. The surrogate in the case of Geminoid is a robotic doppelganger whereas
with TEROOS the body of the wearer acts in place of the remote user. Actroid
Repliee and Aimi Eguchi (the virtual member of AKB48) go a step further in seeking
to substitute an automaton for a group of women in order to fulfil desired roles, the
receptionist and the pop idol. These objects betray a reprehensible attitude towards
women, which has a historical precedent in recurring depictions in science fiction of
the Eve of the future, a desirable, manmade female automaton devoid of sentience.
The social context whereby young people, and young women in particular to
fill service roles are in short supply in Japan goes some way to explain why these
technological surrogates and substitutes are appealing to many. This desired
substitutability between people and machines speaks to the recurring finding
throughout this thesis of the importance of absence, lack and loss. It is suggested
through the kind of technology being produced and the way in which it is presented at
the museum, that the current economic and social deficit might be filled by machines.
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The visions of the future on show at Miraikan and how they seek to replace or reclaim
these lost bodies will be the subject of the concluding chapter.
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Fig.8.1 Screen capture of AKB48 Aimi Eguchi’s profile page at the group’s official
website.

Fig.8.2 Professor Ishiguro and Geminoid. Copyright © Hiroshi Ishiguro 2010.
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Fig.8.3 Repliee Q2. Copyright © GNU Commons 2006.

Fig.8.4 TEROOS the telecommunication avatar created by Tadakazu Kashiwabara.
Copyright © Tadakazu Kashiwabara.
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9: Conclusion
This research is about the relationship between people and technology as viewed in a
contemporary science museum, a site in which people are encouraged to discuss the
potential of new technology. Miraikan is aptly named the museum of the future, in
that ‘the future’ is its most valuable visitor attraction. People come in order to be
confronted with a vision of the future in the shape of unfamiliar technology and its
exciting potential. As any science fiction aficionado might tell you, these visions of
the future often turn out to be reflections of current social concerns. So it is with
Miraikan, that ironically it serves as a recent-history museum, documenting the
predominate concerns of the early 21st century.
The rapidly aging population in Japan makes care of the elderly a frequently
cited potential use for various new devices. In the museum this is evident in the
Living with Monmo exhibition of assistive domestic devices including robots that can
cook and a living room set where a single touch screen panel controls all of the lights
and electric appliances. It can also be seen in the sepia tinted vision of prosperity in
Lifestyle 2050. The Story of the End of the World is an important exception in that it
examines the problems of aging and death without attempting to provide any
technological solutions. Influenced by the 2011 Tohoku earthquake and tsunami, this
exhibition examines the inevitability of decline and death. While aging populations
are a current concern in various economically prosperous countries this exhibition,
particularly in its exploration of the futility of technology in preventing natural
disasters, is a distinctly Japanese response to the future, as well as being one that
documents the strong public sentiment in the year following the 2011 disaster.
Beyond the confines of the museum walls I encountered more framing of new
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technology in relation to assisting the elderly in how Osawa and Kashiwabara
described the utility of their respective inventions (See Appendices B and C).
A significant recurring theme in how technology is encountered at the
museum is the pervasive influence of science fiction. The visitor comments and
messages left at the museum contain repeated references to well known characters
from science fiction and anime. How the exhibits are designed is heavily influenced
by science fiction tropes. For example Songs of Anagura uses as its spiel an
apocalyptic scenario in which only sentient machines have survived. While ‘Lifestyle
2050’ draws on nostalgic images of the familiar future as utopia in its concept art
purposefully in the style of nineteen-sixties science fiction. This influence comes full
circle in the devices themselves which often bear cosmetic or significant resemblance
to the devices found in science fiction. ASIMO is rumoured to named as a homage to
Isaac Asimov, the robot HRP-2 bears more than a slight resemblance to RX-78 from
Gundam. But beyond these cosmetic influences there is potentially a more significant
alignment between popular conceptions of the future and how the development of
technology is subsequently being driven. In other words the writers of Star Trek
cannot be given credit for the invention of automatic sliding doors but there is
certainly a valid argument that their presence in the immensely popular television
series may have made their successful commercial development more likely. The
blurred lines between how the future technology is imagined, perceived and actually
made require the consideration of science fiction as a funhouse mirror through which
social concerns are addressed. The visual language employed by the staff, volunteers
and visitors at Miraikan has been influence by social concerns as seen in popular
culture.
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Technology and Post-industrial Labour
The observation that formed the backdrop to many of the experiences encountered
while conducting this research was the way in which technology is changing the
nature of work. Unsurprisingly this is a recurring theme in many of the exhibits where
automation in various forms is celebrated. ASIMO’s range of helpful abilities might
render menial labour obsolete, the robotic arm has already revolutionized
manufacturing etc. However, there is a more fundamental way in which Miraikan
demonstrates how the nature of labour is changing, in its volunteers. On the whole the
volunteers seem to enjoy their time at the museum but they do represent a cross
section of the underemployed. Older people past retirement age that are fit for work,
some very young people hoping to bolster their CV and those who either work part
time or do not work due to other commitments who nevertheless seek a regular worklike environment.
There is inherent irony in a museum of the future with exhibits detailing how
technology will fulfil the demands of the economy that is staffed largely by people
working for free. There are displays about how robots will fill the workforce gap
created by an aging population that is in a museum staffed by retired people that are
offering up their labour without charge. It should be noted that the museum also has
paid staff and the volunteers do not necessarily work there out of frustration with
being unable to attain paid employment. However the successful functioning of a
museum that depends on volunteer labour provided for the most part by retired or
unemployed people does highlight one of the absurd features of the increasing
utilization of technology to fulfil labour demands: the resulting human labor surplus.
This is by no means a recent problem but it is certainly one that will continue to grow.
In this way Miraikan unwittingly provides another vision of the future.
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A secondary observation, which relates to the shifting relationship between
technology and human labor is the growing tendency to anthropomorphize machines
and the mechanisation of human behaviour in certain situations. Dr Osawa’s vacuum
gesture robot is a key example of the notion that in terms of ergonomics, devices
work better when the interface appears to be human. Put simply, a vacuum cleaner
that can point at its own on button and tell you where it is will be easier to use than
one that requires you study its instruction manual. There are also more superficial
aesthetic advantages to giving a product a face as seen in the phenomenal success of
various kawaii brands (Rilakkuma, Hello Kitty etc). Anthropomorphic avatars and
disembodied voices are becoming increasingly part of every day life in Japan as well
as elsewhere. The animated characters that bow after you complete a transaction at an
automated teller machine are emblematic of this trend. The ‘friendly-patrolling’ robot,
with behaviour modelled on human security guards’ non-threatening patterns of
walking can also be seen as an expression of this tendency.
Alongside this, these devices invite the comparison with the automated
nature of social interactions. Particularly in the behaviour of employees that worked
in Miraikan (and elsewhere) in customer service capacity. The ‘going home’ ritual
where Auld Lang Syne is played on a loop while we bowed repeatedly very much
called to mind the demand that workers must often behave as machines from which
the notion of ‘robot’ originates. The term ‘robot’ was introduced into popular usage
Karel Čapek’s 1920 play R.U.R. (Rossum’s Universal Robots) in which a factory of
synthetic humans are exploited for their labour until they eventually revolt. The word
derives from the Czech ‘robota’ meaning ‘serf labour’ with connotations of drudgery
or hard work. The robots in the original play were described as workers almost
indistinguishable from humans, closer to the idea of clone than robot in the
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contemporary understanding of the terms. The tendency towards the humanization of
machines and mechanization of human behaviour is a discernable trend of much of
that witnessed during the course of this research. It is a relationship that has been
critically commented on since the industrial revolution and continues to be influential
in the development of new technology. The role anthropomorphization in the
aesthetic (and increasingly also in the functional) design of consumer products can be
seen in contemporary Japan.

Novel Interactions
The primary finding of this research with regards to the specific display strategies
employed at Miraikan is the value of creating an out of the ordinary experience that I
would describe as a novel interaction. It has been demonstrated using the example of
the hands-on model of the internet that there is value in taking an abstract concept
such as the internet and giving it corporeal form. This is one way in which a museum
exhibit can utilize novelty. This kind of science museum exhibit as hands-on
educational experience arguably traces its origin to the Exploratorium in San
Francisco. There is a second sense in which Miraikan utilizes novelty in exhibiting
devices that are unusual, either because they are still in the research phase of
development or, as in the case of ASIMO, they are too expensive and few in number
to be found elsewhere. ASIMO is undoubtedly the biggest single visitor attraction at
Miraikan and much in the manner that dinosaurs lead families to natural history
museums, robots attract visitors to science museums. The device art exhibits provide
further evidence of the value of creating a novel interaction, whether it is robotic eyes
that blink (Nicodama), clothing that disappears through the use of optical camouflage
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or a figure that appears in a reflection (mermaid in the mirror illusion). In creating a
novel interaction between subject and object, often with an element of surprise or
subversion, the device art objects can be seen as direct descendants of the karakuri
and mechanical curiosities of old.
Paro and Aibo, the two most high profile robots at the museum after ASIMO,
raise interesting questions regarding what qualities best elicit human empathy. The
success of Paro over Aibo despite being a comparatively simple device suggests that
aesthetic qualities play a significant role. This comparison is significant for the
discussion of anthropomorphism and its relationship to the kawaii aesthetic of
cartoonish cuteness and the problem of the uncanny valley. But specifically with
regards to the theme of novel interactions, the tactile experience of stroking Paro’s
responsive soft fur may have much to do with its success at the museum. To stroke a
cuddly toy, which responds with sound and movement is novel. To attempt to make a
metal toy dog do tricks only serves to highlight its limitations in comparison with the
real thing. The creation of a novel interaction, an experience that is new, strange and
engages the senses is the consistent common feature of successful exhibits. This does
not necessarily have to be technologically sophisticated with the internet model being
a key example of this. But also the ‘Story of the End of the World’ is interactive and
engaging despite being primarily made up of printed text, magnets, post it notes and
other decidedly low-tech means of interaction. In this regard it provides a useful point
of comparison with some of the other more technologically advanced yet less novel
exhibitions. For instance the tablet computers that accompany the ‘Songs of Anagura’
exhibit are often left idle. This is because the use of a tablet computer for many
visitors is in fact less novel than sticking magnets on a wall or drawing on a
chalkboard.
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Areas for Further Research
Devices designed for future military applications were largely excluded from this
study due to their almost total absence in the museum. The one exception is the robot
‘Halluc II,’ a small eight legged remote control vehicle with a mounted camera. It is
described by the developers at the Future Robotics Technology Center at Chiba
Institute of Technology as follows: ‘Equipped with 8 robotic leg-modules, the
HallucII allows three types of mobility, i.e., vehicle mode, insect mode, animal mode.
The capability of the transformation including drive-mode switching between wheelcruising and leg-walking can offer the superior mobility performance. The leg
modules are internally connected via on-board computer network. The entire robotic
vehicle motion is then produced by a central computer system, based on the
intelligent integration technology of the information, provided by the operator
commanding and the on-board sensor units detecting the surrounding environment’
(FuRo 2007). Although it is not explicitly described as a device intended for use by
the military, its design has the potential to be repurposed for combat and intelligence
uses. In this respect Halluc II is somewhat of an anomaly at the museum. However
there is a wealth of potential research into how various emerging technology is
designed with either explicit or implicit violent capabilities and the questions this
raises for research scientists. The almost total absence of devices with potential
military applications or any reference to these dilemmas is in itself worthy of
consideration. If this research were to be developed the complex relationship between
emerging technology and the military would prove to be a valuable area of further
inquiry.
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During the process of designing this research project it became apparent that
studies of new technology tend to be tied to research institutions. This may be because
institutions that are developing or promoting technological devices have an incentive
to generate interest in their activities that are therefore more open to the presence of
ethnographic researchers than many other workplace environments. In choosing the
science museum attached to a research facility the intention was to gain insight into
how the wider public engages with the technology as well as the professional
researchers and educators. While examining this relationship has been productive
ultimately this research was still undertaken within an institution that was receptive to
the presence of outsiders. For future attempts to study emerging technology, to look
not only outside of the laboratory but outside of the confines of research institutions
would be one way to expand the scope of this research further. Specifically, to view
technology as it is used, in the home or workplace would provide another way to view
the relationship between people and machines, not only in terms of their imagined
potential uses but their attempts to incorporate these devices into their everyday lives.
Suffice to say this perspective was beyond the scope of this research being situated
physically and conceptually in and around Miraikan. A domestic based long-term
study of the impact of new technology would be one way to get an alternative, more
pragmatic view of how these objects not only might but actually are altering people’s
everyday lives.
This research was aimed at assessing how ‘the future’ is perceived and
interpreted at Miraikan, using participant observation, academic literature and
journalism concerning volunteering and museum curatorship in Japan. The role of
educators, visitors and volunteers, exhibit design and implementation, as well as the
devices on display themselves were examined in relation to one another in order to
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establish where the visions of the future come from and what their significance is.
Sometimes it was as simple as looking at the relationship between social anxiety (old
age) and an imagined solution (robotic care workers). ‘Songs of Anagura,’ ‘Lifestyle
2050’ and to an extent even ASIMO, Paro and Aibo can be seen as emblems of the
imagined potential of technology to one day fulfil our most human needs. In the case
of the ‘Story of the End of the World’ the negotiation of underlying existential
concerns were more complex.
Through hours spent watching and talking to visitors at Miraikan the relative
success and failure of different device and displays at maintaining visitor interest
became apparent. This eventually led to the observation that two of the most well
received attractions, the selection of device art objects and ASIMO, both drew on the
qualities of automatons and mechanical curiosities. A sense of awe created through
the concealment of the devices' inner workings and the illusion of sentience
characterizes many of the device art objects as well as the ASIMO demonstrations,
with karakuri an effective term for describing this effect. In contrast to devices that
play on the visitors' ignorance of their inner workings, certain exhibits attempt to take
a complex and abstract technological system and make it tangible. The discussion of
the hands-on model of the internet was intended to consider how this order of exhibit
works by making the abstract corporeal.
The analogocial relationship between people and robots in many settings is
the underlying basis for the discussions of user-friendliness and substitutability. In
one case human behaviour is modelled in order to create a mechanical likeness and by
contrast we can see the mechanical nature of various aspects of human behaviour. As
vacuum cleaners become more person-like, our pop idols become less so. This
relationship is visible at Miraikan in the behaviour of staff, also many of the
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researchers I have met over the course of this research. For example, the researcher at
ATR who noticed that strangers and their children would rather play with him by
attempting an interaction in English than play with the android standing next to him.
Or Richardson’s profound observation that researchers often act out the tasks their
robotic device is supposed to perform on its behalf (Richardson 2010: 78). For
volunteers and Science Communicators at Miraikan, as with the staff in many service
roles in Japan, their etiquette and use of honorific language and gestures towards
visitors was mechanically trained. I have endeavoured to avoid creating and
essentializing distinction between Japan and ‘the West’, and to address problems of
translation as they arise. It is imperative particularly when popular terms are used in
multiple languages that their meaning and significance is critically assessed. As with
karakuri and various other terms that could not be easily directly translated every
effort has been made to accurately interpret the underlying meaning.
In conclusion, by studying the exhibits, visitors, staff, volunteers, devices
and their makers, I was given the opportunity to critically explore the visions of the
future on offer at Miraikan, both in terms of their underlying influences and their
impact on staff and visitors. The value of novel interactions in the contemporary
science museum, the anthropomorphisation of technology set against the
mechanisation of labour, the pervasive influence of popular culture and societal
concerns in how the future is imagined and the intellectual redundancy of simplistic
Japan-West comparisons are the primary conclusions of this research. While
‘Lifestyle 2050’s nostalgia-drenched vision of a future with flying psychedelic
helicopter pods might not be a trustworthy source of prediction, these exhibits, as well
as the opinions of those who design and staff them and the visitors who interact with
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them, do provide valuable insights into the relationship between people and
technology in the early 21st century.

Reclaiming Lost Bodies
In an interview discussing the anime science fiction film Ghost in a Shell: Innocence
that was mentioned earlier in this thesis, the director Mamoru Oshii was asked about
the decision to have given the main character, a cyborg who displays little human
emotion, a pet dog. The basset hound featured in the film was drawn based on Oshii’s
own beloved pet. The director was asked if he prefers the companionship of dogs to
people, and what if any point he was trying to make by the inclusion of the animal in
the story. To which he responded:
‘I personally may prefer my companionship of dogs, but it may be different
to some people. Since people are all starting to lose part of or all of their
“bodies”, they need to associate with something else to identify them. It
could be dogs like myself, or it could be cats or other animals. It does not
need to be living things. It could be machines, cars, computers, cities, just
about anything but yourself. That's how you find your lost bodies’ (Rucka
2004).
Rereading this interview years later I was struck by the profundity of this response,
and its resonance with much of what I had seen during the field research. To ‘reclaim
lost bodies’ characterizes both the dehumanizing potential of technology and the
efforts to utilize the same technology to repair this damage. For example, Paro the
therapeutic robot is emblematic of the failure to provide emotional support for the
elderly. Yet at the same time it is evidence of an attempt to address one of the key
problems with institutionalised elderly care, a lack of intimacy and emotional support.
The move that occurred in the latter part of the twentieth century whereby
responsibility for the care of elderly shifted from family members to institutions has
created this deficit in emotional support and necessitated the effort to create the robot
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as a surrogate for the missing kin relationship. In this way many of the devices that I
have encountered can be viewed as efforts to ‘reclaim lost bodies’. Whether those
belonging to missing kin, pets, workers or children.
The lost bodies metaphor applies not only to devices but to people
themselves. For example, at the museum volunteers act as surrogate workers, filling
the deficit in service personnel while at the same time by acting as volunteers they are
able to compensate for lack of participation in the workforce at large, either due to
retirement, or being a student or housewife. In this case the lost bodies are the void
being filled by volunteer workers. The role of young women volunteers is particularly
relevant to the effort to replace lost bodies. Sugiyama Lebra describes some of the
advantages and disadvantages of the traditional position of women in Japanese society
when entering the workplace. For instance, when a family has only daughters for
children, the eldest daughter may be expected to follow in the father’s chosen career
path or to continue the family farm or business. This tendency is described as
‘succession syndrome’ (Sugiyama 1981: 293). In this respect women at work are
considered to be acting in place of men, with some implied sacrifice of their perceived
ability to act in the role of wife or mother. It is worth noting that Sugiyama’s analysis
was written in the early nineteen eighties and the employment of women in Japan has
increased considerably since then, although gender equality in workforce participation
is still far from being realized. Female volunteers represent surplus labour and as
Sugiyama observes are often viewed participating in wider workforce at the expense
of their role as wife or mother.
The recurring theme of the impact of changing kinship relations to society is
not limited to conceptions of the future. For example, Ōoku (The Inner Chambers) is a
historical fiction manga by Fumi Yoshinaga, set in Edo Castle during the Tokugawa
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period. The Ōoku, literally ‘great interior’ is the term used to describe the harem of
Edo castle where the wife and concubines of the Shogun would reside. It is also used
to describe similar areas of other major castles during the Edo period (1603-1868).
The central premise of the series is that a disease known as the ‘Redface Pox,’ which
affects only men, has killed three quarters of the male population of Japan. The
scarcity of men leads to a gender role reversal, as men cannot be risked in dangerous
or labour intensive activities and their ability to reproduce becomes their primary
social value:
‘Trades and occupations that had been passed down from father to son were
now handed down from mother to daughter ...The institution of marriage
collapsed. Low-income women could not even dream of taking a husband, so
they visited the pleasure districts and paid for men’s favours in order to bear
children. The right to take a son-in-law became a privilege accorded only the
samurai warrior class and very wealthy merchants and village magistrates’
(Yoshinaga 2005: 14).
The lost bodies in this case are the men, both in the shortage of men with which to
form reproductive pairings but also in the sense people with masculine qualities. The
work frequently draws the reader’s attention to the perceived lack of masculinity
(aggression, ruggedness etc) in the surviving men. The subtext of the work is a critical
commentary on the complex and uneven social relations in the Edo period while by
extension Yoshinaga is inviting the reader to contemplate the politics of gender
relations in contemporary Japan. We see here visions of the past deployed in a similar
fashion to visions of the future in order to relocate contemporary concerns. However,
historical fiction such as Ōoku has the added advantage of drawing on recognisable
events and imagery whereas the protagonists in science fiction must often venture into
the unknown.
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Attempts to replicate lost kin relationships, particularly in relation to gender
can also be seen in other areas. For example, Allison in her ethnography of a Tokyo
hostess club argues that in many ways hostesses act as surrogate mothers. In doing so
she responds to Buruma’s argument that mizu shōbai12 women serve as mother
substitutes for men who find maternity both erotic and comforting (Buruma 1984).
Allison disagrees by arguing instead that it is by being maternal yet having no
genuine emotional connection to the customer that these women become fetishized
objects of desire: ‘what is desirable is not a mother-like woman but a woman who acts
maternal yet is not a mother herself. By encoding a split, the mizu shōbai [water trade]
woman is a fetish of both presence (motherly indulgence and ego support) and
absence (lacking the emotional pull and interminability of a real mother-child
relationship)’ (Allison 1994: 29). It is important to note that in Allison’s terms the
hostess is not a direct mother replacement but by exhibiting mother-like qualities such
as indulgence and affection the hostess appeals to an adult man’s desire for childlike
dependency, which under normal circumstances he is no longer free to exhibit. In this
respect the contemporary struggle to recover a lost body can be related to the
universal anthropological problem of negotiating transformations in kin relationships
over time.
The visions of the future on display at Miraikan can be seen as attempts to
reclaim lost bodies in various ways. Aibo was an effort, albeit with limited success, to
create a replacement pet for those who would not be able to keep a live animal.
ASIMO, with its physical dexterity, pleasant appearance and total lack of autonomy is
the ideal 21st century service employee. The moral implications of replacing workers

12

The various kinds of nighttime entertainment businesses ranging from bars, cabarets, hostess clubs to
brothels is known collectively in Japanese by the euphemism mizu shōbai, literally translated as the
‘water trade.’	
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with machines have long been debated. But it is in the kind of the machines being
created and in the nature of the roles these devices are designed to fill that the
changing relations of society and kinship in Japan can be seen. The demand for cheap
labour in a country with little inward migration and a rapidly aging population leads
inevitably to fantasies about how these roles might be filled by further leaps in
technology. Miraikan as a forum for the presentation of these devices provided the
opportunity to identify these crises of kinship, these lost bodies.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Uniform Resource Locator Links
Listed by subject, all URL links were last checked on 13/03/15.
Aibo
Youtube user uploaded footage of an Aibo demonstration at Miraikan:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IlHPnHmGILQ
Aibo official website (UK):
http://www.sony-aibo.co.uk
ASIMO
Official website at Honda:
http://asimo.honda.com
Footage of Asimo demonstration at Miraikan:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HOqitPJ3JlI
	
 
Geminoid
Official website at ATR International:
http://www.geminoid.jp/en/index.html
Video footage of the Geminoid Summit in March 2011:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J71XWkh80nc
Gundam
Statue of RX-78 performing light show outside Diver City in Odaiba, Tokyo:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aygmJV309dI
Hands-on of Model of the Internet
The Hands-on Model of the Internet Online Exhibition Guide:
http://www.miraikan.jst.go.jp/exhibition/future/network/internet.html
HRP-4C
User footage of HRP-4C dancing at 2010’s Digital Content Expo in Tokyo:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xcZJqiUrbnI
Karakuri
English language website on the history of Karakuri Ningyo:
http://www.karakuri.info/
Miraikan
Official website:
http://www.miraikan.jst.go.jp
Youtube channel containing various videos of exhibits and demonstrations:
http://www.youtube.com/user/MiraikanChannel
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Nicodama
Listing at Cube Works (Japanese):
www.cube-works.co.jp/works/index_sub.html?/works/kuwakuboryouta/index
Personal website of designer Ryota Kuwakubo (Japanese):
http://www.vector-scan.com/
Paro
Youtube user uploaded footage of Paro at Miraikan:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WJgcZhccdRo
Paro official website:
http://www.parorobots.com
Robovie II
Video footage of Robovie II assisting shoppers in a supermarket:
http://youtube.com/BckK1EcRA60
Songs of Anagura
Songs of Anagura exhibition website (English/Japanese):
http://www.miraikan.jp/anagura/en/index.html
Story of the End of the World
Official video footage of the Story of the End of the World exhibition:
http://www.miraikan.jst.go.jp/webcm/owari.html
The Story of the End of the World: Exhibition Outline (Japanese):
http://www.miraikan.jst.go.jp/spevent/owari
TEROOS
Video and interview with creator Kashiwabara by DigiInfo News:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4doyLws0zC0
Personal research web pages of Tadakazu Kashiwabara:
http://www.ayu.ics.keio.ac.jp/~kashi
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Appendix B: Shuichi Nishio Interview
The following interview was conducted on the 27th of November 2010 via the
internet. Shuichi Nishio is a senior researcher at the Intelligent Robotics
Communication Laboratories, Advanced Telecommunications Research Institute
International (ATR), Japan.
Shea: What insight into the human condition do you think could be gained
through the use of tele-operated androids?
Nishio: Teleoperated androids will be a fine tool for performing various
cognitive psychological/neuroscience experiments that are impossible using
ordinary people, as it can separate one's mind and body.
Shea: What do you believe are the practical applications of tele-operated
androids?
Nishio: As a new communication medium that can transmit not only
conversational information but human presence. Also, the semiteleoperational nature of the androids allows various applications that require
professional knowledge occasionally but for the most time routine responses
are only necessary, such as sales receptionist.
Shea: Do you think it would ever be possible to achieve a feeling of sonzai
kan in an autonomous android? Or might it be essentially bound to the
knowledge that there is a human participant in control of the android?
Nishio: Our ultimate goal is to find out what are the essentials for the
individual presence and to implement it in robots. Even with the current
androids, most people who are not familiar with our system tend to believe
that the robot is autonomous.
Shea: The feeling of sonzai kan is intimately related to the uncanny effect? In
that the uncanny might be occur as a form of cognitive dissonance caused by
temporary misrecognition of an object as being human, whereas to evoke a
feeling of sonzai kan using an android is to attempt to acheive a simliar
misrecognition, only in a positive sense.
Nishio: Maybe. One fact that we are aware is that if people start receiving the
presence of the individual through our teleoperated android, the uncanny
feeling vanishes. In that sense, we may be able to say that appearance is one
of the essential factor for people to feel consciousness in others.
Shea: Do you believe that controlling a tele-operated android might influence
your own behavior?
Nishio: Yes, we have been performing several experiments related to the
feedback effect from the Geminoids to the operators. One of the results, that
a strong transfer of proprioception toward Geminoid is occuring in the
operator, will be published on January next year. Unfortunately this journal
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article is in Japanese; we are preparing another English article now with
additional results.
Shea: In your article it mentions that Japanese and Canadian participants
responded differently in an experiment with tele-operated androids. Do you
believe that there might be cultural variation in the perception of androids? If
so, in what ways?
Nishio: Mostly no. We have performed several experiments with the
Geminoids in Europe, but most of the people tend to show a simliar
behavior. One thing that we found, related to the difference between software
agents and physical robots, is that once people actually touch and interact
with the robots, people tend to hold very different impression, which is in
most cases much more positive. MacDorman's questionaire were performed
only using photographs and that may be one reason for the difference.
Shea: What advice would you have for someone who wants to try and
understand tele-presence and its social implications?
Nishio: First to actually try having conversation with teleoperated androids.
By merely watching photos and videos will not provide you enough
information. That is one thing we are investigating, that the difference
between robots and other virtual things.
Shea: What research methods do you think are yet to be fully explored in
android science?
Nishio: We have just started studies using tele-operated androids and it can
be a useful tool for investigating unsolved questions in various fields
including philosophy, psychology or neuroscience.
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Appendix C: Hirotaka Osawa Interview
The following interview was conducted on the 11th of February 2012. Hirotaka Osawa
is an assistant professor at the University of Tsukuba. At the time of the interview he
was a research associate at Keio University. His research concerns human-computer
interaction, particularly how anthropomorphism can be used in machine-user
interfaces.
Shea: What do you think are the most likely future uses for the [vacuum]
gesture robot?
Osawa: It is the best way for human to learn a manipulation methods - how
to manipulate any objects in the real world. Comparing to the virtual
agent studies, a robot is good tool to direct the object in the real world
because it can share the space with users.
Shea: In the article you talk about how the gesture robot gives emotional
feedback as well as instructions and gestures to the user. How important are
emotional responses in motivating users in your opinion? And how might it
be measured?
Osawa: Positive emotional feedbacks gives a feeling of acceptance and
allowance toward users. I agree that I could not surveyed effect of positive
emotional feedbacks in the paper in detail (if you know about several related
researches, I want to know them). I estimate that periodical positive
feedbacks are good for the learning process. Negative emotional feedbacks
will arouse users senses and understandable regardless attributes of each
human (gender, age, and culture). This intuitiveness will decrease cognitive
load of the people in critical judge. I think that one of the good uses is
teaching hazardous manipulation for the users. I also estimate that small
cognitive load will for leading people in the disaster. Several effects of
emotional feedbacks will be measured by scales in psychological studies.
Shea: Older people are identified as the main group that get benefits from
using the gesture robot. Why is that so?
Osawa: I think that the gesture robot is good for both children/infants and
older people. Acquired knowledge is sometimes lost. However, inborn habits
are not forgettable. Children/infants have sometimes not have acquired
knowledge, but they can response anthropomorphic features because they are
innately programmed. Older people may forget taught things. But if each
features have more anthropomorphic attitude, they are more unforgettable.
During the experiments, I learned that older people have many individual
variations (due to their history, maybe). This point is different from
children/infants. Now I think that it is more important to caring about each
individual features.
Shea: You mentioned in your presentation that the human ability to
anthropomorphise things “doesn't depend on our gender, age, and cultures,
because we are all human beings”. I agree with this statement, but there are
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lots of theorists who don't so I was wondering what led you to this
conclusion?
Osawa: It is very curious point for me. I hope to know different opinion
from theorists in detail. In general, our brain becomes brushed up to
communicate other people during long evolutional process. There are several
clues from biological studies like mirror neuron and theory of mind. My
study is just utilize this tendency. I basically believe that it is better way to
regulate the channel between human and computer as human way. I estimate
that this maybe related about the definition of anthropomorphism and
anthropomorphization in different cultures. Human-agent interaction
researchers uses “anthropomorphism” in very broaden meaning like ‘to feel
social actors in the environment.’ Byron Reeves and Clifford Nass edited
human tendency toward media in the book of Media Equation. I thought that
this is good examples for human anthropomorphic features. However, in the
later paper, Nass said that their studies are not about ‘anthropomorphization.’
This fact confused me.
Shea: When appliances or computers are anthropomorphised in recent years
they tend to be done so in quite a friendly, cartoonish way. Why do you think
this is?
Osawa: I agree about anthropomorphic representation must be included in
engineering field. At the same time, I want to emphasize that “cartoonish
representation” is not only a way for using anthropomorphism Friendliness is
just one of the common aspect given by anthropomorphism. Also, I never
thought that anthropomorphism is a panacea. I conducted brief survey and
find that several people does not want anthropomorphism. Overall, I feel that
it is more important to have analytic attitude toward anthropomorphism.
Applications in the society must be designed carefully. I personally have
more interest about deconstruction of the anthropomorphism.
Shea: Roboticists often use examples from famous sci-fi to explain their
work to the public. Do you have a favourite science fiction film/book? And
do you think it may have influenced your work?
Osawa: I think so. So many Sci-Fi works definitely influenced my study
because I like sci-fi novels, films, and comics, from old to recent ones. It is
difficult for me to select which one have huge role for my study. Three
creators are especially impressive for me. Issac ASIMOV. His stories about
robots are important roots for every robotics engineers including the word of
"robotics" itself. Not only famous three-laws in robotics, but also his
masterpieces show many ideas in the field of human-robot interaction for us
like nursing robot and its influences, robots in government, and even in
cheating robots. ‘Liar!’ is (will be) one of the impressive work, maybe the
vision for future HRI. Stanisław Lem: His novel ‘Solaris’ is, in fact, not
about the story of robots. But it represents how our notion is limited in
anthropomorphic view. I'm very curious about how Lem comments about
today's humanoid studies. Greg Egan: His clear senses about the utilization
of the humanity within recent technology may have strongly influenced my
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study. I read his works many times with my friend in Sci-Fi circle in Uni
(One of my friends, Ebihara Yutaka, wrote criticism about Greg Egan and
won recognition from the Japan Sci-Fi association). ‘Appropriate Love’ and
‘Reason to Be Cheerful’ are some of the best for me.
Osawa: Also, I believe that comics are also important pieces to embody my
work. Their contributions are from ideas to visions. ‘Doraemon’ by Fujiko F.
Fujio is a bible in my childhood (Doraemon is nursing robot for nerdy boy,
sent by his descendant). This is the mixture of packed child dreams and crazy
imaginations. It is my life’s archetype. Partial stories in ‘After Zero’ and
‘The story of the national museum’ by Okazaki Jiro brings me several
documents about Richard Dawkins’ and Hans Moravec’s works. These
works are great gates for today's thoughts. I also love to watch films /
animations. But it may be hard to evaluate influences. ‘WALL-E’ and “Time
of Eve” represents good catalog for classical image of anthropomorphism
today (what needs to be ‘moving’). Some cuts/scenes in Blade Runner and
A. I. may be impressive. But, in overall, I think that films are more trapped
in a classical framework for the robotics and Sci-Fi (due to the restriction in
the media) than novels. Regardless of robotics, I'm very impressed about the
‘Vocaloid’ music including ‘Hatsune Miku’ I respect her because her voice
assembles thousand pieces of great works and advertise them to the world,
from 2007 to today. Her success cheers me that anthropomorphic feature in
the technology drives people.
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Appendix D: Transcript of ASIMO Demonstration
The following transcript is based on observation of multiple daily Asimo
demonstrations in the third floor ‘Robot World’ performance area at Miraikan
between July 2011 and June 2012. The demonstrations were in Japanese, therefore
while every effort has been made to translate accurately there may be some minor
differences between the translation provided and the original script as it would be read
in Japanese. It also should be noted that the demonstrations varied from day to day
therefore the following represents a translation of a particular recorded demonstration
and does not account for the day to day variations in each Science Communicators’
presentational style.
The Science Communicator warms up the crowd, asking them questions about what
they know about robots in general or Asimo in particular. Children are allowed to sit
at the front while adults stand at the back of the performance space. The
demonstration area is separated by a low tape barrier and three volunteers and a
member of staff assist in setting up and maintaining the cordoned off area. After
roughly fifteen minutes of this setting up, by which time a sizable crowd has
assembled, the SC invites the audience to call Asimo out to the stage:
Audience: Asimo!
Asimo: Yes!
A screen door bearing a cartoon image of Asimo opens to reveal the robot.
Asimo walks out into the performance area as background music plays.
Audience gasps, followed by scattered applause.
Asimo: Hello everyone!
SC: Everyone, let’s give Asimo a round of applause!
Audience applauds.
Asimo walks to the centre of the performance area, turns to face the audience and
stops.
Asimo: Welcome to Miraikan. I am Science Communicator Asimo. Pleased to
make your acquaintance (bows).
Audience applauds.
Asimo: Next, [NAME] and I will explain together.
The Science Communicator walks over to stand a few paces behind and slightly to the
side of Asimo.
Asimo: [NAME]?
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SC: Ok! Hello everyone?
Audience mumbles.
SC: Let’s try that one more time. Hello everyone?
Audience replies louder.
SC: Let’s begin. Welcome to Miraikan and thank you for coming.
Asimo and SC bow slightly in unison.
SC: I am NAME, Science Communicator, pleased to meet you.
Asimo: Today we will be talking about my body parts and design
specification.
SC: That's right today we’re talking about Asimo’s design. Could you tell us a
bit about yourself?
Asimo: Firstly, my height is 130 centimetres.
SC: (indicating height) 130 centimetres, how high is that everyone? Yes, about
the same as your height. Can anyone guess how much he weighs? (pause) 54
kilograms.
Asimo turns to face the SC.
SC: Ah, Asimo. You got a bit heavier didn't you. (to audience) You can see
now Asimo is looking directly at me.
Asimo turns back to face the audience.
Asimo: Inside my head there are two video cameras.
SC: In Asimo’s face there are two video cameras. They are positioned in the
same place as a person’s eyes.
Asimo: (gesturing) I can look left, right or up.
SC: Asimo can tilt his head left, right or up. But what about down? Can you
look down Asimo?
Asimo jerks its head downwards slightly a few times.
SC: Ah, looking down seems to be a bit more difficult.
Asimo: For looking down there are two cameras in my belly.
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SC: Yes, for Asimo tilting its head down is difficult so Asimo has cameras
under its stomach. (to audience) What about on a person? Where are our eyes?
Yes, there. Asimo is a robot so we can put them wherever we want.
Convenient, eh?
Asimo: Yes!
SC: What is it?
Asimo: If I use these cameras, I can kick a football. Do you have a ball?
Child in Audience: (shouts) We’ve got one!
SC: (to audience) Let’s find a ball. Can you see where one is?
Asimo turns around in a circle.
SC: Let’s see if we can look. Oh! There it is. (holding up the ball) So, what
kind of ball is this?
Children in the audience mumble.
SC: A soccer ball, yes. Does anyone here play soccer? Put up your hands so I
can see. Ok, now we’re going to place the ball and see if Asimo can kick it,
using the cameras in its body.
Asimo: Place the ball please.
SC: Yes, here?
The SC places the ball by Asimo’s feet.
SC: Ok. Right, I’m going to stand over here and see if he can kick it to me.
Everyone lets give Asimo a round of applause as encouragement.
Asimo: [NAME]?
SC: Yes?
Asimo: Catch it properly? Ok?
SC: Ok, I’ll be careful.
Asimo: Here I go.
Asimo kicks the ball. The audience applauds.
SC: Well done Asimo. Next…
Asimo: Wait a minute, please.
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SC: What is it?
Asimo gestures ‘get out of my way’ with his hands.
SC: Ah, Asimo’s already shown us his soccer skills. Now instead he wants to
do something more impressive.
Asimo: You better look closely at this.
SC: Ok.
There is a slight pause before Asimo runs from his position to the other side of the
stage.
Audience gasps.
SC: Asimo has shown us it can run. Let’s give him a round of applause.
Audience applauds.
SC: When Asimo is running, only one foot touches the ground at any time.
For us as well, when we’re running only one foot at a time touches the ground.
In this way Asimo is just like a person.
Asimo: Yes, but I can also do things that a person can’t.
SC: For example?
Asimo moves arms in unison.
SC: If you look at Asimo’s arms, both are moving together in perfect unison.
But you can all do this and so can I as well.
Asimo: Well…
SC: Now for the next movement.
Asimo moves arms in time but performing opposite circles with each.
SC: This is a little more difficult.
Asimo: And now…
Asimo moves arms and head in symmetrical but different circles.
SC: Now the left arm moves up as the left arm moves down and the head is
moving around as well.
Asimo: What d’ya think of that?
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Audience applauds.
SC: We’ve seen Asimo making his arms move differently at the same time.
This is very difficult for humans. Asimo? Is there anything else you can do
better than a human?
Asimo: I can do this. Start the music please.
SC: Ok we’ll put some music on. Let’s give him a round of applause please.
Music plays in the background. Asimo moves in a series of dancelike actions, bending
knees and moving arms in sequence with the music. Mimes swimming, traditional
Japanese dance and disco arm gestures. The sequence lasts approximately 30 seconds.
Audience applauds.
SC: So Asimo can also dance. Hopefully in the future people will live
alongside robots like Asimo. So, what do you think? Would you like to live
with this kind of robot? It would be good if people were able to do what
people do best and then robots can do what robots do best.
Asimo: Everyone, thank you for today.
Asimo bows and the audience applauds.
Asimo: Have fun at Miraikan
SC: Well, unfortunately it’s time for Asimo to go back to his room now.
Everyone, let’s give him a final round of applause.
Music plays as Asimo walks back to stand in front door it came from.
Asimo: (in English) Bye bye! Mata ne!
Asimo waves and walks backwards through the door before the screen is lowered in
front of it.
SC: Right, well unfortunately that’s the end of our demonstration. Enjoy the
rest of your day at Miraikan.

*Note: The Asimo demonstrations often end with a ‘roboto no shokai’ where Asimo
introduces video footage of another robot. However, on the occasion transcribed here
this did not take place.
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Appendix E: Volunteer Training Information Sheet
The following photocopy is of a printed handout that was given to all volunteers on
the third floor at Miraikan during a training session on the 29th of October 2011.
Page 1:
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Page 2:
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